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INTRODUCTION

At the celebration of the fifty year anniversary of the NEDLAND YACHT CLUB it was
realised there was no official written history. Although the club was formed in 1952
the first full sailing season was 1953/54.
Sections of data in different forms were known to be documented but these were
believed to be in various magazines and often in the hands of individuals. It was
recognised that much information was often only in the memories of senior past
members no longer associated with the club.
We were asked by the commodore if we would attempt to access and collate this
information.
The information obtained herein has been developed from recollections and
accessible records. It is not a historical book but a compilation of this data
reproduced into a readable format for those interested in the history of the club.
If it wasn’t for the contributions and co-operation of those associated with the club
this document would not exist and we thank those who have participated.
This document can be copied in part or in whole without charge.

BOB & JOY PATERSON

NYC HISTORICAL OVERVIEW - 50 YEARS
The Nedlands Yacht Club (NYC) started in 1952 as a breakaway from the Mounts Bay Yacht
Club under the name of Subiaco Yacht Club. The formation was prompted by a policy
decision relating to the VJ class yacht. Mounts Bay decided that sailors over the age of 21
years could not sail VJ’s and if the section was not happy with that decision then the fleet
could go elsewhere, prompting a revolt that led to the first official meeting of the Subiaco
Yacht Club that was held on the verandah of the home of Garnet Rock.1 Others in attendance
were Graham Rock, Ross Eilbeck, Ron Marshall, Brian Kelton, Paul Holland, Jack
LeMaistre, Barry Murtha, David Pyke and David Hinchliffe. Garnet was chairman of
activities and Paul Holland secretary/treasurer. A membership fee of five shillings was
decided to cover cost of postage etc. At this time David Pyke was sitting next to Paul Holland
and immediately paid him ten shillings to cover both himself and his crew, David Hinchliffe,
thus considering himself to be the first financial member.
At that meeting Jack LeMaistre was elected Commodore, a position he held during the
critical formation for 9 years. Other officers elected were C. Walton, Vice Commodore; G.E.
Rock, Rear Commodore and Paul Holland, Secretary.
In its first year the club operated from the waterfront on the up river (Subiaco) side of
Nedlands Jetty. The Pagoda Tearooms (now demolished) was on the NW corner of what is
now the intersection of Broadway and The Esplanade. Steve McHenry of the Nedlands Park
Hotel offered this premises for use as temporary boat storage and club rooms. Volunteer
labour (pictured) was used to rejuvenate the building of this unused facility.
Races were started with flags hoisted on a staff attached to the end of the Nedlands jetty and a
start buoy marked SYC. This was a lengthy walk to carry boats before and after sailing.
During the first year of operation the name was changed to Nedlands Subiaco Yacht Club to
define the area in which it operated.
Yachts initially raced at the club were mainly two-person VJs. Three races had been held as a
trial on Sunday mornings in 1952 while also sailing at Mounts Bay. The first racing season
1953-54 was opened by well known yachting identity Bill Lucas. In 1954 Steve McHenry
advised he needed his premises for expansion of the hotel facilities (which later became La
Riviera) and the club looked for a new home. After being offered leasehold land a little down
river from the ‘Baths’, it was decided ask for an acre of land further down in the bamboo
patch at the existing site which is gazetted as an ‘A’ class reserve. This was successfully
negotiated with the Subiaco City authorities largely due to Jack LeMaistre a City Councillor
and local MLA Charles Court. By removing bamboos and the reclaiming the river frontage
behind a lime stone wall that was built in the depression years by sustenance labour, a
suitable site for a club house was made. Building operations commenced on June 6, 1955.
There was no road past Bessell Avenue and 4-wheel drives were uncommon thus equipment
and materials had to be carried by hand.
NYC has always been a family self help club with many of its members trade oriented
people. As many as four family generations have been members. In the early days of the club
the Ladies Committee worked tirelessly fund raising, running the canteen and many social
events. Several of the women were honoured with life memberships. It has also been a
classless club comprising of all socio-economic groups. When Ann Schugg was elected rear
commodore, Nedlands became the first club to have a female official when most clubs had a
policy that females could only enter the club rooms if invited by a male member.
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Like many clubs and organisations the direction they take is largely determined by the
controversies and conflicts within. The club started because of them and its future will be
guided by them.
These often related to the introduction of classes. Nedlands was formed as a dingy club but
its survival hinged on obtaining more members.
In 1963 wooden catamarans had to be accepted as they were becoming popular and needed a
home. They all sailed in the 16ft. Cat class. Cruisers were accommodated with a 6.7m limit,
then, catamarans made of plastic were admitted much to the disgust of the wooden boat
builders in the club. This ended up being a good decision and lifted the profile and
membership of the club.
Buildings

Amongst the bamboo the members of Nedlands Subiaco Yacht Club (NSYC) under the
leadership of Jack LeMaistre and the many helpers with and without building skills erected a
small clubhouse with flag deck on the first floor verandah and storage shed for the VJ
dinghies. Credit must go to Barry Murtha an apprentice builder whose every spare moment
was spent on the building. After 20 weekends work by the members the building as pictured
valued at about £4000 was finished and opened on 5th November 1955. This was the season’s
opening day and the flag pole could not be used as pole was still wet. The building later
became popularly known as the ‘Junior Clubhouse’.
However in 1983 Management resolved that it be known as the Training Centre. The original
club house is on the City of Nedlands heritage inventory.
In 1959 following the establishment of the City of Nedlands as the local authority, the club
changed its name to Nedlands Yacht Club.
Further boat storage sheds were built in 1958-59 and a third storey added to the original
clubhouse as the starting platform for races.
In 1960 at their cost Laurie Chivers and his father built a shed at the back of the club rooms
and used it for boat building activities, particularly VJ and Skates, this included a shop selling
boat fittings. Picture shows Laurie making a VJ.
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This was vacated after 10 years and leased from early 1981 to the Yachting Association.
On additional land west of existing premises and courtesy of a loan of £12000 from the
Nedlands City Council, a new brick clubhouse with room and facilities for social activities
and additional change rooms was opened in 1962 and shortly after the bosun’s quarters were
added, and later upgraded in 1976.
The Nedlands council has been very supportive of the club and on several occasions provided
loan funds so that important projects can get underway. The club has enjoyed a very good
relationship and strong tangible support from the Council and many mayors have been
elected as club vice patrons. This policy started in 1979 when Mr Charles Smith retired and
was recognised for the help he had given the club whilst Mayor of Nedlands.
As pictured , the opening ceremony of this new building was performed by the then Governor
of Western Australia, Sir Charles Gairdner, who presented the club with a Compass that
remains a treasured and much used item of club equipment today.
The J3 1916 bell (pictured) was donated to NYC by A.E. Bartlett Esq on the opening of the
new club house on 18 October 1962.
Extensions to this clubhouse in 1973 increased its original size. Additional bar, change room
and associated facilities were installed to increase the accommodation for a growing
membership and to cater for larger social functions.
The Junior Clubhouse Ablution Block earthworks were done at a busy bee in August, 1976.
This was where the original canteen had been. Further additions to the clubhouse were made
in 1984.
Members of the Yvonne section built rescue boat shed as their storage area 1961 and reroofed in 1997 under the 5 year development plan.
The Yachting Association offices were doubled in area in 1992 when an extension was added
to the eastern side of the building. This extension was completed by club members who gave
their time and labour voluntarily. Pictured right is YAWA HQ.
Start Box
During winter 1965 club members spent £500 ($1000) on a flag deck upgrade incorporating a
start box, giving officials a fuller view of more than 90% of courses sailed for all races.
The clock used for starting in the early 1970’s was a 12” diameter electric clock with a sweep
second hand and was subsequently replaced in July 1975 with a mechanical digital clock
made in two sections, one a conventional clock thus resulting in far less starting complaints.
Later this was replaced by electronic timing devices.
Architect
The authorship of the original plans to council for the inaugural clubhouse belongs to Syd
Musto. Peter Grigg was the architect for the first clubhouse built in brick.
The architectural plans for the new clubhouse extensions and the extensions to the YAWA
offices were done by the firm Oldham Boas Ednie-Brown, where club members Sid Musto
and later Neil Gardiner worked. The Australian Yachting Federation and the Ron Tough
Foundation also operate from there. Ron Tough was the secretary of the Yachting
Association of Western Australia for 20 years as well as being president twice of the
Australian Yachting Federation. In those years, he was the only WA yachtsman to possess a
gold medal.
The original clubhouse became the Junior Clubhouse and later known as the Nedlands
Training Centre for a large number of youth who learned to sail from the club.
Busy bees
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These are a vital part of the club. They bring members together from the various sections and
this activity has allowed the club to progress with minimal fees. Junior members are often
seen on these occasions helping out with varying tasks.
The progress of the club is directly related to the goodwill of the members.
In the August 1968 Mainsheet it was noted that 80 members attended a pre-season opening
busy bee and there was a lengthy list of works completed during the non sailing season.
Later Developments
In the 1994/5 season a 5 year development plan was devised under the stewardship of David
Nuttall. This resulted in a new physical image of the club grounds, security fencing and the
modernising of the existing club room. Alterations were made to the ground layout, parking
areas and storage.
With the assistance of a progressive grant totalling $38000 from the Government’s
Community Sporting and Recreation Facilities Funding concluding in 1997, a larger veranda,
porch and barbecue were added and a dome roof was built onto the storage compound for
secure storage of rescue boats and members yachts.
In 2000 the second 5 year plan was put in motion by Chris Waldie.
Computerisation was introduced in 1986 and the web site went on line in 1997.
Foreshore
When the club took over the land, there was no sandy beach and the yachts were lowered
over the sea wall direct into the water, a far cry from the excellent beach backed by a large
expanse of reticulated lawn that now makes NYC one of the prime sites in Australia for offthe-beach yachts. In the late 1950s the Government was concerned about deterioration of the
original sea walls on the Swan and after consultation with the club decided it would be
beneficial to dredge the river and place the spoil against the seawall in this area. Through the
intervention of the member for Nedlands, a dredge on its way to work on the Narrows Bridge
spent a few days back filling the wall.
Brian LeMaistre had access to sand from swimming pools being built in the area and also
dumped many loads to use as good quality fill for the rigging area. The old sea wall can often
be seen through the lawn in summer that was grown from runners brought from many houses
in the district. A well was dug by the members in order to reticulate the growing lawn.
In the late 1980’s a member of the cruiser section was involved in beach erosion projects and
made arrangements for the club to trial a new form of erosion preventative which consisted of
a sausage like bag about 1 metre in diameter and about 10 m long made of a substance similar
to shade cloth and laid on the river bed and filled with sand. This was done on a working bee
during winter. It was placed with the centre of the bag roughly opposite the down stream end
of the club house and parallel to the beach in water about armpit deep. It appeared to be
singularly un-successful in terms of arresting beach erosion. Another attempt was to place
logs parallel to the high watermark chained to poles, which was equally unsuccessful.
The problem overcoming erosion of the pristine beach area caused largely by consistent
strong easterly winds is still a problem today.
Foreshore Aerial View 1973
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Ramps
The original ramp was built prior to 1956 of a monolithic concrete slab and sited downstream
of the rescue boat compound in line with the current entrance gate. Boats were launched by
running the trailers off the end of the ramp and into the water as far as possible, without
dropping the car wheels off the end, so that boats could be launched into deep enough water.
As a result of continuing difficulties in retrieving the clubs rescue boats for maintenance and
the congestion on the existing ramp created by an increasing number of swing keel trailer
sailers. Members’ small cruisers which to date had been housed on the hard at Perth Flying
Squadron needed to be domiciled at NYC, so it was decided to build a deep water ramp.
However the cost of $29,000 was not affordable and the project shelved.
A ramp was built by club members with the help of Telfer Bowman who supplied some
discarded concrete panels. The installation was carried out with some trepidation as it was
uncertain how these panels would stand up to their unintended use, but they are still there.
Don Mullaley was heavily involved in design and preliminary work, including obtaining
soundings of the river bed in the general vicinity to ascertain the best location; the present
location gave the best access to a reasonable depth of water. This work was completed in
1979 at a final cost of around $4000 and Bret Pescod’s boat ‘Chrysalis’ was the first to use it.
Wooden kerbing was later added and then replaced by concrete kerbing. Subsequently the
ramp was extended into deeper water.
Groynes
Sand build-up on the ramp, silting of the first pens and foreshore erosion has always been a
problem. Following a trial tyre groyne built in 1980, discussions continued over many years
with the Swan River Management and the first permanent groyne was built in 1987.
Nedlands Council also placed a small rock groyne around their outfall to stop it being
blocked.
In 1990 a small test stone groyne was built to the south end of the clubhouse.
Under Don Mullaley’s direction, 1991 to 1993 a further groyne based on weighted and
bound tractor tyres was constructed by volunteer labour in a further effort to reduce the beach
sand erosion caused during winter months. Progress was slow and the foreshore was further
eroded, but gradually with the help of Broomhall’s hire, Eric Fennell’s tyres and Rod
Hodgkin’s labour and machinery, the restoration was completed and the beach extended to
the south boundary.
Jetties
The original jetty was built in the early 1960’s under the guidance of Jim Carroll who ensured
it was at no cost to the club. The piles were sunk with help from the Harbour and Lights
Department. A lot of the physical work was carried out in busy bees, particularly by Jack Le
Maistre and Alan McKechnie. Jim had been previously responsible for the establishment of
the lawn area in front of the club house. This was reticulated in 1964.
Lighting and power was purchased and installed for cruisers in March 1976 on the old jetty.
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The original one was replaced by a new jetty in 1984 at a cost of $35000 that was funded by
club revenue and advance rentals. This project included the supply of water, electricity,
lighting, a security fence and an additional pen and took two years to complete.

Michael Seal checking work in progress

In 1986 Harbours and Marine took control of the leases for the Jetty and Mooring areas.
Limestone was placed on the beach end of the jetty to protect the ramp from silting.
A finger jetty added upstream in 1991.
Due to decking deterioration the Jetty was re-planked over the 3 year period 1999 to 2001.
This was done using members volunteering their services under the guidance of John Stickle
and utilising top quality timber with boron anti-rot plugs and high quality stainless steel
fixings.
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Recollections from Don Mullaley
Ramps
The ramp that was in use when I joined the Club in the late sixties was located opposite and
joined the roadway between what is currently the Manly Junior shed and Training shed.
From memory, it was constructed of a monolithic concrete slab approximately 8’0” (2.4m)
wide by 12’0” (3.7m) long, laid from the low tide level up the beach and joined 2’0”
(600mm) square pre-cast concrete paving slabs which led up to and joined the roadway. This
ramp was used by the small trailer sailers with swing keels such as the Hartley 14s, 16s and
the Capri 17.
At the time, cruisers and trailer sailers were limited in overall size to 22’0” (6.7m) apart from
those larger boats, mainly cruising catamarans and trimarans, which were in the Club before
the overall size restriction* was introduced. The larger boats were kept on moorings or in
pens on the old jetty or, as in my case when I bought my first Red Witch later on, at the Perth
Flying Squadron (now the Perth Flying Squadron Yacht Club) on their hard standing as
reciprocal members.
After the Cruising Section was granted “full racing status” and changed its name to the
Cruiser Section, numbers of trailer sailers started to increase as a result of some of the Club’s
older dinghy sailers changing over to more accommodating type boats to take their young
families out for a sail and this in turn led to them becoming involved in the racing side of
sailing again in the Cruiser Section. Because of the increased numbers this led to great
congestion on a not very serviceable ramp. Boats were launched by running the trailers off
the end of the ramp and into the water as far as possible, with out dropping the car wheels off
the end, so that the boat could be launched into deep enough water. Many delays occurred in
retrieving boats and trailers and the call for better launching facilities became louder.
At around 1977 the PFS started to insist that reciprocal members should participate in that
Club’s racing and a number of NYC members who kept their boats at PFS were given the
option of racing at PFS or loosing their reciprocal membership. Because these NYC
members had fixed keel boats kept on hard standing, they also call for better launching
facilities at NYC.
As a result of continuing difficulties in retrieving the Club’s two rescue boats for
maintenance and the congestion on the existing ramp created by the increased numbers of
swing keel trailer sailers a new location was selected and in 1977/78 a design prepared for a
new launching ramp to be installed at the upstream end of the Club’s land lease, the location
of the current ramp.
This area was selected as being the most suitable location as far as depth of water was
concerned and as it reduced the impact on the dinghy rigging areas. As a result of obtaining
quotes for the professional installation of a ramp suitable for fixed keel cruisers, the Club
Management committee resolved that the cost of around $29,000.00 was not affordable and
shelved the project.
However, as the PFS had given an ultimatum to race at their club or leave, I made further
investigations with regards to alternative construction methods for installing a new ramp in
the proposed location. In the process, discussions were held with Ernie Evans, a Club
member and a partner in one of Perth’s leading structural engineering firms. As luck would
have it Ernie had heard of some pre-cast wall slabs that had become available as the project
that they were made for was cancelled. He advised that there were 12 slabs available and
being 3.0m long by 2.4m high and 150mm thick they could be laid flat on a suitably prepared
limestone sub-base and would be wide enough to use as a launching ramp for swing keel
boats.
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After several presentations and meetings of Club members, the Club Management committee
agreed to allocate around $3,500.00 for the purchase of 10 wall slabs and construction of a
shallow water ramp only for the swing keel boats and rescue boats.
The necessary approvals were obtained from the Nedlands City Council and the Swan River
Trust. With the assistance of Ernie Evans and Jim Elliot from the Nedlands City Council, I
arranged for the work to commence in 1978 so that the ramp would be operational for the
1978/79 sailing season.
Being the owner of a Red Witch yacht with a fixed keel and having to move my boat from
the PFS it was apparent that the new shallow water ramp would not enable me to keep my
boat at NYC and launch it on the proposed shallow water ramp. This situation not only
affected me but there were a number of other NYC members who would not be able to use
the proposed ramp and as a result some drastic measure needed to be taken.
As I was managing the construction of the ramp, I had further discussions with the Club
Management committee and they were persuaded to purchase an additional slab to allow for
the ramp to commence at the sea wall level instead of closer to the water as originally
planned. Two slabs were purchased, I was prepared to pay for one if absolutely necessary,
and these two were laid at the bottom of the ramp and not at the top at the sea wall. In
addition, the original slabs were positioned further away from the sea wall than originally
planned so that the end of the ramp ended up in deep water suitable for launching all the fixed
keel boats in the Club at the time. I was never asked to pay for the extra wall slab or explain
how the fixed keel boats were able to use the new “shallow water” ramp.
The ramp was not completed in time for the start of the 1978/79 sailing season but the fixed
keel Red Witch yacht called CHRYSALIS, owned and sailed by Bret Pescod, was the first
boat to be launched on the new ramp, I think it was early in January 1979 and the final cost
was around $4,000.00.
The overall size restriction for cruisers sailed at NYC was changed from time to time. It went
from 22’0” to 24’0” then to 8.5m (28’0”) before being abolished at the 2003 AGM.
The reason for these restrictions was because of the concern by the dinghy members of the
Club that the Club would be over taken by cruisers. This was hardly likely to be the case as
the depth of water off the Club and around the mooring and jetty areas was only about 2.0m
which was too shallow for large cruisers to use the Club.
Jetty
The original jetty for the Club was located approximately 25.0m down stream of its current
location. A concrete slab is still visible in the grassed area between the beach and the road
between the rescue boat compound and shed and the cruiser rigging area.
I think the current jetty built in 1984 had 10 pens of which the outer pen was used by
Wargardo (skippered by Jack Le Maistre) the larger ply rescue boat and the second pen from
the shore was used by the smaller timber rescue boat (skippered by Frank Sugars). The
inshore pen had a stormwater drainage pipe discharging into it and it regularly silted up. This
jetty was funded by pre-leasing the other 8 pens for 10 years to Club members who paid for
the lease up front. I think Brian Pearcey was one of the original lease holders.
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Club Identification
The NYC flag pole in front of the clubhouse was the mast from the “C Class cat”
‘CATALESTER’ owned and skippered by J. Flower, the founding president of the
TORNADO Association. The name was derived from combination of Catalyst and Polyester
that was allied to his business interests.
The Pennant
The original Pennant flown was made and designed by Elsie Rock. It was yellow with a
maroon NSYC on it, the colours of the City of Subiaco. It also included a blue stripe at the
bottom representing the sea. This was misplaced and a second one made. The first flag was
later found and is now displayed in the club house. The current design as shown above is a
red and blue cross on a yellow background and must be flown with the blue strip to the top.

The Badge:
This was the design of Rear Commodore Hazel Davidson. Several designs were
contemplated before the current one was chosen in 1982.

Club Reefer Jackets
It was decided in 1962 that the Club Reefer (pictured) would be a dark blue jacket with the
pocket insignia a replica of the Club Pennant done in gold bullion. The then cost of the
pocket was £1.5s. (Twenty five shillings). An original jacket with pocket and badge attached
is located in the club house.
In 1973 the wording in the rules was changed to indicate members may wear a reefer jacket
of navy coloured material with a distinguishing pocket badge, carrying the club pennant.

Officers’ Uniforms
In 1973 it was agreed that the uniform for general wear shall comprise dark navy jacket
having four black buttons on each side and vents at both side seams. The trousers may either
be cream, white or grey; white shoes and socks with either cream or white trousers, and black
shoes and socks, and grey socks with grey trousers.
Optional uniform during hours of daylight for other than official occasions may comprise of
white or cream shorts, white shirt, (long or short sleeves) with or without tie, which if worn
will be black or official club tie. Long white socks and white shoes.
Officers’ Uniform shall be as above with the following ranks of office:
Commodore
Four bands
Vice Commodore
Three bands
Rear Commodore
Two bands
The top band in each instance shall have a curl with 4” centre to the forefront of the sleeve.
Secretary
One ½” band with curl as above
Hon Treasurer
One ½” band with rope band above
Members of the Management Committee and Starter
One ½” band
Past Commodores who have served in that capacity for at least 9 months - Four ½” bands
without curl.
The bands in each instance shall be black, the bottom of the lower band shall be 2½” from the
end of the sleeve, with ¼" spacing between bands. Bands to be worn on both sleeves.
In the case where jacket is not worn, shoulders straps shall be worn attached to shirt and shall
measure 5” long, 2” wide and fastened at the top with a black button, square at the shoulder
10

point and peaked at the upper end. The straps to have the letters N.Y.C. woven in black
thread 3/8” high and ¼” up from the shoulder end followed by badge of office as for jackets
in black but bands to be ¼" wide and spaced 1/8” apart.
Cap. Naval type, black with white cover, black band with Club pennant surrounded by Gold
laurel wreath. Letters N.Y in gold superimposed on pennant.
Boat Owners who are duly registered shall be entitled to wear a small black anchor in each
side of the collar of the jacket 1” above the collar stops
Rescue (Mercy) Boats
Wargardo
The initial rescue boat was the Wargardo (a native name meaning to search for, to seek to
find) was built by Jack LeMaistre and Barry Mertha in 1957 to be used primarily to safeguard
users of the river in the club’s area. This boat was a single cylinder diesel wooden vessel. The
original Stuart Turner engine was replaced by a Yanmar single cylinder diesel 8hp engine in
1974 by Les Snook who was the acting skipper. The boat sold in 1979. In 1965, a larger boat,
the ex police launch Cygnet, was purchased to be used in conjunction with the existing boat.
This was fitted with a two way radio to act as ‘mother ship’ in rapidly growing fleet of more
than 150 yachts. This boat retained its original name ‘Cygnet’.
However it proved unsatisfactory for the task and was only in service for a couple of years.
As it was the policy of the club to have two rescue boats operating, in October 1973 a new
boat was launched. This wooden vessel purchased earlier in the year as only a 22ft hull was
built up by club members under the direction of Jack LeMaistre and assisted by Roy Dewar
and Frank Sugars. It was named Wargardo II and had a 4 cylinder inboard Volvo Penta petrol
engine. The above picture shows the christening performed by Nedlands Mayoress, Mrs
Charles Smith at the club’s official opening of the season with Commodore Jack Jorgensen
and Flag Officers looking on.
Wargardo III (pictured right) was an ex South Australia America’s Cup chase boat and was
purchased in 1987 to replace the larger ply wood vessel launched in the 1973/74 season
which was sold to the boson. The replacement boat, christened Wargardo III by Beat Chivers
is in service today and although has had engine changes currently runs a Honda four stroke
outboard has proved the most acceptable craft for the job so far.

Jack LeMaistre.
In 1979 a fibre glass boat with Mercruiser 4 cylinder inboard stern drive was purchased and
named ‘Jack LeMaistre’ but it was not suitable for rough and tumble of rescue service and
sold in 1981.
This was replaced by a second hand aluminium runabout but it quickly corroded out. In 1985
it was replaced by the current flat bottom craft named Jack LeMaistre III and christened by
him in October that year. It has since had several engine changes. One of those was provided
by the Orbital Engine Company in 1997 in appreciation of the use of a small part of the
storage area for the Seadoo Experimental craft. It currently runs a small Honda four stroke.
In 2004 these boats are to be known as ‘on water assistance vehicles / support boats’.
Buoys
Over the years Nedlands has been responsible for the following markers.
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Bartlett Buoy No. 38 located just beyond the start line was named after Alfred Edward Kervil
(Bart) Bartlett, a starter and active member of the club for many years.
Dee Road [A] 38 Buoy was approved as permanent in June 1976 and is positioned in
alignment with Dee Road Applecross. The adjacent Spey Road buoy is no longer used.
Gallop 38B in line with Gallop House.
Baths 41C in line with Nedlands Jetty.
Nedlands 41B midway between Baths and Nedlands permanent marker.
There are 3 day buoys, Dalkeith, Waratah, and 2 Manly day buoys.
Training
NYC was the first yacht club in Australia to be authorised as an Authorised Training
Establishment in 1980/81 and the first yacht club in Australia to conduct a course under the
National Training Scheme.
This has been a vital part of NYC over the years, not only the training of novice sailors but
also accredited TL3 and CPR courses.
Over the years many members have devoted time and effort to the task of training juniors and
keeping the training boats in a sailable condition. Training for all ages remains a strong focus
for the club with regular classes for novice sailors held three or four times each year.
Advanced courses in yacht racing tactics, power boat handling and first aid are held annually
or as demand requires. TL3 courses are also run when required on a voluntary basis and
taught by qualified members of the club.
Training boats were supplied from older boats, originally mirrors and pelicans, donated to the
club and repaired and maintained at busy bees and the responsibility usually fell on the junior
sections. In 1964 the club owned 5 Pelicans for training and these were phased out in favour
of the Manly in 1975. On September 5, 1965 NYC instigated the rule that buoyancy vests or
life jackets were to be worn by juniors under 18 in both races and practice. This eventually
spread to all those sailing from the club but optional for the cruiser section.
A fleet of Puffin Pacers were leased from YA as the Mirror fleet diminished.
In 2001 a fleet of 8 Puffin Pacers were purchased from Freshwater Bay Yacht Club and are
now the base training boat for the club.

Nick Randolph, Evelyn Doernberg & kids after hard day’s training

Many sailors who have gone on to greater achievements commenced their sailing in the
club’s training program e.g. Katherine McQueen and Teague Czislowski.
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There are two aluminium dinghies with small outboard motors dedicated to training. These
were named ‘Basil Berry’ and ‘Warren Rock’ and purchased with the aid of a grant from the
Ron Tough Foundation. Unfortunately the originals were stolen in 1992 and were replaced
through insurance. The other dinghy is believed to have been the tender for ‘Wargardo 11’
that was moored in the club’s mooring area and later updated.
At one stage the Human Activities faculty of Edith Cowan University conducted its sail
training courses from NYC.
JESS (Junior Exchange Sailing Scheme)
In 1996 Nick Randolph (then Junior Captain at NYC) was one of ten WA young sailors
selected to represent Australia in Europe. This scheme aims to foster international relations
and improve sailing skills by sailing in youth international championships.
Notable Junior Achievements – Ron Tough Scholarships Winners
Kathryn McQueen the 1994 winner was 4th in the 1995 Women’s Laser Nationals and 6th in
the Women’s (& 3rd in the Youth Women) at the 1996 Asian Pacific Laser Championships.
Ben Durham the 1995 winner was 8th overall and 2nd in the Youth section of the 1995 Asian
Pacific Laser Championships at Guam, 10th in the 1995 Australian Laser Nationals also
winning the Australian Youth Title as well as finishing 2nd in the Youth section of the 1996
Asian Pacific Laser Championships.
In 1996 it was awarded to Simon Sutherland following his successes in the 420 and Laser
Radial classes.
Whilst none of these sailors are currently sailing from NYC, all started their sailing there.
Camps
Most seasons live in camps have been held to encourage new sailors and promote safety on
the water for prospective new members.
Special Events
HMAS Perth Regatta
Fremantle Sailing Club conducted the inaugural Captain Hector Waller Memorial Race on
Sunday 21st. February 1960 as an initiative of the Navy Association of Australia, (City of
Fremantle Sub-Section) formerly the Fremantle Ex-Naval Men’s Association. The inaugural
winner was Bob Sweetman who sailed an Yvonne named Wee Too.
The main purpose of this invitation event was to perpetuate the memory of Captain Hector
Waller, DSO, RAN, together with the crew of HMAS Perth. This unique regatta was
designed to provide an opportunity for all who enjoy the freedom of sailing for pleasure on
the Swan River to contribute to a memorable day for these WA survivors and to show respect
and appreciation for the services and sacrifices they made as young sailors.
In 1962 reclamation work for the Fisherman’s Harbour brought the Fremantle Sailing Club’s
sailing activities to a temporary standstill. After a lapse of one year, in 1964 the race was renamed “HMAS Perth Memorial” and hosted by Nedlands Yacht Club, where it has since
been held each year.
Over the years the race increased in popularity and in 1968 it was expanded into two
divisions; one for dinghies and the other for catamarans. At that time there were up to 100
entrants. Most years the weather has been kind. However in 1977 a freak storm caused havoc
with the race and most sailors were more concerned about surviving than winning.
Following the Western Australian 150th Anniversary Year Celebrations (1979), the title
changed in 1980 from the Captain Hector Waller of HMAS PERTH Memorial Race to ‘The
HMAS Perth Memorial Regatta.’ To mark the event, survivors of HMAS Perth presented a
perpetual shield, to be raced for by the smaller dinghies and to commemorate the fact that
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Captain Hector Waller was essentially a small dinghy man’ when time and the exigencies of
war permitted.
In 1980 additional trophy races were introduced to allow more classes the opportunity to
participate. The officers and crew of the then HMAS Perth, a guided missile destroyer,
presented the magnificent HMAS Perth Trophy (for Medium Performance Dinghies) to
Nedlands Yacht Club, with the express wish that the links forged between the Club and the
name HMAS Perth be perpetuated and strengthened. The Presentation was made at the
Clubhouse on 3rd September 1980 by Captain Adrian Cummins RAN and selected members
of his crew on the occasion of the first visit of his ship to the city after which it is named.
The survivors of USS Houston who have kept in close contact with their counterparts from
HMAS Perth over the years generously donated a perpetual shield as part of this Regatta for
Medium Performance Catamarans.
The Regatta was further expanded to include Cruisers who compete for the trophy presented
to Nedlands Yacht Club by the Naval Association. Sailboards were included in 1982.
In 1995 entries from Naval Cadet Training Ships were invited to compete for a Trophy
donated by Nedlands Yacht Club.
Cat Classic, Ogden Cup, Otraco Cup, Open Days, Cruiser Marathon and Try a Sail Days are
events that have been run by NYC over the years.
The Women’s National Championships were held at NYC in mid 1984. Classes contesting
included Lasers, 420s, Mirrors and Windsurfers.
Opening Days
In the early days the club was founded by keen footballers and the club traditionally opened
its season on the first Saturday after the football grand final and in many seasons was the first
club to have their opening day.
According to the November 1962 Mainsheet, His Excellency, Sir Charles Gairdner expressed
his delight and was quoted as saying “How impressed I was with the arrangements made for
the Opening and the spirit which is such a distinctive feature of Nedlands Yacht Club. May it
always remain thus.” The governor and his wife had officiated at the opening of the new
clubhouse on the season opening.
On 2nd October 1966 His Excellency the Governor of WA, Major General Sir Douglas
Kendrew did the Honours. Apparently it went off well despite the last minute changes due to
the inclement weather. That evening the Skate Section of the club hosted a cabaret.
The opening day was changed from Saturdays to Sundays in 1985.
Nedlands Yacht Club was privileged to have been one of the few organisations that have
enjoyed an active involvement by its patron over 40 years. That honour goes to Sir Charles
Court whose 5 sons all learned their sailing at NYC.
Pictured here is Sir Charles Court presenting Life Membership to Basil Berry on Opening
Day 1992.
During his tenure as Patron Sir Charles Court missed only one opening ceremony and one
attendance at the annual HMAS Perth Memorial Regatta held in February each year since
1961 to honour the survivors from the sinking of that ship in fierce combat in the Sunda
Straits on 28th February 1942.
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Trophy Presentation
Over the years changes to the way trophies have been presented has altered considerably.
The Commodore’s Ball and dinner dance was always a gala event of the season and the
highlight of the club’s activities where the trophies were presented.
Initially this was held in the Dalkeith hall as pictured in 1961.
Later these were held at the Subiaco Civic Centre and were very formal (black tie) functions
where commodores from all other yacht clubs were invited.
Due mainly to financial reasons of the times, few members could afford tickets and further
social activities were held in the club hall.
Trophy nights were introduced and gradually each section had its own trophy night.
Daily pennants were also embroidered rather than printed and were very sought after.
Picnic Days
This was the last day of sailing for the season.
Whilst the ladies committee was active, the ladies made rosettes (as pictured) with long
trailing ribbons for the winners of each class during the season and these were pinned to the
masts of the winning boats for a sail past. It was quite a spectacular event.
Breakfast, was followed by fun activities on land and on water. Ladies skipper and forward
hand races and many other novelty sailing events took place.
Ladies Auxiliary
The first meeting was held on Friday March 6, 1953 and the seven ladies in attendance
decided they would meet on the second Tuesday of the month at a member’s home. The
inaugural president was Mrs Elsie Rock who served for 3 years followed by Eve Carroll
Bertha LeMaistre, Erica McKechnie, Masie Davidson, Olive Bartlett and Wyn Stephen. Miss
Beryl Leadbitter was the first secretary/treasurer and as Mrs Pyke continued in the role after
her marriage. The committee members were mostly mothers of young sailors.
An energetic women’s committee raised £340 towards the new clubhouse.
At a meeting of the ‘Ladies Committee’ held on 9 August 1960 their views were solicited for
the colour scheme for the clubroom. The minutes read, “It was agreed walls be grey mist &
ceiling primrose or walls silvers grey, ceilings chartscuse & cornice white. All woodwork
white.”
Fundraising Activities included Bridge Days, hat and mannequin parades, cake stalls and
jumble stalls. There was much social activity in the club in the 1960’s and 70’s
Beatrice Chivers joined the NYC Ladies Committee in August 1958 and took on the position
of Secretary/Treasurer and was the longest serving member of the Ladies Auxiliary in 1977.
Gwen Griffiths served on the Ladies Committee and the House Committee for a period of 8
years. During her active 14 year association with the club Gwen was heavily involved in the
catering activities for club. This also involved buying supplies and banking the proceeds.
In addition during those years when State and National Titles were held at NYC the majority
of 40 to 50 visiting sailors camped in the club grounds and Gwen was also responsible for the
provision of all meals including morning and afternoon teas for these campers.
Wyn Stephen was rewarded with life membership for 28 years of loyal service
Iris Fairey was heavily involved in the catering side of these activities and was given a life
membership in 1987. Iris was Vice President for 6 years.
These four ladies were given platters in recognition of their efforts and rewarded with life
membership.
Erica McKechnie was another lady heavily involved with the Ladies Auxiliary who recalled
that at the time there was no refrigerator or warming oven so the ladies filled bread rolls,
make cakes, sold drinks and sweets as their main lines of stock. Some of the other ladies she
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remembered as being committee members were Eve Carroll, Dorothy Smith, and Hilda
Duckett.
Until the new club house was built gala occasions such as the Commodore’s Ball,
presentation nights and Christmas cocktail parties were held at the Dalkeith hall. In 1961
there were some 250 persons in attendance at the annual Dinner & Prize night at Dalkeith
Hall where the Governor, Sir Charles Gairdner made the presentations.
Members recall many great speeches and speak highly of the camaraderie generated by these
club social functions. Occasions such as these were the highlights of the sailing season and
were always well attended. This helped maintain a club environment rather than an individual
sectional focus. Although the last formal prize night held at Subiaco Civic Centre was the
end of the 1975-76 sailing season, some gala events were still held up until the 1990s at
different venues.
The ladies committee often catered for and ran the social activities as well as catering for
opening and the HMAS Perth memorial days. These were always made very formal affairs
The ladies auxiliary folded in 1986 and a house committee of club members was formed
undertake these tasks. This was mainly due to the lack of younger women unable to give the
time necessary to continue the momentum of these activities and the commodore’s view that
these tasks could be professionally undertaken.
During their period of activity the members undertook among their many tasks to make the
rosettes and all pennants for the winners of the club championships.
A superb example of a club championship pennant is shown here.
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CLASSES
The club started with Vee Jays and were soon joined by the Skate class.
Like many other yacht clubs Nedlands has seen a number of classes of yachts wax and wane
over the 50 years of its history.
At one stage the club had 123 of the popular red-sailed Mirror yachts on its register, regularly
starting 80 boats in three fleets each Saturday, generated comments from other clubs of a “red
rash all over the river”. V.J; Kittycat catamarans; Moths; Pelicans; Fireballs; Lasers; Lazy Es
(National Es); Hobie 14s; Skates; Manta Cats; Paper Tigers; Yvonnes; Cherubs; Quick Cats;
Hawke; Sailboards and Dragon Boats are amongst classes that have made NYC their home
before declining in numbers for the undefinable reasons that bedevil many sporting and social
clubs.
50 Years on, NYC still has a strong core membership of 430, and sailing classes such as
Manly Juniors; National 125’s; Flying 11s; Mirrors; Hobie 16’s; Tornadoes; Nacras;
Windrush; and small keel boats under 28 feet in length (cruisers).
The Class Honour Boards were installed in 1975.
In February 1977 there were 829 members and 389 registered boats. A full programme was
sailed on both Saturdays and Sundays.
In 1978 the club applied the rule that section must average 6 starters per race to retain status
and as a result in the mono hulls fleets, the Moths, VJs and Skates became one section as the
Mono-Hull Open Fleet and sailed against the Fireballs. The Mantas and Kitties were also
having trouble maintaining numbers and sailed as the Cat Open Fleet.
For some years social twilight sailing was conducted.
Winter sailing was started by a group of BMW motor cyclists as a fun event with is own
‘rules’ changed hourly.
This is not quite the scene today.
Windsurfers were encouraged to join the club in 1979 and in December 1984 NYC hosted the
World Windsurfing Championships with a starting line stretching well across the river. It was
a spectacular event.
See contribution from Rob Vaisey regarding championship events in various classes at end of
this section.
VJs. With the assistance of David Pyke and Ian Anderson
The Vee Jay was designed in the 1932 by naval architect Charles Sparrow and developed as a
sophisticated racer in 1980s. At the start of the club VJs and Skates could be home built and
raced competitively which contrasts with today’s commercially built craft. The Vee Jay is a
fully decked unsinkable Sharpie type sailing dinghy with a skipper and one crew. Today it
can be built by amateurs or professionals either in plywood or fibreglass. It has 3 sails; jib,
main and spinnaker. Total area is 21.63 sq m.
VJs, the first fleet at NYC, continued sailing on Sunday afternoons until the early 1980s. The
day the new clubhouse opened there were 36 boat racks for storage. Although several were
used for mast storage, the club started with about 30 VJs.
The main sailors and yachts from Mounts Bay were Ross Eilbeck (Comet), Graham Rock
(Frisky), Lance Rock (Wasp), Ron Marshall (Tiptoe); Brian LeMaistre (Surprise), Noel Rice
(Mark1) and David Pyke (Rival).
Generally about 12 boats raced each week. Quite a few sailors from other clubs joined the
first year. These included Syd Corser and Stan Saxon (Darkie), Alan Stewart (Native), Derek
Pearce (Ramona), Terry Gaunt and A. Harris (Villian). The first club championship was won
by Syd Corser sailing Darkie; second was Comet sailed by David Pyke with Paul Holland as
crew.
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In 1955 the VJ National titles were held at the club and won by Ross Eilbeck and Paul
Holland sailing Comet 2 thus making them the first national title winners of the club. Prior to
1976 every third year the National Titles were held in WA.
During the 1960s the main feature of the VJs was the intense competition as everyone had a
VJ, only Rainbows, Moths and the Royal Club’s Cadet Dinghies locally competed for
numbers. Team competitions with 5 or 6 representatives from SPYC, NYC, Mosman,
Claremont, Maylands, E. Fremantle, Bunbury and Geraldton made racing and results very
interesting.
In the mid 1970s the Skates and VJs sailed as one class although NYC year books record
them separately. Storage fees in the mid 1970s were $15. In the later years these yachts
sailed as part of the Open Dinghy class. It appears the advent of the 125s saw the demise of
the VJs at NYC.
This class of yacht produced more champions, state, National, World and Olympic
champions such as Brian Lewis and Warren Rock who graduated to the Tornadoes. Syd
Corser also graduated to 14’ dinghy.
The 1954/55 Australian Junior Champion was Lance Rock with crew Barry Mertha sailing
WASP. Warren Rock sailed Frisky with Ken Edwards to an Australian Championship win in
1958/59.
Brian Lewis was acknowledged as the leading junior VJ skipper in Australia at that time in
the 1959/60 season when he won the Australian junior title in Sydney with his yacht, Daring.
Later on the Swan River he won the senior championship and won again in 1960/61.
As well as national success, Ian Anderson won the Nedlands Championship and the
Governor’s Cup two years in succession, was runner up in Nationals 1960-61 and with Tim
Bailey won the Australian Senior VJ Championships in Melbourne 1961/62. After this Ian &
Tim also had the fun of competing at Pittwater with some 115 entrants. Ian and Tim crewed
together for 5.5 years.
A couple of stalwarts who were to make a name for themselves were John and Lex Bertrand
who won the junior VJ Australian title in Perth in 1960-61. Ian Anderson & Dart III
Geoff Wyatt won the Australian junior VJ title with his yacht Impulse and the runner up was
another club member Jim Carroll.
Neil Head sailed Valour in 1958/59 state championship.
In December 1963, the VJ Commonwealth Title series for 1963/64 was held at NYC and
about 50 yachts competed.
More information on the later history of VJs in the late 1960s to 1970s provided by Phil King
with the help of his mates.
Prior to the mid sixties, Vee Jays had been the strongest class of yacht on the river for
teenagers. Almost all teenagers who sailed, sailed Vee Jays; there was hardly any other
choice. The result was that the class commonly had very large fleets. The racing was highly
competitive and to win you had to be very, very good. Within this context, the standard of
Vee Jay sailing at Nedlands Yacht Club rose till the fleet at Nedlands was probably the best
in Australia.
Nedlands sailors who won Australian Vee Jay Championships in that era included Ross
Eilbeck, Lance Rock, Brian Lewis, Warren Rock, Ian Anderson, Mark Edwards and Geoff
Wyatt. -Of course Brian Lewis and Warren Rock later became Olympic champions and thus
to this day remain Nedlands Yacht Club’s most successful sons.
When I arrived at the club in the Christmas of 1967, that glorious era was over. Sailing was
still a tremendously popular sport. The club’s lawns and car parks were packed on both
Saturdays and Sundays, but the advent of many new classes around that time had split sailors
into different fleets and so Vee Jay numbers had fallen.
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I arrived from Esperance with an old Vee Jay and expected the standard at Nedlands to be
high. By that time however the link between the illustrious Lewis - Rock era had well and
truly gone. There were no great sailors left to pass on their knowledge so in fact the standard
was pretty ordinary. We had to begin again from scratch.
South of Perth Yacht Club was the most powerful Vee Jay club back then. It boasted the
National Junior Champion, Kevin Downes and the great Vaughan Thomas. And these two
were supported by a large cast of very able teenage sailors many of whom owned really top
class boats.
As individuals and as a fleet at Nedlands we bashed about with little knowledge or skill for
several years. As time passed however we improved and to our surprise by the end of our
own era we eventually overpowered South of Perth and won the annual inter club Teams
Race a couple of years in a row.
I remember the first person we met on arrival at Nedlands was Richard Ford. We found
Fordy, working on his Vee Jay. He was always working on his boats, Ballerina and later
Samantha. He stopped and took great care of us. He explained what we had to do and how
things worked. In later years Richard had considerable success sailing Tornados with Jim
Datchler. The pair were the undisputed National Tornado champions for about three years.
They were often in newspapers and magazines; They were highly respected and it was a
surprise to everyone when both gave it away at their peak and never returned to sailing.
Barry Court was the Commodore in 1967. He signed us up in his usual loud, boisterous,
friendly way.
Richard Ford’s crew at that time was Geoff Clarke. They were cousins.
Geoff went on to skipper his own Vee Jay, Compulsion and later had a lot of success with an
awesomely fast, national champion boat called Big Mac.
Geoff (pictured) was always very laid-back. Unlike Richard he NEVER worked on his boats.
In fact he avoided work whenever possible. He drove his mother to distraction when he had
exams because he wouldn’t study unless pressed. He was from a wealthy family so it seemed
he would cruise his way through life in his usual relaxed, likeable fashion. It amuses those of
us who knew him then to hear that all that has changed. He now lives and works in
Germany. His job demands a tremendous number of hours and very considerable hard work.
To our great amusement we hear that he thrives on it.
Murray Rowett, volunteered to crew with me soon after our arrival. His dad, John sailed an
Yvonne Catamaran called Tabby with his oldest son, Russell. Yvonnes were a healthy and
active class at Nedlands then.

Murray and I sailed together for many years and like most sailing combinations that go
through a lot together, a strong bond developed between us.
Our boats were named Vault -the name was supposed to suggest the action of “vaulting” over
the waves but as one witty Moth sailor suggested as he sailed by -it was actually just a thing
we put money into.
Vault Phil King and Murray Rowett

Me.

Phil King in 1971
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My later boats were Pacer and Buccaneer.
One of the most dreadful experiences for me was when I lost Murray in a gale. We were both
exhausted and when the boat capsized, Murray was nowhere to be seen. I searched and
yelled frantically. Then when too much time had elapsed, I began to think of how I would
explain Murray’s loss -and to whom. A passing power boat kindly dragged me and the boat
back to the club. It took some time and I was beside myself with worry. Imagine my great
relief when on arrival at the beach, who should be there to greet me, but Murray.
Pacer

He had been picked up by a passing yacht. The sight of his familiar form was a great relief to
me.
He was grinning and cheerful as usual, but it was very sobering to hear that he had fallen
asleep on the floor of the yacht on the way back. We had been in real trouble that day and
were lucky to get away unscathed.
In time we met the rest of the Vee Jay fleet. The best sailor initially was Rob Gordon. He
had a very good boat named Vigour. He had built it himself. It was as good as the best
professionally built boats and was a testament to his great skill and love of boat building.
Rob seemed to win by impossible margins each week. When we finally finished, exhausted
and bedraggled, we’d struggle up the beach to find him warm and dry. He was quietly
composed and had usually derigged. While we stood there wild-eyed, telling stories of
raging winds, nose dives, cartwheels and capsizes “from out of nowhere”, it was clear that he
genuinely felt the conditions had been quite manageable.
The only person who could sometimes touch Rob was Chris Pallet. Chris’s first crew was
Neil Bowra. Later Rod “Hoddy” Hodgkin, joined him. Chris loved wild weather. He and
Hoddy seemed tremendously strong to us. They were both big boys and sailed with great
power and control in the strong stuff. Hoddy has never left the club. He still sails Tornados
and Hobies at the club after all these years.
Chris was our natural leader. Had we been a footy team, he’d have been our captain. He was
a happy, confident, loud, larger than life character. I remember one of his tall after-the-race
yarns. At one stage he had been plunged into a nosedive by a sudden violent squall. Vee
Jays were eleven foot six inches long and Chris reckoned that at one point he was sitting on
the back of the boat precisely eleven foot six inches above the water. He left sailing after his
Vee Jay years, but returned to sail “B” Class Cats briefly in the late seventies. He had
changed. He was a quieter more conservative person by then. A stint of “Natios” may have
refined him around the edges.
Skipjack -Chris and Hoddy

Peter and Tony Morgan were brothers who began sailing together. I’ll never forget the first
time I saw them. They sailed past us with consummate ease on a run. The thing I remember
about them that day was the visual picture they presented. Tony the crew, was impossibly
small. I knew he was about thirteen, yet, sitting there near the centreboard was a tiny boy
who could have been eight - they underestimated the ‘Man from Snowy River’. I made the
same mistake that day. They finished well ahead of us.
Interestingly Tony remained small right through his teens until he was about 20. Then, over a
period of a few months he suddenly grew to become the very good sized man he is today.
Tony (pictured here) always had a wicked sense of humour and Peter’s was clever and dry
too. They could reduce self-important statements or even an entire body of work to an
amusing generalisation. Tony once noted, “Have you ever noticed that all these books on
sailing strategy basically just boil down to: “I advise you to sail higher and faster.”
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I was once engrossed in an animated description of my adventures during the “off-season”.
He listened carefully then summarised in an objective way that typified the style of his
humour, “If this continues Phil, imagine what’s in store for the “on-season”.
I remember Peter once brought the house down at an annual general meeting when the
verbose national president was explaining at unnecessarily great length that a new rule
change now meant that the numbers on sails no longer needed to be black. After a ridiculous
amount of time had been wasted on the topic Peter addressed the chair, “Does that mean,” he
asked, “that the numbers on my sail could be pink?” It was an amusing and clever way of
saying –This is not important. Can we move on. Everyone laughed and the meeting did
move on.
Vulcan (alias Spud 111)

Peter was nicknamed “Ray” because he had once had the temerity to wear a football jumper
that alluded to Ray Sorrel the great South Fremantle footballer.
In time Peter and Tony grew to become very good sailors; they purchased better boats over
the years including Vulcan and the great Spud 111.
Spud was finished to standards higher than that of a rosewood grand piano and was one of
those boats that were fast no matter what. Tony won a state championship as a skipper but it
was Peter who was probably the best of us. Both are specialist doctors of medicine today.
Rob Van Helvoort was another central character from those days. Like Peter and Tony he
was also a very funny person. On one howlingly windy day he grabbed a girl from off the
beach to crew for him. After the frightfully rough race he was asked if the girl had had any
experience. The girl had been good-looking, so of course my gentle reader will anticipate his
cheeky reply. He bellowed, “How could I possibly know that! I was far too busy just trying
to keep the boat afloat!”
Rob owned several Vee Jays. The first two were named Pandora. The others were named
Lowanna.
In his early days Rob hated sailing close to the wind. He was one of the best in the fleet, but
early-on he had a cavalier attitude toward the concept of Velocity Made Good. He only
wanted to sail fast –and that meant sailing very free. Like a ski boat there was only one speed
for him -and that was flat out. In his late teens he went through a period of driving his cars
the same way.
Rob Van Helvoort and Barry Smith on Lowanna

Rob’s dad owned a well-known motor dealership, so in later years he changed cars regularly.
Once he left his unwashed sailing clothes festering in the boot of a car from the lot. The car
was sold and Rob couldn’t remember which car it was! Rob now runs the business himself.
He is still the same -except that the long-haired afro and the broad striped, bumble bee sailing
leggings have gone.
Initially Rob’s crew was his next door neighbour, Wally Langdon (affectionately known as
“Fat Wal”). Fat Wal (who was not really fat) was a state silver medallist in swimming. Rob
lured him over to the dark side and turned him into a sailor. Wal was of the opinion that
being a good swimmer was a useful prerequisite for sailing with Rob in his first year on VJs.
Later Wal got a boat of his own; a beautiful boat called Rambler. He was coached by Peter
Hosking, a famous Sharpie sailor who had previously been mentor to John Bertrand, the
America’s Cup winner. His crew was Peter’s son, Geoff. The paint job on Rambler was
better than on most luxury cars today.
Wally recalls: A couple of things that stick in my mind as being particularly enjoyable were the marathon races
(with our boats loaded with food and drink for the long trip) and the impromptu races we had during the school
holidays. They were great fun. With the river free of Saturday traffic whoever was down during the week
(usually 3 or 4 boats) would have a race. The race course was usually set by Tony who would give options such
as "Bricky, Dee, Barties, Neddies, Home".
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Brad Jones was another from those golden days. He had a boat called Vista. Like the rest of
us he was pretty ordinary at first. He once tacked up the channel between the bank and the
shore in front of the Dome as a “fast” way to Lucky Bay Spit –an indirect route that added
every complication and almost a kilometre to the journey. His next Vee Jay was a very pretty
boat called Surprise. He left sailing after that but returned to Hobies in the seventies and
became a very good sailor indeed.
He went on to represent Australia at the Hobie 14 Worlds in Tahiti and won the Hobie 16
State Championship several times. Brad owned a yachting business for many years. Today
he lives on a beautiful farm near Gidgegannup and cultivates Christmas trees.
A note from Tony Morgan: “I definitely recall Brad Jones’ voyage up the channel -a stretch of water I still refer
to as Brad’s channel. In fact I think his voyage up that stretch of water was the highlight of my formative
years.”

Brad was a good friend of Rob Gordon’s. He had crewed for Rob in the 1966/67 Nationals.
They had come seventh. It was Brad who told us the dreadful news that Rob had taken his
own life. It was a great shock to all of us. At that age, such things didn’t happen. None of us
could imagine how Rob could have reached such a point. His dad arranged for an annual
race to be sailed in his memory. –Certainly Rob has stayed in our memories.
Chris Pallet’s dad Bill, was the rock of the fleet for us early on. He was a real character -a
dynamo who embraced the whole thing with tremendous enthusiasm. He was the president
of the Vee Jay Section and took his duties seriously. Once a month, without fail he convened
a Section meeting. He ran the meetings strictly according to the protocol of formal meeting
procedure. -We always started by reading the minutes of the previous meeting and then we
methodically moved, seconded and voted on whether we reckoned they were a “fair and true”
record of what had actually been discussed and agreed to and so on. We even had a
“treasurer’s report”, though I doubt we had enough money to justify the effort. In reality
most of the formalities passed over our heads; We were just a bunch of kids after all.
I remember one time in a rush of mischievousness, Tony Morgan enticed us all away from
our rigging-up and into the old junior clubhouse for a mock section meeting. Tony led us
through Bill’s old meeting procedure.
He had remembered it all by heart. “I now declare this meeting open,” he began, “I’d like to
start by asking the secretary to read the minutes of the last meeting…” He kept us in stitches
as he parodied the process perfectly. We laughed all the way through like a bunch of
sniggering schoolboys. I guess we were making fun of Bill’s meetings, but we all knew how
much we owed Bill. It was he who provided us with the structure to begin the new era that
was ours. There was never any doubt that we all valued and appreciated him.
Bill was tremendously proud of his son Chris. He began to call him ”Skip”. It referred both
to the fact that his boat was named Skipjack and to the fact that Chris was a good skipper and
a natural leader.
Bill was ably supported by Richard’s dad, Fred Ford. Fred was our secretary at one time and
treasurer at another. Our immense wealth was in very stable hands while he held the high
office of treasurer. Unfortunately Fred suffered one of those untimely and unexpected
deaths. A heart attack while still only middle aged was another dreadful blow to our group.
After Bill’s time, my father Dick King, largely became the organiser of the fleet. He joined
the yacht club’s committee and was even Vice Commodore at one stage. He also played a
busy role in the newly formed Vee Jay and Skate Association of WA which was quite active
and well organised for some years.
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Dad and I had a lot of fun together through those years. Every summer we concentrated on
the sailing and almost every winter we’d build a new boat. It was a very special time for me.
Dick King

I remember Ian Allen and Bill Langdon were among other dads who kindly helped us out.
Ian’s son, also named Ian, sailed a boat called Chance in the early days. And Daphne Rowett
was a tremendous support in many, many ways.
The crowning achievement of our era was our hosting of the 1972 National Series at Neddies.
100 boats turned up, 40 Juniors, 30 Seniors and 30 Skates. It was a big event run over seven
days. It was a much grander affair than the compressed back-to-back race style regattas we
have today. A Cabaret, a river trip, a New Years Eve Social and a Farewell Presentation
Night were organised. The social evenings were patronised by large numbers of people from
throughout the extended sailing community. With professional entertainers, caterers,
decorating, cleaning, accommodation etc. etc. to arrange it was an immense job. But I have
to say it was great. Fortunately the Club, our Section and the State Association were really
active at that time so the very full racing and social programs were run very well. It was a
very great credit to our parents, the Club and the Association.
The Nationals had been held at East Fremantle Yacht Club two years earlier. That had been a
grand affair too. It was a healthy era.
In my memory, the winds seemed to be much heavier in those days. Of course they were not,
it only seems that way because the older boats were harder to sail. The better, thinner ropes
we use today, the superior pullies, the more flexible rigs -and our ability to de-power have
made our modern boats easier to sail. Certainly modern boats have fewer breakages.
Vee Jays were particularly challenging to sail because they were light, narrow, planing boats
with a high power to weight ratio. All this, and they had to be balanced with leaning boards.
Changes could be sudden and might be enough to put us in the drink in a second so they were
often quite a handful. Of course all those things also made them fast and fun. They were in
fact athletic boats and even today would be a better choice for a teenager than the slow, fat,
“English,” displacement design boats often chosen.
Our sailing clothing was very different too. Today’s athletic, sheer-looking, lightweight
wetsuits and lifejackets were not thought of. We had to wear old woollen jumpers for
warmth. Naturally they sagged and bagged around us when they got wet. And we always
wore holes through our shorts because we had to “saw” our bottoms in and out the wooden
leaning planks. The worst thing about those boards was “board bum”.
The evidence of red and sore bums was all too easy to find in the showers after a race and
was a particularly nasty problem toward the end of a series. We all joked and teased each
other about “board bum,” but it was grim humour because we all knew the soreness. Fingers
worn and torn by the ropes of the day were all too common too. Practical sailing gloves
hadn’t been invented.
Added to our sagging appearance and the holes in our pants was the fact that there was a law
that you had to have long hair in the late sixties and seventies. So with a long mess of
tangled wet hair dripping around our faces and wet, usually cast-off clothing drooping
shapelessly about us, we could not have looked much worse.
Each race was sailed for a trophy back then. Plates, clocks, books, ornaments and so on were
chosen from gift shops by well meaning sponsors. A particular favourite was the barometer.
Tony again: “One extraordinary thing was that despite being a small fleet we used to have a trophy each week.
Knowing what I do now having attempted to organize some junior sport over the years, this was an amazing
achievement at arranging sponsorship albeit perhaps a somewhat misguided extravagance given the quality and
number of the sailors in the fleet. My mother is still occasionally unearthing yet another unopened trophy
barometer in various rarely opened cupboards of her house 35 – 40 years later. I think we were lucky not to sail
at the same time as those luminaries from the previous era. Certainly I would not be the proud owner of so many
barometers.”
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Many others played key roles. There was a very fast boat called Gannet sailed by Vance
Lothringer. Well-known Perth entertainer Nick Melidonas had a boat called Ninja. And two
girls sailed Daring which had presumably once belonged to Brian Lewis. Vivienne Webster
was the owner and crew and the skipper was a blonde girl. I can’t remember her name; Lisa
or Lee, I think. I am ashamed to admit that, misled by male ego I always “…doubted their
power to stay” but they were fast and were often “right among the horses as they climbed the
further hill” (“And the watchers on the mountain standing mute”) Vince Selleck sailed
Jezzabell. Brothers Geoff and Peter Wilson joined us from NSW with Brisk. And I think
Les “Lizard” Moyle had a Jay too.
One very good team who joined us in later years as we all began to improve was Gavin Agar
and his crew Nick Ganfield. It was a sign of recognition of our improvement as a fleet that
they were attracted to our club even though they lived closer to South of Perth. They used to
sail their boat, Tequila over to the club from Gav’s parents home which was on the
Applecross foreshore. They were gifted and won quite a lot of barometers.
Phil Harris was another stalwart of the section. He had two beautiful looking boats Magnum
and then Swallow. Phil went on to own Phil Harris Marine and still sails 14 Footers
competitively today.
After several years together, Murray, who had always been skinny, finally gained some
weight and out-grew me. He purchased Sonic, one of the top Vee Jays from South of Perth.
In later life Murray headed off to Denmark for the quiet life. Instead he soon found himself
the major stake-holder of Goundry Wines, travelling the world and operating three offices.
Today he still dabbles in venture projects but chooses those that allow a little more free time.
As crews became skippers, new crews came onto the scene.
Geoff Clarke and ” Devil” on Big Mac

Murray’s younger brother Phil “Devil” began sailing with Geoff Clarke. He was called Devil
because at the time he was tiny and had a cheeky wit. He had graduated from Pelicans which
were a huge class at Nedlands. I remember Phil loved sailing with Geoff.
And the youngest of the Rowett dynasty, Wayne, helped me out in my final and most
successful year. I bought Big Mac from Geoff Clarke that year. Woody Allen’s joke that
half of life is about just “turning up” applied to that boat. It was so fast that often just
“turning up” was about all we had to do to win –the boat did the rest.
Brothers, Ken and Phil Judge landed on the beach in 1969. They had been given a dreadful
old boat as a gift and proposed to sail it. It was not suitable so it was a good thing when they
agreed to crew instead. Phil “Philly Judge” sailed with Peter and later Tony. Ken “Juggsy”
sailed with me before buying a boat of his own and sailing it with Bruce Bell. Ken went on
to sail in the winning America’s Cup yacht, Australia 11 and beyond that has had a
spectacular career as a lawyer and businessman. He now lives a fabulous lifestyle based in
Monaco. Phil was also involved in the Americas Cup as skipper of the famous Australian
tender Black Swan. He continues to skipper luxury motor yachts for millionaires all over the
world. Both brothers own homes in Nedlands (among other places) today.
Ken introduced his neighbour, Barry Smith to the Section too. Barry sailed with Rob Van
Helvoort for many, many years. They sailed Jays, Skates and Hobies together.
Barry was always a good skipper in his own right. He purchased his own Hobie 16 when
Rob eventually hung up his spray jacket and continued sailing at the club into his forties.
A note from Barry:
One of my earliest sailing memories was when Ken, Phil and I rolled up with the old VJ you
referred to. All three of us hopped on and went out together. I spent the whole time sitting
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between the two planks keeping Ken and Phil apart. It was blowing a gale, or so we thought
at the time (probably 15 knots).
After we had capsized for about the 20th time we were upside down in the water and totally
exhausted. Along came the rescue boat and queried whether we needed any assistance. Phil
had enough by this time and answered yes. This made Ken see red and he threatened to kill
Phil if he didn't shut up. There was no way Ken was going to accept a tow just because Phil
and I were suffering from exhaustion and hypothermia. I think this was about the last time we
sailed together. Luckily, shortly thereafter, Ken joined up with you and Phil with Peter. A
few weeks after that I started with Rob and we both put up with each others inabilities for
another 22 years. After that I sailed his Hobie for a few more years before buying it from
him.
Barry Smith
When Rob and I sailed together we didn't use a lot of science. The first VJ National titles we
sailed in were at Nedlands. Rob thought he would show the light weather sissies from the east
how to sail in heavy weather.
The first heat was sailed in very strong conditions with no-one flying the spinnaker from
Brickie down to Dee Road. That didn't deter Rob. He ordered the kite up. We went from
30th to 3rd in the one leg. Unfortunately Rob then requested I jibe it for the reach across to
the club. By the time I had done this and we had righted the boat after your classic 'nose dive
and cartwheel with pike' we were 30th again. Still Rob was not to be deterred. Spinnaker on;
charge across the reach; hair on fire; back to 3rd. Jibe, nose dive, cartwheel, 30th again.
My father, an old sailor from way back, was on shore watching me for the first and last time.
After that effort he totally gave up on me and distrusted my sailing stories.
I cannot let this reflection pass without recalling the epic journey of 71. In 1971 Peter
Morgan, Philly Judge and Richard Ford set off for Sydney with two boats. It became an epic
journey. Their motor expired near Caiguna. Frantic phone calls back to Perth resulted in the
mounting of a monumental recovery mission. Phil’s dad actually purchased a replacement
car and carried it out to Caiguna on a truck; In keeping with the spirit of difficulty, the truck
somehow managed to hit two kangaroos and a camel on the way out; Mr. Judge then carried
the remains of the original car back to Perth –a round trip of 1500 kilometres. Adversity
seemed defeated when they arrived on time, but no; the boys’ return journey managed to
recapture its level of excitement near Norseman where the trailer jack-knifed, rolled over
twice and badly damaged the boat it was carrying.
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Big Mac, Vulcan and Hurricane
Devil, Geoff, Tony, Phil Judge, Paul Stewart, Richard Ford
Roadstop, Busselton Feb. 1972

Over those years we got to know each other well and enjoyed each others company greatly.
Camping together at regattas around the state, and travelling in convoy to several inter-state
Nationals brought us all close together as friends. As we grew too big for Vee Jays many of
us moved on to Skates. By about the mid seventies the core of our group had gone.
We passed the mantle to several new younger sailors including Tony Carr, Kim Rogerson
and David Steele.
There were of course many others who passed through the fleet during that era. I apologise
to those I have not mentioned. My notes are not a formal record. They are merely scratched
together from the sentimental memories of a Neddies teenager –assisted by the time-ravaged
brains of a few survivors of the period. I only hope that I have captured some of the spirit of
those special days and helped keep some of the flavour of that period alive.
They were good days. They were the relaxed, carefree days of our boyhoods.
To those of you who remember those days I have a special in-joke cheerio I’m sure you’ll
understand: “Hooray for you-oo! Hooray at last! Hooray for you-oo. You are the horse’s
arse! …….The horse-es a-r-s-e!”
Phil King …with a little help from my friends
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Skates – With the help of Ann Chivers
With the combination of Sydney experts such as Vince Minter for the hull design, J. Herrick
for the sales, R. Keating for the spars and Don Dixon, naval architect, the Skate Class was
launched in 1955. The name ‘Skate’ was appropriate because the yacht planes to windward in
a good breeze and had exceptional pace on a tight reach.
An outline of the statistics of the boat were length 14 ft, width 4ft, depth 18 inches and
minimum weight 100 lbs. The sail area was 85 square feet, mainsail 27 square feet, jib and 80
square feet maximum spinnaker. The hull could be built of any material, usually from marine
plywood and was noted for the ease of construction for amateurs.
Introduced to WA in the 1958-59 season, skates were raced regularly at Nedlands.
Although the class was not numerically strong in WA compared to the eastern states, the
standard of racing was particularly high as evidenced by several Western Australians winning
the Australian Championships.
Laurie Chivers had a remarkable career in the Skate Class. After being a leading VJ skipper,
he moved into the Skate Class in the 1959-60 season, and had the outstanding record with
Ken Court after only three seasons in the class sailing Venom of winning the Australia, State
and Nedlands Yacht Club Championship each season. He later won the state titles in 1965/66
and 1968/69. At the first Australian Titles held at Nedlands, the blue ribbon award was a
trophy donated by the Swan Brewery that Western Australian crews were successful in
winning.
Other national title holders who sailed with NYC were Neil Head and Ken Court sailing
Valour in 1964/65 and in 1965/66 when the national championships were sailed from NYC.
N. Head was successful sailing Valour with T. Bailey.
Barry Court won the State and Nedlands Skate Titles in 1962/63 and 1963/64 with his boat,
Epic. His forward hand was his brother, Richard aged 7 who progressed from the Pelican
Training Class that season.
The Le Maistre family showed interest from the commencement of Skates. Jack Le Maistre
was elected President of the Skate Association of W.A. in the 1962/63 season.
Successful NYC sailors to win state titles in this class included Neil Head and Tim Bailey
sailing Venom in 1966/67, Ray Wakelin and Warren Rock in 1967/68 sailing Glimpse, in
1970/71 Vic Court and Tim Bussemaker sailing Solo, 1971/72.
Multiple state winners in the 1970s in this class were Helen Court sailing Sir Henry in
1973/74 and 1974/75 and Geoff Bailey on Snorter was successful in the 1975/76, 1976/77
and 1977/78 seasons.
In 1963 when the National Skate Titles were held at NYC 12 boats came over from the east
to compete. ABW Channel 2 televised the Skate and VJ championships from NYC on Nov
28 1964 and Neil Head won the race sailing Valour.
NYC Yearbooks indicate the last season Skates sailed as a fleet at the club was in 1978/79.
Storage fees in 1976/77 for this section were $15.
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Moth Notes - Ron Stephen
The International Moth is a single-handed 3.35m (11ft) long, high-performance racing dinghy
ideal for sailors moving from junior classes. Not for the faint-hearted, the International Moth
is a development class with few restrictions, resulting in a continually evolving speed
machine now with narrow hulls and full tube wings.
The International Moth is an exhilarating and rewarding dinghy to sail in 5 to 25 knots. It is
well respected in the sailing community for producing good sailors who often move on to sail
49ers or l8ft Skiffs.
With competitive hulls weighing between 12-15kg and weighing about 35kg fully rigged the
International Moth has an incredible power-to-weight ratio producing a fast, lively boat. In
recent times, rigs have moved to camber induced pocket luffs with carbon fibre masts for
increased power and ease of sailing and rigging.
Shapes range from Scow to Skiff design. There is no minimum weight and hulls are
constructed from ply to divinycell.
NYC sailors include Laurie Chivers who wanted experience as he built Moths. Brian Pearce
built 150 Moths, several were for eastern states sailors.
In the late 1950’s there were several Moths sailing at other clubs. Ron Stephen had built a
Pelican for his son and decided to get involved in sailing himself. He built a Moth and was
instrumental in forming a fleet at NYC which blossomed rapidly and competition was fierce.
Ron Stephen took over from Brian Pearce as State Secretary and State President for several
years of the Moth Section. In the early years and due to his hard work the section developed
from a small beginning to a fairly large membership in 1964 when Jimmy English took over
as section chairman.
From 1964/65 season all boats had to have their names displayed somewhere prominently on
the hull. Moths were a development class with few basic specifications hence various styles
were sailed in one class. In the late 1960’s wings were fitted (skiff type).
By the mid 1960’s there were 300 registered boats in WA and 11 clubs sailing them.
Nationals were sailed yearly in different states with regular state regattas from Geraldton to
Walpole. There were 92 boats that competed in the state championships when held at NYC.
NYC and Royal Freshwater used to contest team races in this section.
In the 1967/68 season Nedlands held the Nationals with all states competing and Brian Pearce
sailing Redwings was the first Western Australian to win the Australian title.
Over the years Nedlands has seen the fleet disappear, return and disappear again. They started
losing favour when the fibre glass Laser became popular and the narrower faster designed
Moth became harder to handle particularly for the novice.
The Pelican
The boat was first built in Western Australia in 1955 to satisfy the need for a safe children’s
boat, as well as provide a useful yacht tender particularly at Rottnest where it could also be
sailed. In its original form it could be sailed, rowed or equipped with an outboard motor.
However, it soon became popular as a competitive racing dinghy for junior sailors, and the
Pelican Sailing Association was formed to control and promote this aspect of the sport.
The upper age limit for PSA sailing is 16 years, but size is often the limiting factor and most
children sailing are between 10 and 14 years. Crews can compete in regular racing at most
Clubs when they have demonstrated their competence to the satisfaction of the Training
Officers.
The Pelican is designed for home building and relatively few plywood boats are
professionally built. The PSA developed a fibreglass hull and aluminium mast and spars are
allowed. Barry Court said “once you mastered a Pelican the rest was easy”.
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The WA Pelican Sailing Association was formed in 1964 – NYC was an affiliated member
and the 1964/65 Championships were conducted at NYC on a neutral course.
To encourage juniors, NYC, through the generosity of Jim Carroll, introduced the “Pelican
trainers” and actually built a fleet of Club Pelicans to enable young people to learn how to
sail.
There were also some private people who donated trainers. One was a Mr Bessell-Brown
who lived just up the road and who donated a Pelican for the Club and Richard Court was
able to use that to first learn how to sail.
In 1964 the club owned 5 pelicans for training. Those involved in Pelican training in the
1960s included Malcolm Bailey (practice starts), Vice Commodore Barry Court (sailing
tactics), Brian LeMaistre (boat care and safety) and Commodore Ron Stephen (abiding by
club rules). During the 1964/65 season there were 25 boats in the training fleet. Safety was
always a consideration and crews were reminded – Life Jackets at all times, NEVER leave
your boat when in difficulties and always ensure adequate bailing facilities were carried.
The Pelican boys and girls formed the Guard of Honour for the Governor at the official
opening of the clubhouse in October 1962.
In 1964/65 Bruce & Pam Griffiths were first brother and sister combination to win a club
championship – yacht was Skipjack (pictured). Alfred Riley, a club stalwart, donated a trophy
for best junior club person and this was won by Bruce & Pam Griffiths in successive years.
Brad Knight won the State Pelican Championships in 1968.
Storage fees in 1976/77 season at NYC were $15.
The Kitty Cat – Geoff Musto
Kitty Cats sailed at NYC from the early 1960s to the early 1980s. The ‘Kitty’ was considered
the baby of the Cat fleet, being 12’ long 6’9” wide and weighing 62.5 kgs, but in carrying
300 sq foot of sail (main 100, jib 50 and spinnaker 150), they were very fast and held many
records for 12 foot championships in WA and course records at Princess Royal Sailing Club.
Designed by John Young in New Zealand in the late 1950s, as a rule-beater to win the
Interdominian 12ft Skiff championships, its success led to catamarans being banned from the
event. After that they quickly took off in Australia commencing in Victoria and New South
Wales, they were introduced to WA when Syd Musto, long time Club starter built the first
one (Genet) for his son Ken in 1962 followed by another in 1963 (Caracal) for son, Geoff.
Numbers grew quickly and the fleet expanded around the country to Queensland and South
Australia and locally to East Fremantle YC. Kitties totalled up to 20 at NYC at their peak.
In the 1965/66 Nationals at Parkdale, Genet came 1st and 2nd. This began a long dominance
by WA Kitties. Some nine National Championships and numerous seconds and thirds were
produced from the Nedlands fleet. Six of the nine titles came in 1965/66 to 1973/74 period,
five to the Musto brothers and one to ‘Telstar’ sailed by NYC/EFYC sailor Derry Sainsbury
whose 1973/74 clean sweep of all races (winning by margins from 5 to 16 minutes) was a
highlight.
National Titles of 1972/73 sailed at NYC saw a keenly contested series in which Geoff Musto
sailing ‘Caracal’ narrowly stole the coveted award from ‘Simba IV’ sailed by Reid
Edmeades.
In 1973/74 the Kitty fleet was comprised of approximately 25% fibre glass yachts.
Pictured is Geoff Musto (skipper) and Geoff Webster sailing their Kitty Cat, Caracal.

Manta Cats – Ric Fairey
First yacht in this section sailed at club in October 1966 and believed it would be included as
class that season. It became popular in the 1970’s.
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The ‘Manta’ was designed in England by John Mazzatti. This was a stitch and glue plywood
torcher. ‘Manta’ cat was made to the B class rule which was 20’ long 10’ wide and 250 sq ft
sail including spars. Wally Sawyer and Ian Palmer built the first one in Australia. Wally
Sawyer and Rolly Tasker sailing Feline won a World Championship in Sydney with this B
Class boat in 1965/66 and thus became the first NYC club member to win a world
championship.
This boat showed exceptional speed at a Cockburn Sound Regatta back in the mid1960s. The
‘Manta’ was later fitted with a spinnaker adapted from an Yvonne. Eric in his quest to go
faster organised the adaptation, this also kept the crew busy down wind. Also resulting in
some spectacular cartwheels and speeds in excess of 25 knots.
‘The Joker’ with an oversized spinnaker still holds the speed record from Rockingham to
Fremantle. The ‘Manta’ sailed a fleet of about 12 boats from the NYC for about 20 years.
Only two fibreglass versions were ever made, but in the latter years of the class.
Early 1980’s saw the demise of the class as sailors moved into Tornados
Eric Fairey Snr won the club championships in 1970-71, 1971-72 and 1973-74 sailing ‘The
Joker’ and sailing ‘Tiger’ was successful in 1974-75, 1976-77 and 1977-78. His son, Ric
Fairey won in 1975-76 sailing ‘The Joker’.
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YVONNE CATAMARAN – John Berry
Development
Charles Cunningham and his son Lindsay first started experimenting with catamarans in
1951. The first 18 ft catamaran was named Yvonne after Charlie’s daughter. Initial testing
resulted in an increase to 20 ft and adding v bottoms. A set of plans was drafted in 1954
allowing the Yvonne Class Catamaran to form the basis of the catamaran movement in
Australia. By late 1965 there were sufficient Yvonne class catamarans to warrant holding an
Australian Championship.
Statistics:
Length 6.1m; Beam 2.3m; Mainsail 12.8m2; Jib 4.8m2; Spinnaker 16.2m2;
Weight 159kg. Mainsail; Jib; Spinnaker; Crew of 2 (one on trapeze)

Construction was 3/16 ply over frames and stringers with oregon the usual choice for
framing, although cedar was often used for framing. A fibreglass bottom was developed and
used in some Victorian built boats an effort to simplify construction.
A fibreglass mould was developed in the late 1980s that simplified the construction method
and reduced maintenance requirements. As of July 1st 1997, the Yvonne Catamaran officially
adopted a new mainsail profile. The newly roachy main utilises the same mast section and
has maintained its 13m2 area while sacrificing 50mm in boom length.
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Foam sandwich hulls now out number the plywood hulls.
In Western Australia Six Yvonnes were built in WA in 1957 were originally sailed from the
Claremont Yacht Club. In 1961 the fleet changed to Nedlands Yacht Club where they were
building a big shed capable of holding 18 boats stacked two deep – thus improved facilities.
Puma won the National championships held at Nedlands in 1962-63 and was sailed by Bob
Sweetman and R. Maloney. In 1966/67 Co-re VI sailed by B. Waller and L. Herbert won the
Nationals when again held at NYC.
Barry Robson and Bob Sharp were members of NYC in 1960-61 when they sailed Alluna to
win the national championships at Victor Harbour in South Australia.
The Cruising Yacht Club of WA Championship in 1967-68 was won by Yvonne Catamaran
named Su-ton sailed by Brian LeMaistre and J. Powell (sailed at Rockingham). Pennant
donated to club at wake of Brian Le Maistre.
A number of new boats were built in the early seventies that revitalised the fleet. These
included Y 286 Roaring Forty (Kevin Hall) Y462 Sundancer (Wilf Serventy), and Y464
Putska (Bob Gadsdon) at Nedlands and Y454 Stirrer (Don Brown) at Rockingham.
Yvonnes sailed at Nedlands on Saturday afternoons up until 1984/85 season rigging up on the
grass in front of the rescue boat compound. Undercover storage for this fleet in 1976/77
season was $25. In 1982 there were 9 yachts racing from NYC.

Yvonnes at Nedlands 1975

Cinderrella (Bob Kershaw), Su-ton (John Berry), Chinnook (Tony Wilson), Puma, Wial-Cat,
Pacer (Terry Summerell)
Nedlands assisted the Cruising Yacht Club of Rockingham with the hosting of the 23rd
Australian Yvonne Championships in 1979, also 1976, 1982 and 1985
In February 1973 the Yvonne fleets from Nedlands and Rockingham sailed a Sunday Race
off Whitfords beach. A misplaced marker resulted in Su-Ton running across a reef and was
badly damaged as well as two other boats from Rockingham. It was repaired and continued to
race competitively until 1984 winning the Club title with Andy Prideaux and Paul Berry in
the early 1980s
In the mid to late 1970s the State Title series was sailed over 9 heats, four on the river and
five at Rockingham. To allow the use of Olympic courses on Melville water, races had to be
held once other classes had cleared the river which meant starts were often after 1600.
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By the early 1980’s this had reverted to seven race series using club courses. The Cruising
YC sailors often referred to the river as the duck pond – they were spoilt sailing at
Rockingham for the rest of the season. It did not seem to affect the results however as TCYC
boats dominated the State titles. Bob Kershaw in Cinderella won the 1970/71 State Title, but
another Nedlands crew did not win until John Berry and Doug Turner in a much re-built
Puma won by one point in 1982/83.
The requirement for an average of 6 starters to maintain section status at NYC presented a
challenge at times, but by the early 1980’s this was being handed comfortably with 10 – 12
boats on occasions. However the aging fleet and demands of family and work saw the end of
the section at Nedlands come very quickly.
The last Yvonne State Title race to be held at NYC was Sunday 10 February 1985 and the
last club race was sailed early in March 1985.
After the last State Title in mid - March I was not able to sail and I went down to the Club to
see how things were going. It was quite stunning to look down from the flag deck on the start
tower and see no Yvonnes being rigged by the tree.
The Yvonne section built the basis of the current rescue boat shed for storage of their yachts.
Most Yvonne sailors suffered ‘Yvonne back’ from lifting boats off trailers to the grass and
then from the grass to the water. Many of the trailers were built to keep the boats well off the
road as they were frequently trailed over unsealed roads, especially those travelling interstate.
A fully rigged dry catamaran, assuming minimum hull weight weighed in around the 450lb
mark, so lifting them out of the water at the end of a long race was a test until Terry
Summerell built a trolley in the early 1980s that made life considerably easier. By the mid
1970s many of the older boats were showing the signs of age as they had been built preepoxy glues. As a consequence many of them leaked and had to be bailed out, particularly
after sailing in a strong breeze, when they tended to leak around the deck beam seams. The
outstanding exception was Bob Kershaw’s magnificently crafted “Cinderella”. One afternoon
as the mandatory gallon or two or three was being sponged out from the hulls, Bob made a
great show of unscrewing an inspection port tipping the corner of his handkerchief into the
hull and attempting to wring water from it. Not a drop was to be seen.
The marathon in 1974 turned out to be just that. The course was a large triangle based on
Lucky Bay spit Dee Road and Foam Spit. The breeze was reasonable and we thought it
would all be over by mid afternoon – until we found that the first lap had taken almost an
hour – and there were still eight laps to go! We finished in the dark tired, hungry and thirsty
and determined to use a different course next year!
For the unwary an Yvonne was a handful going down wind in a strong breeze. They were
notorious for “going down the mine”. It was not uncommon to drive the hulls right under and
there were numerous examples of crews sitting in the water waiting for the hulls to resurface.
Capsizes
A capsize in an Yvonne often meant the end of the race and waiting for the rescue boat to
assist with the recovery. Sometimes having the mast stuck in the mud proved a real test. After
a total capsize near Lucky bay the Puma team could not shift the boat and it seemed not to be
drifting so the skipper settled down to await rescue, but not his crew. After a few minutes
Doug Turner removed his trapeze harness and buoyancy vest disappeared over the side and
did not reappear for a couple of minutes. Skipper gets worried. Finally Doug surfaces
“Where have you been?” asked a relieved skipper.
“Just checking to see if we were stuck in the mud.” came the reply, “We’re not.”
Free diving in murky water to the top of the mast 8m below was not something this skipper
ever contemplated!
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Yvonne Catamaran State Championship Results in Western Australia

Year
1957/58

First

1971/72

Y79 Alluna (Y24) Barry
Robson
Y79 Alluna (Y24) Barry
Robson
Y79 Alluna (Y24) Barry
Robson
Y79 Alluna (Y24) Barry
Robson
Y133 Imp (Y36) Bob
Sampson
Y315 Puma (Y21) Bob
Sweetman
Y79 Alluna (Y24) Barry
Robson
Y307 Co-Re VI (Y41)
Barry Waller
Y316 Huntress (Y40)
Dave Fletcher
Y307 Co-Re VI (Y41)
Barry Waller
Y315 Puma (Y21) Jim
MacDonald
Y315 Puma (Y21) Jim
MacDonald
Y285 Kitten (Y42) Bill
Schulstad
Y384 Cinderella (Bob
Kershaw)
Y454 Stirrer Don Brown

1972/73

Y454 Stirrer Don Brown

1973/74

Y270 Katraz Peter Godley

1974/75

Y285 Mach 1 Rob
McGowan
Y454 Stirrer Don Brown

1958/59
1959/60
1960/61
1961/62
1962/63
1963/64
1964/65
1965/66
1966/67
1967/68
1968/69
1969/70
1970/71

1975/76
1976/77

Second

Third

Cheetah (Shearwater) Dr.
G Davies
Cheetah (Shearwater) Dr.
G Davies
Y201 Riot (Y29) Alan
Ward
Y200 Kewarra (Y32)
Bruce Rowley
Y79 Alluna (Y24) Barry
Robson
Y79 Alluna (Y24) Barry
Robson
Y133 Imp (Y36) Bob
Sampson
Y306 Su-ton (Y39) Kevin
Marsh
Y277 Little Joe (Y38) Eric
Fairy
Y133 Earthshaker (Y36)
Vic Russell
Y317 FelixII (Y25) Colin
Kelman
Y306 Su-ton (Y39) Brian
LeMaistre
Y315 Puma (Y21) Jim
MacDonald
Y315 Puma (Y21) Jim
MacDonald
Y384 Cinderella (Bob
Kershaw)
Y271 Walkabout III Rod
Bryant
Y271 Walkabout III Rod
Bryant
Y428 Tabby Duncan
Taylor
Y285 Mach 1 Bob Speedy
EQUAL 1ST
Y285 Mach 1 Bob Speedy

Y87 Chatrois (Y26) G.
Eickhorn
Y45 Dolphin (Y23) Barry
Hymus
Y200 Kewarra (Y32)
Bruce Rowley
Y87 Chatrois (Y26) Tony
Cicerrello
Y315 Puma (Y21) Bob
Sweetman
Y133 Imp (Y36) Bob
Sampson
Y201 Riot (Y29) Alan
Ward

1979/80

Y271 Walkabout III Rod
Bryant
Y271 Walkabout III Rod
Bryant
Y271 Walkabout III Rod
Bryant
Y454 Stirrer Don Brown

1980/81

Y448 Caduceus Jeff Cook

Y286 Roaring 40 Bill
Norris
Y454 Stirrer Don Brown

1981/82

Y454 Stirrer Don Brown

Y286 Roaring 40 Bill

1977/78
1978/79

Y285 Mach 1 Bob Speedy
Y285 Mach 1 Bob Speedy

Y317 FelixII (Y25) Colin
Kelman
Y306 Su-ton (Y39) Kevin
Marsh
Y307 Iona II (Y41) Ken
Waller
?
?
Y285 Kitten (Y42) Bill
Schulstad
Y270 Mistral Ode Saw
Y460 Putska Bob Gadsten
Y285 Mach 1 Rob
McGowan
Y271 Walkabout III Rod
Bryant
Y271 Walkabout III Rod
Bryant
Y270 Katraz Peter Godley
Y462 Sundancer Colin
Lawrence
Y454 Stirrer Don Brown
Y448 Caduceus Jeff Cook
Y474 Sebala Fred Hansen
Y285 Mach 1 Neil Mason
Y315 Puma John Berry
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Norris
Y472 Tigress Les Cousins
Y501 Ricochet Bill Norris
Y498 Excellerator Jeff
Cook
Y501 Ricochet Bill Norris

1982/83
1983/84
1984/85

Y315 Puma John Berry
Y454 Stirrer Don Brown
Y501 Ricochet Bill Norris

1985/86
1986/87

Y498 Excellerator Ken
Waller
Y501 Ricochet Bill Norris

1987/88

Y501 Ricochet Bill Norris

Y493 Sundowner Dave
Randall
Y457 Allikat Peter Godley

1988/89

Y457 Allikat Peter Godley

Y501 Ricochet Bill Norris

Y454 Stirrer Don Brown
Y315 Puma John Berry
Y315 Puma John Berry
Y493 Sundowner Dave
Randall
Y285 Mach 1 Neil Mason
Y493 Sundowner Dave
Randall
Y493 Sundowner Dave
Randall

Note on sail numbers: Sail numbers displayed by early Western Australian built Yvonnes did not
match the plan number. From the 1974/75 season boats were required to show the sail number which
corresponded to the number of the plan from which it was built. The correct numbers are shown first,
with the number used up until 1974/75 in brackets.

Tornado – Brian Lewis
The IYRU held trials at Sheppey, Kent, England to define the “A” and “B” class catamarans.
For the B class there were 17 entries from all over the world including U.K., Holland, France,
Germany, U.S.A. and Australia. Australia was represented by Peter Blaxland and Ron
Burrows on two Cunningham designed Quest Bs.
The Tornado was a scaled down design from a C Class known as “Thunder” built by Rodney
March just months prior to the IYRU trials.
The hulls were proportionally smaller than the Thunder with the mast and rigging designed
by Terry Pearce from IYE (Spar and beam makers) and sails developed by Reg White (later
to win three World Championships and the first Olympic Gold).
With its high aspect rig and lack of front crossbeam, the Tornado was faster in light and flat
and strong wind and rough sea conditions.
There were actually two types of Tornados at the trials. One like we have today and the
second featuring only a mainsail fixed to an unstayed wing mast about 15 inches deep.
The wing mast was much faster in light conditions, however broke in the heavier conditions,
leaving only the Tornado we know today to dominate.
This boat was sailed by Reg White and Bob Ross (U.K. Yachting journalist).
The original boats were built by the “tortured ply” method simply cutting out the two sides
from 3/16” ply, fibre glassing the keel at various set angles down the length of it and then
bending (torturing carefully) the sides up to fit in a deck jig, then fitting bulkheads etcetera ,
about 300 hours later you have a Tornado!!
Jim Dachtler was on of the early West Australian Tornado converts too and won an
Australian Championship.
Brian Lewis won 8 National titles and 23 State titles with Warren Rock, Barry Robson, Phil
Snook, Barry Winterbourn and Phil Stewart. Brian and Warren represented Australia in
Canada in 1976 and came 4th.
In 1980 Brian Lewis and Barry Robson were selected for Olympics but prevented from going
to Moscow by the Australian Yachting Federation and pressure from Malcolm Fraser. Earlier
that year Brian and Barry had won the European Championship held in Italy beating all the
later medallists of Tallin, Russia.
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Brian Lewis was also three times runner up in Tornado World Championships.
Barry Winterbourn and Rod Hodgkin won the National Championship at Busselton in
2002/2003.
State Champions include Rod Hodgkin and John McNamara, Alan Gamble, Barry
Winterbourn (four times) and Gwyn Cracknell.
John Flower and John Duncan were instrumental in getting a Tornado fleet going at
Nedlands. The NYC Mast came from ‘CATALESTER’ owned and skippered by J Flower,
the founding president of the TORNADO Assn. and long time member (25 years) of NYC.
John was a regular Officer of the Day and served on the Swan River Management
Committee. John won 4 Cock of the Swan Titles.
In 1971/72 the Tornados became a separate class and the Open Division Catamarans
continued concentrating mainly on the smaller, single handed cats.
NYC Year Books record Tornadoes as sailing from 1973/74 season until 1988 on Sunday
afternoons. Undercover storage fees in 1976/77 season were $25 for this fleet. They again
sailed as a fleet in 1995/96 season.

Mirror Dinghy - Jock Sclater
The Mirror dinghy was the result of a competition run by the UK Daily Mirror Newspaper for
a car topped dinghy for amateur construction. A design by Jack Holt was the winner and
given the name ‘Mirror” with the newspaper holding the copyright.
The design was a substantial departure from dinghy construction. It was supplied from a
licensed supplier as a complete kit, i.e. with everything needed to build the boat and fitted out
ready to sail. The only thing not included was paint. The hull was supplied as pre-cut panels
that were ‘stitched’ together with copper wire and the stitch joint was taped over with fibre
glass tape to seal the joints. Timber for thwarts, gunwales, etc. was supplied, profiled but had
to be cut to length. A comprehensive set of measurements were given to allow checking to
achieve the correct hull shape. Other features of the design were the gaffe rig to allow storage
of the spars inside the hull and the very obvious red sails. Rowlocks and oars were supplied
with the kit and the hull could be rowed quite successfully. Two mast steps were provided
allowing for single handed sailing under main only.
Blockey of Melbourne was given the Australian licence and in the mid 1960s Max Law of the
Sailing Centre (a NYC member) became the WA distributor for Blockey kits. Max also
supplied the Mirror kit as a built up unpainted hull for the buyer to complete and would also
supply completely fitted out boats. Many Mirrors were home built and hopefully to the ‘one
design’ standard.
The red sails which identify the Mirror appeared in Australia soon afterwards, and the first
fleet in WA began at Nedlands Yacht Club in 1968 and sailed on Saturday afternoons. In the
middle of 1972 there was a well developed Mirror Section regularly sailing about 25 Mirrors.
The local class organisation had been established and the Mirror A Class Association of
Australia (MCAA) was running national championships.
NYC was the only river club sailing Mirrors at that time. One of the most important members
in the section was the measurer (Ken Baggaley) whose job it was to ensure the boats and sails
adhered to the specifications. Perhaps more importantly at that time was his role in giving
advice and if needed assistance to people building their own boats.
Michael Seal, who sailed in alternate races with his wife or one of his four daughters as crew,
had an English kit that he had brought out with him from the UK. The Powell family also had
two English kits, these being ‘Puss 37426’ and ‘My Mischief 43426’. As far as I can recall all
other boats were from Australian kits.
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At that time the Mirror was definitely a family boat. Most boats were crewed by an adult and
a related child. It was essentially a training dinghy and usually the first boat for many of the
people who bought them. This is fitted in well with the then ethos of the club.
Racing was the way to learn to sail at NYC and at that stage it was not long before the Mirror
section went from ‘off the cuff’ advice to a more structured training program.
Numbers built up fairly rapidly and in 1977-78 Mirrors were split into two fleets, A & B both
sailing on Saturday afternoons. The standard of A Fleet was high and became very
competitive. B Fleet was for beginners and those who did not want to tackle the longer, more
exposed courses sailed by the A Fleet. A Fleet started first with B Fleet starting 5 minutes
longer.
The rapid rise in numbers and the decision to run two fleets brought NYC into conflict with
certain other sailing interests. Noises were heard about the ‘red rash’ and the ‘picket fence’.
The reach from Squadron Buoy to Dee Road, sailed on starboard greatly upset other sailors,
especially cruisers heading down the river from Royal Perth, in particular. It was deemed
necessary for the Rescue Boats to shepherd the fleet across the river. Through the Swan River
Racing Committee, attempts were made to limit the size of the Nedlands fleet and their right
of access to full courses on Melville Water. Eric Fairey was the NYC delegate to the SWRC
at the time and fought strenuously and successfully to preserve sailing rights for small
dinghies and in particular, the mirrors.
Further expansion saw the A Fleet rise to a regular start line of 35 to 38 boats. B Fleet
numbers were limited to 50 boats that had to sail regularly to maintain their place on the B
Fleet start line. The better boats were always encouraged to sail with the A Fleet but there
was no compulsion to move up. A formal training effort was mounted as C Fleet on Saturday
mornings with about 18 to 20 boats.
In 1971 John Pratt won the Australian Junior Mirror Championships.
All through the 1970s the start box on a Saturday was manned by two stalwarts of the Mirror
Fleet, Peter Lawson and Ken Baggaley. Two of Lawson’s teenagers and one Baggaley sailed
in A Fleet boats.
WA and therefore the Mirror Section at NYC became the National Committee of the MCAA
in 1978 with the responsibility for the second World Mirror Championships to be held in
1980. The first world championships in Holland had been run and overseen by a coterie of
the English Mirror Association whose authority derived from their position as the mouthpiece
implied, if not real, for the copyright holder. Measurement for the first worlds had disclosed
several differences in measurement between the Australian boats and the rest. The English
body took a very hard line on this but were tolerant of other points in their fleets which the
Australian team felt inadmissible.
The new MCAA Committee was determined to ensure that all measurement problems were
resolved prior to the ‘second worlds’. One of the major problems was that the Australian
boats had fittings that differed from those on English derived boats. This was due, at least in
part to Blockey substitution of parts not available in Australia though some may have been
substituted to keep the price down, or may be just to keep the profits up. The Australian
position was that these fittings were supplied in a kit from the licensed maker and therefore
legal. The Poms would have nothing of it. A personal visit to the UK by the President of the
MCAA, NYC member, Cyril Barcham, was judged by him a social success but a complete
failure from a business point of view. Discussion was not an option.
The MCAA Committee then asked RPYC Commodore Langoulant to make representations
on behalf of the MCAA and NYC whilst he was in the UK on AYF business. Again there
was to be no discussion. The MCAA organising committee then decided to go ahead with the
measurement rules as understood in Australia. The English MCA decided it would not send a
team to the worlds at NYC.
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The winner of the inaugural worlds was an Englishman, Roy Partridge, about 60 years old.
He was determined to sail to defend his title and other English sailors wanted to make the
trip. Finally five crews joined the Mirror Association of Malta and entered. Other teams
entered were from Ireland, Holland and a single boat from Japan sailed by a couple on their
honeymoon. A team from South Africa entered but because of the ban on sporting events
involving South Africa, they were refused entry visas. The club patron, Sir Charles Court,
tried hard to overcome this but was unsuccessful.
The MCAA National Mirror Championships was held at NYC over Christmas/New Year in
1979/80. This was also the selection series for a team of 5 boats to represent Australia in the
Mirror Worlds sailed from NYC in January 1980. Two NYC boats were selected, either JL2
or the Saint skippered by Max Barcham with Brook Dixon as crew and the second was
Erewan skippered by Keith Sclater with Ian Burrough as forward hand. Erewan finished
second overall to one of the English boats. The ‘Malteesers’ brought their boats with them
and they were a revelation, rigged to a degree of sophistication that had not been seen in
Australia. In particular, they all had inboard sheeting, i.e. jibs sheeted on the inner edge of the
tank tops, as opposed to gunwale sheeting that Australia thought the rules demanded. The
Sclater boat was taken home between the Nationals and the Worlds and ‘sailed’ up and down
the street on his trailer while an attempt was made to get benefit from sheeting down on the
tank top.
The 21st Australian Championships of the Class was held in season 1986/87 at Nedlands
Yacht Club from December 27-January 2. This was a significant event as was used as a
World Championship Selection Series.
An official representative from the London Daily Mirror attended the Worlds and took the
copyright holder a full report on the Championships.
The upshot was that the Mirror Association elected a new committee. The last season that
Mirrors qualified as a class fleet in NYC was in 1993/94 season.
The demise of Mirrors at NYC was possibly due to several factors. There was a management
decision to limit the number of registered mirrors to 123 in 1979 and at the same time to
encourage more interclub involvement. Freshwater Bay Yacht club already had a fleet and
had employed a coach. A few of the better sailors went across and a few joined Claremont
where a new fleet had started.
Due to the economic situation in 1988, sailing and in fact most sports had a greatly reduced
membership. The introduction of all day Saturday trading meant that many young members
were encouraged to work all day Saturday. Many parents of young members were cruiser
sailors and their children tended to join the Manly fleet where there was an age limit of 16
years. Mirrors tendered to be sailed by teenagers who had to compete with part time
employment and study commitments.
David Gellatly and Ken Baggaley tried to keep the fleet alive by building a Mirror at the boat
show and raffling it off after the show. The funds allowing them to buy some second hand
boats for training and they started classes in the hope it would attract sailors into the class.
There were many takers for the classes but very little net results for their efforts.

Hobie Catamarans at NYC - Phil Smythe
Designed by Hobie Alter of California USA and released in 1968, the Hobie 14 was the first
successful mass produced fibreglass catamaran. The Hobie 14 (a cat rigged single handed
craft) was joined a year later by the sloop rigged Hobie 16.
The Hobie 14 first appeared at NYC in early 1972 and gained fleet status for the 1972/73
season with the H16 gaining fleet status the following year. On Opening Day 1973 there were
almost 20 Hobies starting.
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The class rapidly gained popularity with young (under 30 years of age) skippers reaching a
top of 44 starters on opening day 1978/79 with an average of over 30 for that season.
The H16 tended to attract older crews and with numbers reaching around 20 each week for
the same 1978/79 season.
In those days both Hobie fleets sailed on Saturdays with the rigging area being the large grass
area at the northern end of the club. This area often filled up and overflowed onto the park
outside the club grounds. Large numbers of girlfriends, wives and kids provided plenty of
appreciated club helpers and a great social atmosphere
The crowded rigging area led to the 16's changing to Sunday sailing for the 1981/82 season.
This led to somewhat of a social 'split' in the Hobie fleet that continued even when the 14's
eventually changed to Sunday sailing.
The introduction of twilight sailing on Wednesdays in the daylight saving season of 1974/75
was a huge success with Hobie sailors. The poor souls on bar duty were lucky to leave the
club by 11:00 pm. The popularity of twilight sailing remained for a few more seasons but
eventually waned.
As young skippers were predominant in the H14 fleet the advent of sailboards took away the
supply of new sailors and fleet status was lost by the late 1980s.
Being more family oriented the Hobie 16 fleet has managed to maintain sailing numbers at
around 20 for almost 30 years.
There were however a couple of events that did threaten the stability of the H16 fleet. The
first was in 1983 when a special offer was made by the dealer for WA sailors to purchase new
H16 sails for about half price. Several took up the offer only to find that a new cut of sail was
introduced very soon afterwards. The new main was a little bigger and higher in the roach
and did provide an advantage.
The second was a couple of years later when the manufacturers decided to reduce the weight
of new boats by almost 20 kilos thus making them faster. At the following state
championships a couple of 'underweight' crews refused to carry extra weight as they claimed
that it was already built in to their 'older and heavier' boats. True as it was they were still
disqualified which led to a couple of walkouts and a fair amount of dissention.
Some skippers did leave as a result of these events but the arrival of an enthusiastic Steve
Field from the USA and Brett Dryland as WA dealer saw the H16 fleet remain strong.
Other changes in more recent times (such as the introduction of integrated cross beams) also
led to increased boat speed but were well accepted by the sailors.
NYC has produced a number of national champions.
Hobie 14'
1977/78 and 1978/79 Phil Smyth
In 1983/84 season Geoff McLean sailing Tru Blu won the Hobie 14 club championship and
consistency. He also won the State Championships that year.
During 1983/84 the 6 batten mainsail replaced the original 5 batten mainsail. The section was
also lobbying for sailing on both Saturday and Sunday to enable the establishment of the
Turbo fleet (standard H14 with jib and trapeze).
Hobie 16's
1976/77 Kevin Ager
1981/82 Ken Allen
1987/88 Brett Dryland
1996/97 Steve Field
1999/00 Gavin Colby
2000/01 Darren Smith
2001/02 Gavin Colby
2003/04 Gavin Colby
National Hobie Championships were held at NYC over Christmas New Year recess in
1981/82 season. National champions were Ken and Joan Allen
Along with winning numerous international events Gavin Colby has also won 2 H16 world
championships sailing with Simone Mattfield and this year finished second out of about 180
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competitors. The closest NYC got to a H14 world champion was in 1974 when Brad Jones
took second place.
Some early Hobie 14 skippers still sailing at NYC in order of longevity include Dave
Feldman, now with 125's, Phil Smyth, Jim Hennessy, Aileen Armstrong and Phil King.
In order of longevity early Hobie 16 skippers still sailing at NYC are Peter Hancock and
Graeme Lithgo back with H16 after an absence, Barry Winterbourne now in Tornado's, and
Matt Falkner who has been around for yonks. Darren Smith claims that he can go back the
furtherest as he crewed on a H16 for Ray Armitage in 1975 when only 6 years old.
Kevin (Electric Jaw) Page of H14 fame won the Windrush Nationals in 1977 on a borrowed
boat never having sailed one before.
State champions in both H14 and H16 include Brad Jones, Phil Smythe, Rob Binnedel, Mal
McKercher (also won the first Cat Classic which was sailed on Perth Water).
National E - Glen Matson
Promoted in Western Australia by Merton Bennett of Sailmakers W.A. the 4.5m double chine
Jack Holt designed E was embraced in the late 1960s by a group of enthusiasts in the
Mandurah – Safety Bay areas. Sailors in the Perth area became involved in the early 1970s.
An association was formed and class racing took place from the Safety Bay Yacht Club.
With a view to growing class numbers the Lazy E Association approached the Nedlands
Yacht Club seeking admission as a class in its own right. The E’s were accepted in the 197475 season and sailed on Saturday afternoons. At this time NYC had two large fleets of Mirror
Dinghies and the administration of the West Australian Lazy E Association hoped that young
Mirror sailors would move up to the trapeze equipped Lazy E. In its 19 years as a class at
NYC the expected graduation of Mirror sailors to the Lazy E did not occur and from peak
fleet numbers of about 14 the number sailing regularly dwindled in the 1990s to the point
where class status was lost.
The remaining yachts were sailed in a mixed fleet off yardstick ratings. In 1985/86 it became
known as the National E and was sailed as a class until 1992/93 at Nedlands, the last seasons
on a Sunday afternoon
The E members contributed to the social and administrative side of NYC in a very positive
manner providing Commodores Rod James 1979-82, David Nuttall 1994-97 and Harry Weir
1997-1999. (Harry had graduated to the cruising fleet.) Other well known NYC sailors
included Sam & Joan Brown, Jack Austin and his sons. All voluntary aspects of club life
from works committee, social committees, starting box duties, canteen administration, bar
duties and rescue duties were enthusiastically embraced and so from relatively small fleet
numbers a disproportionate contribution to the overall well being of the Nedlands Yacht Club
was made.
Though small in fleet number there was significant expertise displayed both in National Lazy
E championships and in intra fleet events hosted by the Mounts Bay Sailing Club and NYC.
In 1974-75 the small fleet of Es at NYC provided the National Champion in Tartan Maid
sailed by Rod James with Glen Matson forward. That series was hosted by Perth Flying
Squadron. In defence of their National Title, Rod & Glen managed a creditable 3rd place on
Port Phillip Bay, Melbourne.
Further success at the National Level was achieved by Glen Matson (skipper) and Gary
Matson in Nonsuch who were runners-up for National Titles in series sailed from the
Koombana Bay S.C. in 1984-85 and NYC in 1989-90.
Success came to the E Class in the Hector Waller Memorial Regatta with Gary Matson
winning the HMAS Perth Memorial Trophy in 1981 and 1982. This was no mean feat as a
multiple National Champion and a former World GP14 Champion were vying for that same
trophy. In February 1979 the Lazy E Class won the fleet handicap honours in the Medium
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Performance section of the Hector Waller Memorial Race; a fine achievement considering the
overall fleet comprised 150 sailing craft.
On that day, Rod & Cassie James just pipped the best of the 420s in the mixed medium
performance fleet and took home a very nice Ship’s Bell for their fastest effort.
One year earlier in 1978 the Lazy E Class won the handicap honour in the three of a kind
regatta sailed annually at the Mounts Bay Sailing Club.
So on and off the water the Lazy E members made a significant contribution to NYC from
1974 until 1999.
Comments from other section members confirm the Es had a very social atmosphere and
enjoyed competing in many interclub and National Championships in different states and
remember the dramas of towing their boats across the Nullarbor before the road was sealed.

Paper Tiger Catamaran - Rod Bryant
The Paper Tiger, 17 years after being designed in New Zealand by Ron Given, is still proving
to be the most competitive 14’ (4.26m) catamaran in Australia but unfortunately not in WA.
Other statistics, Beam 2.13m; Min weight 49.89kg; Height 6.78m; Sail area 9.29sq m.
The Paper Tiger is a strict one design boat with any changes class rules requiring approval by
a World Council and only after a ballot of all financial members of affiliated associations.
This has ensured that older boats have remained competitive and retain their re-sale value.
The Paper Tiger was designed with the amateur builder in mind, an Australian and Interdominion champion built his own boat. The boat is easily constructed in plywood over a male
mould and the centreboards and rudders provide one area for experimentation. The Paper
Tiger is an exciting but forgiving boat for the young, the older and the lady skipper, while the
competitive yachtsperson can tweak the boat to a high level of performance.
The Paper Tiger is also available from professional builders in fibreglass and foam sandwich
construction. These boats can be purchased complete or in kit form.
The main concentration of Paper Tigers in WA was found at the Nedlands Yacht Club. The
class has a very active association with regular weekend racing and tuning sessions through
the year. At NYC, Paper Tigers sailed initially in the mixed catamaran fleet during the
1974/75 season. After a few seasons four people got together and built boats for fleet racing
on a Saturday increasing to a good sized fleet of about 12 boats in the 1980s. During this time
Ken Best, one of the original four, was the most dominant skipper, State Champion 19751980. Glen Huxtable sailing Sir Rodney in the 1978 Hector Waller Race won from two other
Paper Tigers.
Phil Snook won a National Championship in 1985/86 when NYC hosted the championships
for a small fleet by Paper Tiger standards of about 25 boats. At this time Nationals over East
were attracting fleets in excess of 100 boats but yachties found travelling to WA or
Queensland a big problem.
In the 1984/85 season the Paper Tiger Association approached NYC to change sailing days to
Sunday to try and stimulate growth which it did with a small increase until the class lost 3 or
4 members before collapsing in the late 1980s.
The International Fireball - Cliff Green
This yacht was and is a high performance two-person centreboard dinghy with a trapezing
crew. The class was the most prolific of its type sailing on Perth waters in the late seventies
and early eighties and was designed to bridge the gap between the small family centre
boarders (eg Mirrors) and the larger, more expensive classes. The English designer, Peter
Milne, had three objectives: low cost, simplicity of construction and unequalled performance
for price and waterline length.
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The hull and sail plan were one design with room for some innovation in non-performance
areas such as deck shape and cockpit layout.
A Fireball was approximately 5 metres long with a beam of 1.4 metres. It had a minimum
weight of just under 80 kg, a mainsail area of 8.2 square meters, a jib area of 3.3 square
metres and a spinnaker 13 square metres.
The Fireball was designed to be easily built in timber. However, by the mid eighties, boats
were predominately of a professionally built fibreglass sandwich construction.
As a high performance planing scow, the Fireball was stable and forgiving, which made it not
only fun but an excellent platform on which to introduce people to trapezing on a high
performance dinghy.
In Western Australia, the Fireball was introduced in 1972 to Royal Perth YC by Gordon
Lucas who had sailed one in Britain. John Cassidy and Roger Jeffery organized boats and
there was a small fleet sailing in the 73-74 season at RPYC. Many people followed.
At the World Championships in Adelaide in Feb 1974, John Cassidy won with Gordon Lucas
in third place. At the Australian Championships held at Frankston Victoria in 1974-75, the
following summer, John again won with Gordon third.
National Championships were held in WA at Royal Perth YC in 1979-80 and at Fremantle
SC in 1988-89.
The class was introduced to Nedlands Yacht Club in approximately 1975 and was sailed there
until 1985 when that fleet moved to Fremantle SC to gain more ocean and open water
experience.
Ian Steele, Cliff Gibson, Murray Pennifold, John Prott, The Anderson Family (Peter, John,
Geoff and later Judy, Susan and Martin) and Ernie Evans are all names that were involved
with Fireballs at Nedlands in the late seventies.
In the eighties, additional names involved at Nedlands were: Miles and Sue Dracup, Dave
Powell and Peter Watkins, Cliff Green & Bruce Mattinson (State Champions for NYC in
1985-86), Mark Hansen, David Luketina, Graham Home, Russell and Karen Dawes amongst
many others.
As the fleet racing alternated weekly between Nedlands YC and Royal Perth YC, there were
also many other familiar Fireball faces at Nedlands who were members of RPYC.
The State Championships were held at Nedlands in the 1981-2 season. The fleet actively
supported the Geographe Bay, Walpole and Geraldton Regattas over the Australia Day,
Labor Day and Easter weekends, respectively, for many years.

Cruisers
It was decided to admit Trailer Sailers in 1976 with a maximum length of 6.7m. This was
increased to 7.3m later to 8.5m and abolished in 2003. Concern is often expressed that the
section might take the emphasis from dingy sailing as has happened in some other clubs.
Many older members wanted to take a more leisurely and less strenuous attitude to sailing
while their offspring sailed dinghies or cats.
A fleet commenced sailing in 1977/78 season and officially changed name from Cruising to
Cruiser Section in 1982. The following season they had two fleets, Cruiser A and B. These
fleets sailed on Sunday afternoons.
Before a satisfactory ramp was in place small fixed keel boats were stored at the Perth Flying
Squadron with reciprocal sailing rights. Some members who owned larger cruising
catamarans and trimarans kept them on moorings or in pens near the old jetty.
However, in 1977 PFS stated to insist that they participate in their sailing program and
pressure was put on the club to improve the launching and retrieval situation.
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Manly Juniors
The Manly Junior was designed by Ralph Tobias for the Manly Yacht Club, NSW, as a
training boat for their 14ff skiffs. It has since been adopted by many clubs throughout
Australia as a junior training boat. The Manly Junior is the only fully-rigged dinghy of its
size with a jib, mainsail and spinnaker. The Manly Junior Sailing Association of Australia is
active in ensuring that the class rules are in keeping with technological advances, hence there
have been small changes to the design over the years mainly in the area of safety and
buoyancy. Fibreglass hulls were introduced in 1981.
The Manly Junior provides the basic training and confidence that enables young sailors to go
on to the more comprehensive and exciting classes in senior sailing. The upper age limit for
the class is sixteen (16) years. There is no lower age limit. Some youngsters start crewing at
the age of eight years and there have been one or two who have successfully started earlier.
There have been many “brother-sister”, “sister-sister” and “boy-girl” crew combinations in
Manly Juniors. As the hull weighs only 32kg, the fully-rigged boat can easily be carried by
two junior sailors.
Plans for the first Manly in WA were brought over by Ron Stephen although the first boat
built was not sailed at NYC. Short races on Saturday mornings in the 1977/ 78 season were
organised and proved popular following the training classes. This led to a meeting in March
to develop a Manly Junior section as there were nine boats. First Manly yacht registered at
NYC was Lik Lik in the 1977/78 season. The yachts came over in mass from Perth Flying
Squadron due to the better launching facilities at Nedlands. This was largely due to the efforts
of Chris Case who was then a member of PFS.
A major factor in the Manly Boom began in 1980 was the personalised trainings sessions by
David Scott who was also a contributor to Mainsheet during his time at the club.
Pictured is a NYC Manly training session.
National Championships were held at NYC in seasons 1987/88, 1990/91, 1993/94 and
1999/2000.
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The 125 Story at N.Y.C - Kevin Hall
At a boat show held on the Nedlands Yacht Club foreshore in 1978 Jim Atkinson was
showing off his 125 dinghy. This was believed to be only the second one in WA – the first
being built by Ron Hill from the Perth Flying Squadron. Ron Hill was known for his
involvement with Rainbows at the time many classes were on display at the show and Kevin
Hall was seeking a dinghy to “teach his kids to sail”.
The 125 had everything – came in a kit, strictly one class, had a decent kite and most
importantly a trapeze. If you built it yourself you saved the cost of boat builder.
It was firmly established in all other states and grew rapidly throughout Australia. The 125
was based on a Mirror dinghy originally – the main similarities being the construction
method. In almost every other department there were no comparisons. The insignia was
conceived by Blockey simply rolling the Mirror insignia on its side.
The 125 is sailed by a skipper and crew on trapeze; exciting, competitive and perfect for
learning sound sailing skills especially for juniors moving up from training class boats. The
boat has the ability to plane upwind.
The third (known) 125 was built by Kevin Hall and in the season 1979-80 the 125’s were
given a start at NYC in the mixed dinghy fleet. There was a large contingent of Corsairs
from the Army, Max Law in his “Miracle” – a large Mirror, and two or three 125s. Humble
beginnings!
Sails were made locally by West Coast Sails, mast and boom sections were stocked by Alcan
and Max Law from Sailing Centre in Nedlands co-ordinated the kits and all the fit-out
necessities.
Lance Whittaker from Yvonne fame built the next 125 and sailed for many years with Scott
Alexander. Jim Atkinson remained extremely enthusiastic during the initial stage and was
instrumental in encouraging many to join the fun. NYC was extremely fortunate at the time
to attract many Mirror sailors and it was not long before many joined the 125 band.
Nedlands was starting up to 28 boats on Saturday afternoons and other clubs formed fleets
also. Interclub competition prevailed and some country clubs expressed interest. The first
State Championship series was held at NYC and was won by Mark and Denise Willcock.
Other clubs expressed interest in hosting the State Championships with series being sailed in
Esperance, Albany, Bunbury, Busselton and Geraldton. National titles were held at NYC in
with Mark and Denise Willcock being victorious.
The National Executive of the 125 Association remains strong and over the years has had to
resist some ingenious attempts at “improving” the 125. Initially the bottom panels were
subjected to rippling caused by the floor battens and buoyancy tanks all running fore and aft –
with only one veneer of ply running athwartships. Before long experienced builders were
placing the bottom panels at 90 degrees to the keel thus giving superior strength by having
two (outer) veneers of ply across the boat and a much stiffer boat ensued.
Fibreglass boats were first proposed by SA and have since grown in popularity with most
new boats being glass or combinations of glass and timber. The 125 appeals to a very wide
range of sailors, some being, husband and wife teams, brother and sister, father/daughter,
gung-ho guys, to all female crews. All find enjoyment on and off the water.
In 1982 NYC the only home to a 125 fleet had in excess of 20 yachts. Slogan for season
1981/82 was ‘Come Alive in a 125’.
The 1986/87 State Championships were held over Easter at NYC and the National
Championships were held at NYC in 1989/90 season and 1990/91 season.

Sailboards
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Windsurfers were encouraged to join the club in 1979 and in December 1984 NYC hosted the
World Windsurfing Championships with a starting line stretching well across the river. It was
a spectacular event. There were about 420 entries. Barry Court who had the Windsurfer
agency was instrumental in gaining the event that was sponsored by Coca-Cola. Despite the
objection to sponsorship on the sails, the company was pleased with the resultant publicity
that was created.
Prominent members during this period included Nick Poll who in 1982 won the winter
championships and Bridge to Bridge race; Scott McKercher, Simon King, Rob Welborn,
Duncan Sullivan and Mike Davies who took the honours in both Club Championships and the
afternoon consistency in the 1982/83 season.
On Sunday mornings this section continued its circuit racing and in early 1984 averaged 2535 starts with sailors at all stages of learning. Sunday afternoon racing had 15 to 20 boards
starting each week and races generally were close. Many of the girls were working hard to
improve their skills and this was reflected in early 1984 in the performances of Nicki Davies,
Mandy McKercher, Pam Green and Kerry Tracey.
NYC boards were the stronghold of boardsailing and won top overall placings in each of the
divisions in the ‘Bridge to Bridge’ race.
Windrush Catamaran
This was Western Australian’s strongest 14 ft catamaran racing fleet and a previous winner of
the Australian Design Award. Visually it is an attractive boat, designed and manufactured in
Perth for over 30 years offering an affordable price, low cost maintenance with easy singlehanded assembling. Because of its versatility, the Windrush14 is a great boat for the beginner
or serious sailor as well as being suitable for the family.
Annual sailing events consist of: State Titles sailed throughout WA, and National Titles
sailed throughout the country at different locations with three classes consisting of:
Cat Rig:
Sailed single-handed with mainsail only
Sloop Rig:
Mainsail, jib skipper and crew
Super Sloop: Mainsail, jib single-handed with trapeze.
Research at NYC indicates Windrushes sailed on Sunday afternoons from 1980/81 season
and in 1985/86 the WindrushSS became a new fleet for a few years.
Kevin (Electric Jaw) Page of H14 fame won the Windrush Nationals in 1977 on a borrowed
boat never having sailed one before.
Brian Norwood was the 1987 National Windrush Champion.
Several NYC members have won National and State Titles over the years. They include Bob
Kempin, Brian Norwood, Brett Burvill, Cliff Rolfe, Stephen Miners and Alan Maus who
went on to crew on Hobies.
The Windrush can boast having a World Champion who once sailed Windrush, namely
Gavin Colby who now sails Hobies.
Gavin Colby did learn much of his sailing in Windrush and he and Brett Burvill had some
great tussles in a few regattas.
Brett Burvill won the Super Sloop National Title in the Nationals in 1986, Cat rigged title in
1988, Super sloop title in 1989, Sloop rigged title in 1990, Super sloop title in 1996.
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NOTES ON NEDLANDS YACHT CLUB BY ROB VAISEY
Rob Vaisey was a Vice Commodore of the Club and a Journalist with the Western Australia
and submitted the following summary of yachting events during his period of active
involvement with the club.
Nedlands yacht club - a grand run of world and national titles – 1952 to 1984
Aquatic Monthly magazine reported in May 1961 that the eight national VJ titles and two
national Skate titles won by the Nedlands Yacht Club in its early years of existence was a
record that few clubs in Australia can equal. The future looks very rosy and more successes
should come their way.
Fifty years ago Nedlands Yacht was just a band of young and enthusiastic yachtsman and
their parents – today it is a bright sparking
Formed 1952 (Subiaco YC). Skate designed 1956. Started sailing 1958.
The Nedlands yacht club, a family oriented club, was started in 1952 when a core of VJ
enthusiasts became disenchanted with rulings of the Mounts Bay club that they should crew
in the skiff class. Parents and yachtsmen formed a small club on the Nedlands foreshore
opposite the Nedlands Park hotel (known as Steve’s).
The licensee (Mr. Steve McHenry) allowed them to use a building on the Nedlands jetty for
storing their yachts and gear.
The club quickly attracted very competent and competitive yachtsmen who have won many
world and national titles. However the club also became known for it’s near perfect location
for sailing after moving to a new modern clubhouse about a kilometre further down the Swan
River, but still on the Nedlands foreshore. It has gained a record that would be shared by few
other clubs anywhere in the world. Almost every season since 1960 there has been a national
or world title held from the club
At Nedlands the sailors enjoy grassed lawns to rig on, a sandy beach for launching and
retrieving their yachts, a senior and junior clubhouse, plenty of room for storing and rigging
their craft plus an excellent estuary of almost tide free-water on which Olympic or set courses
can be laid. Spectators at the club can watch almost all of the sailing – a rounding mark right
in front of the club adds to the spectator excitement. The Swan river chop gives an advantage
to those who can master it.
The club offers facilities for championships that few other clubs in Australia can equal – and
most of those would be the other Swan River clubs.
Foundation commodore Jack LeMaistre built the club’s first mercy boat – Wargardo.
The new clubhouse was opened in October 1962, by Sir Charles Gairdner and gave the club
more facilities for conducting national or world tiles. Almost every season until the mid
nineties the club was host for either a world or national title.
In the 1957/58 season Ray Young brought the ‘Skate with sail number 1 to Perth - it was
actually plan number 21 as a senior class for VJ sailors to move into and many of them did.
Early Skates at the club were Surprise (Brian LeMaistre), Epic (Frank Smith), Wasp (Lance
Rock) and (John. Ducat.) F’Sure. (Class launched 1955).
Laurie Chivers bought his first VJ for twenty five pounds and paid for it doing weekend jobs
By January 1961 the WA Aquatic Monthly magazine was able to report that Nedlands Club
members had won eight Senior and Junior VJ titles and two in the Skate class. – a record
which must put the club in the forefront of WA yachting.
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Here is a summary of the special events, national and world titles held at the club
1957/58
SKATES AT CLUB
A state series for Skates was held at Nedlands in the 1957/58 season, probably as a promotion
for the class and won by Ray Young and John Barter from Sydney.
Titles are national series unless listed otherwise
1959/60
SKATE
Geraldton and Carnarvon had also adopted the Skate class. Barry Waller from Geraldton and
Barry Scott (Carnarvon) were sailing in the national series – Scott’s Spindrift won the
Inaugural State title for Skates. And was prominent in the national series won by Nedlands
skipper Laurie Chivers,
The eastern state crews were surprised to see the WA Skates fitted with two leaning planks
rather than the single plank fitted to their Skates. Most of the NSW Skates had two planks
when they went home. The Skates, like VJ’s, have a two-person crew.
Waller later won a national title in the Yvonne Catamaran class. His Skate was purchased by
George Percival and taken to Queensland where it raced with success.
1960/61
VJ’s
Early Nedlands member Ian Anderson was 2nd.in the Swan River series but won the next
season in Melbourne. (Ian sailed with Tim Bailey). Their craft was clocked at 22 knots by a
speedboat on the Swan River. Brian Lewis won the junior title.
1961/62
SKATE
Won by John Gettens and Keith Cole sailing O’Lay (NSW) Tony Bartlett with Virgo
(Nedlands) 3rd. Gettens won the fourth heat in light conditions
1962/63
YVONNE CATS
Won by Puma Bob Sweetman and Bob Malony.
Barry Robson won the national title in SA in 1960/61
1963/64
SKATES
Laurie Chivers and Ken Court won all five heats of the Skate series and was The West
Australian Newspaper’s Sports Star of the Month. This was the seventh Skate series, Chivers
had won three titles. NSW skippers John Gettens and Ray Young won two each.
Gettens was disqualified from the third heat after protest from a spectator over a luffing
incident when he was beating to windward with Chivers. These two skippers were very
evenly matched throughout the series. The “luffing incident” occurred, in a strong breeze,
when Chivers was to leeward and claimed his tiller extension may have slipped from his
grasp.
The fourth heat provided some drama when after sailing all morning in a light easterly, the
leading 15 boats were becalmed within 300 metres of the finish. When the sea breeze came in
- Venom quickly dropped her spinnaker and was first to the finish.
O’Lay attempted to sail under spinnaker but lost time squaring away – O'Lay had been
duelling with Chivers throughout the race.
During this series interest was revived in the “long leaning plank” (9ft against 8ft). The
planks later extended to 10ft. They were wider than the original 6ft planks.
Skate results: Venom (Laurie Chivers, Nedlands, WA) 6128 1; Olay (John Gettens, NSW)
4572 2; Epic (Barry Court, Nedlands, WA) 4322 3.
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1963/64
VJ JUNIORS
Although not recognised at the time a major feature of the VJ series was the performance of a
17-year-old sailor – John Bertrand, sailing Triad with Geoff Augustine from the Chelsea
Club in Victoria. Bertrand won all five of the junior heats. In all heats he finished with the
leading seniors- in one heat two minutes ahead. In the fourth heat he was 12 minutes ahead of
the next junior.
Bertrand went on to win the America’s Cup in 1987 and was back at Nedlands Club in 1984
to give a talk to the Nedlands juniors on how to sail and prepare yachts. In the 1984/85
season he contested the Soling series on the Swan - winning all five heats in a borrowed
Soling.
Bertrand’s VJ was built by Laurie Chivers who operated, with his wife Anne, a boat and spar
building workshop at the Nedlands Club.
Chiver’s yachts were highly regarded all over Australia his VJ’s in particular. Chiver’s
fittings were used on a yacht in America when he visited a Trade Fair in Los Angeles.
Nedlands skipper Brian Howells sailed for Victoria after his VJ was not allowed to start over
what was termed a ridiculous measuring technicality.
After the series Brian Howells, Brian Lewis, Tim Bailey, Warren Rock and Ray Wakelin
switched to the Skate class.
Junior title placings: Triad (J. Bertrand, Vic) 5852, 1; Hi Fi (WA) 3216, 2; Spindrift (Ric
Riley, Nedlands) 3110, 3.
1963/4
SENIOR VJ’S:
The senior title developed into a duel between Chi (Robbie Hawthorne) from Sydney and Ian
Anderson an early member of Nedlands club.
Chi scored three wins in the series and Anderson’s boat Dart 111 two.
Dart was disqualified from the first heat after being placed second – for replacing a broken
spinnaker pole. Anderson had started sailing at the age of 12 after re-building an old VJ and
won his first trophy at age14
He later attempted to gain Olympic selection in the Flying Dutchman class.
Results: Chi (Robert Hawthorne, Sydney) 5763, 1; Dart (Ian Anderson, Nedlands) 5064, 2;
Maverick (Allan Birdsall, Sydney ) 3906, 3.
1964/65
TV COVERAGE
In October 1964 the ABC televised the second state selection heat for the Australian
championships of the Skate and VJ class yachts from Nedlands. The day provided a twenty
to twenty five knot wind, some excellent sailing and a very exciting TV coverage.
Neil Head’s Valour won the heat sailed over a triangular course in front of the club.
It was then the policy of the ABC Sporting Department controlled by Jim Fitzmaurice to
televise a Perth sporting event on Saturday afternoons in their Sportsview program.
Cameras were also placed at the Nedlands Club and in the Majestic Hotel car park. The ABC
and Navy arranged a barge to be moored near the Majestic Hotel just upwind of the jibe
mark.
A large van at the Nedlands club housed the commentators, sound equipment, monitors and
mixing screens. It was said this van was so expensive and well equipped that to lessen the
risk of an accident it could only travel in daylight hours.
The producers were ecstatic over the quality of the sailing vision. So were the naval
personnel on the barge who sat on deck chairs enjoying a beer and betting on the ability of
the crews to successfully round the jibe mark...
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1965/66
SKATE
Celebrations - Nedlands Skates finished in the first three placings of the national and Skates
had expanded their fleet into Victoria
For this series Neil Head (Valour) and Brian Lewis (Daring) had fitted “Long Planks” to their
Skates and despite the teething troubles their forward hands – Tim Bailey and Terry
Concanen, proved the 9ft long planks worked. Bailey fell off his plank twice in the series –
once after finishing and in the fourth heat when the centreplate snapped. My brother Ken
Vaisey was applying fibreglass coatings to the new plate at 2am and 6am for the final heat.
The “long planks” were placing extra strain on Skate centreboards
The last and deciding heat was delayed 30 minutes waiting for a south-easterly breeze to
become established over the course and later shortened one lap. O’Lay sailed by John Gettens
from Sydney won this heat and again was best of the NSW and Victorian crews
Competition in the WA Skate fleet was very keen prior to the series; Valour had been unable
to win a club or class race.
Results: Valour (Neil Head, NYC) 5590 pts, 1; Daring (Brian Lewis, NYC) 5113 2; Venom
(Laurie Chivers, NYC) 4590 Pts 3.
1966
CARAVANS
The Nedlands club and the adjoining Perth Flying Squadron gained permission to park
caravans at their clubhouses to solve accommodation problems for crews in national and
international competitors. Caravans were used for many of the next thirty-year when
Nedlands were conducting titles The Squadron used them for the Flying Dutchman, Manly
Junior and Corsair series.
This season a new system of Olympic points scoring was introduced. – 0 for 1st, 3 for 2nd,
5.7 for 3rd, 8 for 4th, for 5th, 10 for 5th, 11.7 for 6th then placing plus 1.
1966/67
YVONNE CATS
Barry Waller from Geraldton was back at the club and regained the Yvonne title he had lost
in Victoria the previous season.
His club mate from Geraldton Kevin Marsh, sailing Su-Ton was only one point behind in
second place. The two Geraldton boats were level on points after three heats with Co-Re
gaining a one place advantage in the fourth heat. Marsh lost his chance of winning when the
clew tore out of his jib in the final heat.
The competition between the pair on Geraldton harbour enabled them to tune their boats for
this series. Barry Waller’s forward hand was Len Herbert and his brother Barry was on SuTon South Australian skipper Dave Morphett was third, he broke three spinnaker poles
during the series.
Earthshaker from Nedlands (Vic Russell with Barry Court forward hand) was fourth.
Ninth in the series was Nedlands club member Jack Emberson who bought his Yvonne
Catamaran as a fishing boat but after seeing the club facilities decided to join the club fleet.
He won the club title in 1963/64. A baker from Bullsbrook he sailed with his son and has yet
to catch a fish from his Yvonne
After the series foundation member Brian LeMaistre boosted the Nedlands fleet by buying
Su-Ton to race at the club
FINAL POINTS: Co Re (Barry Waller, Geraldton) 3966 pts 1; Su Ton (Kevin Marsh,
Geraldton ) 3665 pts 2; Vixen 111 ( Dave Morphett, SA) 2887 pts 3.
1967/68
KITTY CATS
Geoff Musto and Geoff Webster won the title by sailing the correct course in Caracal.
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In the resailed first heat Geoff retained his lead in the series until the finish, after his brother
Ken led the leading five boats around the wrong mark.
Geoff Musto only beat fellow Nedlands skipper Bob Hancock (Bob Cat) by a placing. Fifty
metres from the finish of the final heat it seemed almost certain that a sail off for the title
would be required, as Bob Cat was 10sec ahead of Caracal 50 metres from the finish. Bob
Cat was tacking for the finish when his mainsheet traveller was torn from his hull allowing
Musto to take the heat and the title.
Once again Ken Musto’s forward hand Reid Edmeades plus father Syd Musto had a late
night during the titles – Ken’s boat Genet collided with Victorian boat Tinetta in the first heat
and sustained a hole in her port hull, the real bad news was that his younger brother Geoff
won the heat making it much harder for Ken to win the title
One of the first Darwin yachts to sail in Perth competed in the combined catamarans series.
Skipper was 21 year old Tony Strickland sailing Jezebel.
Caracal’s placings were: 1; 1; 2; 3; 3. Bob Cat: 1; 1; 1; 2; 4.
FINAL POINTS: Caracal (Geoff Musto, Nedlands) 4442; Bob Cat (Bob Hancock,
Nedlands) 4317; Chugga (Geoff Bail, Vic 3; Genet (Ken Musto, Nedlands) 352.
1967/68
MOTHS
Brian Pearce with his self-modified version of the Milne scow Moth (with tunnel) a
Whirlpool design became the first WA yachtsman to win the national title in the 35-year
history of the class.
Pearce started sailing at the age of 14 years and sailed Moths in all Australian states. For this
series he successfully switched his wooden mast for aluminium one. Three heats were sailed
in solid blows, a medium breeze and light breeze. Twenty-six Moths started the series.
The final heat had Spectators on their toes and was described as “ulcer day” - any of four WA
Moths could have taken the title – WA’s first national Moth title
Young Frank Farrelly was third in the junior series - his father Frank was secretary of
Nedlands club for many years and is now a life member. He was living in a retirement
village in 2005. After the series Pearce, Plumb and Lillingston went to Wellington (New
Zealand) to compete in the Moth Pan Pacific championships. Each won a heat and Brian
Plumb narrowly won with Graeme Lillingston (WA) second and Pearce third. The
Australians soundly beat the New Zealanders. Bruce Farr was a leading NZ entry. Lillingston
then went to Cannes in France for the World Moth series and finished 14th but won the last
heat – the only heat where the breeze was above 8 knots.
PLACINGS: Redwings (Brian Pearce, NYC) 3 pts 1; Ballerina (Brian Plumb, Maylands)
11.7 pts 2; Chamozzle (Greg Marshall, NSW) 21.7 3; Joy (Graeme Lillingston, NYC) 30.4 4.
1968/69
SKATE
For the first time in class history the WA Skates were outclassed on their home waters in a
national series
Bitsa sailed by Ben Piefke and Frank McBeth from the Speers Point Club in NSW won four
heats in the series with a flat bottomed planing hull Skate and a new three-way spinnaker
brace system that allowed fast spinnaker handling..
Laurie Chivers and Chris Johnson were second sailing Venom, which was fitted with
aluminium planks - a new innovation to the class.
Echo sailed by Warrick Wood from the Concord club in Sydney was third.
Peta (Bob Lowndes) bolted away from the fleet in four of the five heats. He was sailing hard
and broke the start line in the final heat. A collision and mark rounding incident cost him a
chances of winning the title – he finished seventh.
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Defending champion Doug Jeffkins was a victim of the Nedlands club’s hospitality. Summer
evenings in December are frequently warm and windless with clear skies. The club’s grassed
lawns have an excellent Barbecue area with views over the river and to the city. With
conversations around the bars and meal tables plus crews working on their boats there is a
very convivial atmosphere. However Dennis McInerney (Jeffkin’s forward hand) suffered
second degree burns to his foot at a BBQ and was unable to sail in the series Jeffkin’s boat
Fury S was tipped to be the fastest at the series.
.RESULTS: Bitsa (Ben Piefke Lake MacQuarie) 5.7 pts 1; Venom (L Chivers, Nedlands)
16 pts 2; Echo (Warrick Wood, NSW) 36.7 pts 3.; Glimpse (Ray Wakelin, Nedlands) 41.4.
1969/70
INAUGURAL CHERUB WORLDS
Nedlands was one of five Swan River clubs listed as hosting the inaugural World
Championship in the official program. Most of the visiting crews and many locals used the
Nedlands club for rigging because of the easy access to racing courses.
Mounts Bay officer Sherb Bowra brought the Cherub class plans to Perth from New Zealand
in 1962.
The World Series was conceived by Basil Wright, then commodore of the Mounts Bay Club,
whose sons Gordon and Brian sailed Cherubs. Wright corresponded with countries around
the world and planning for the series took over a year.
New Zealanders Russell Bowler and Peter Walker who were the first and second placed
skippers in the previous season New Zealand championships arrived in Perth in February
1969. They had taken a year off work to come to Perth for Cherub series and stayed at the
home of Basil Wright. Bowler, an engineer, designed and built his yacht Jennifer Julian from
foam and fibreglass. Saws and hammers were discarded in favour of sharp knives and resins.
He had plenty of ideas, but little money, claiming to have built the fibreglass boat in the
sports room of Wright’s home mostly with a pair of scissors
Over the Christmas period Walker won the inter-dominion (Aust and N.Z) Javelin series.
Bowler won the International 18ft skiff series both sailed in Sydney. Lightness was Bowler’s
forte. He claimed to test all his sailing ideas scientifically and had rejected many
conventional yachting theories. As he did not contest the NZ Selection series he was eligible
to be selected in the WA World Cherub team.
Full teams were expected for the series and by October 1969 all Australian states except NT
and Tasmania were entered. Nedlands club skippers selected for the series included Phil
Snook, and Chris Woods. New Zealand had eight entries, two each from the USA and Great
Britain and one from New Guinea.
Thirty-three entries were received from eastern states for the national series with 21 WA
boats eligible to compete – the first 24 into the World Series.
The New Zealand team sailed seven locally made Spencer Mark VII boats using their own
masts and sails. Their boats had been held up by a shipping strike in New Zealand.
Presenting the trophy the Governor General said, “It was a Kiwi boat sailed by two Aussies.”.
Runner up was Jamie Wilmot from Sydney sailing Jazzer. – He also won the Cadet and
Junior titles and his sister Janine won the women’s title. Ken Beashel built, rigged and tuned
Jazzer, she was one of the most expensive Cherubs at the series.
Jazzer had to win the final heat to win the title.
RESULTS: Jennifer Julian (Russell Bowler, WA) 8007, 1; Jazzer (Jamie Wilmot, NSW)
7433, 2; Ace (Gordon Lucas, WA) 6576, 3; Shadrack (Michael Nash, NSW) 6438, 4.
1969/70
NATIONAL CHERUB TITLES.
Royal Perth club crew Gordon Lucas and Phil Arnold had a brief reign as national Cherub
champions, their boat Ace had won the final heat of the series and was hailed as the winner.
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Five minutes before the Governor of WA was to present the trophy it was discovered
Bowler’s Jennifer Julian had won the title
The two boats finished the series equal on points. The old high scoring Olympic points
system was used for calculating heat scores. The first count back was on first placings only.
Ace had won two heats and was series winner on this count back and Jennifer Julian was out
of the first three. The race committee however ruled the system to be used was – total the best
five heats Jennifer Julian with one win and consistent minor placings was then the winner
(1.2.2.3.) Ace had 2.6.1.1. However the race committee decided that the four best heats of
each boat should be totalled and lowest win. Seven heats were sailed with two being
discarded.
Wright said “it was just one of those things that happen in a close and exciting finish”.
However the race committee decided that the five best heats of each boat should be totalled
and lowest win. Jennifer Julian won the first heat of the series in a strong sou’ wester then
was second in a more flukey easterly wind in the second heat, won by Maurice Raphael
(WA). Jennifer Julian was second in the third heat in solid sou’ wester, NSW boats were first,
second and third in the fourth heat won by Jamie Wilmot in a 10 to 15 knot sou’ wester won
the fourth heat and the fifth (a rough sou’ wester). Bowler won the sixth heat sailed in a
blustery sou’ wester. Ace won the final heat in a light easterly that strengthened near the
finish.
Ace was launched 30 minutes before the start of the first heat of the national series.
Jennifer Julian’s buoyancy was controversial. Bowler argued that her foam hull made
buoyancy unnecessary. However when she capsized in the fifth heat and her hull sank
completely and she had to be dragged out of the mud.
The South of Perth Yacht Club was listed in the program as host club for this series with five
kindred clubs where ‘official’ notices and results could be obtained'.
RESULTS: Jennifer Julian (Russell Bowler, WA 6437, 1 on count back; Ace (Gordon
Lucas, WA) 6437, 2; Celeste (Michael Wall, WA) 5136, 3.
1969/70
KITTY CATS
This was the seventh Kitty Cat series and the closest.
In the last heat any of three WA boats could have won the title – Telstar (Derry Sainsbury),
Simba (Reid Edmeades, Nedlands) or Genet (Ken Musto, Nedlands).
Different Kitties won the first three heats. Ken Musto, the defending champion, had won the
title three times.
WA Kitty Cats dominated the series with Musto taking the title after beating Sainsbury and
East Fremantle skipper Edmeades in the final heat. Ken and forward hand Greg Dickenson
used the same hull they sailed in the previous series - it was a standard hull from mould used
for all the WA boats.
The series had a wide range of winds including several easterlies.
PLACINGS: Genet 11 (Ken Musto, Nedlands) 4994, 1; Simba (Reid Edmeades Nedlands)
4517, 2; Telstar (Derry Sainsbury, WA) 4392; Toroa (Paul Schapper, Nedlands) 3693.
1970/71
STATE TORNADO TITLES
There were no national titles held at the club but the Tornado catamarans held their inaugural
State title from the club over the Christmas New Year period.
Nedlands skippers dominated this class. Unfortunately they failed to win an Olympic medal,
although they won Olympic selection a number of times and many national titles.
Jim Dachtler won the state series with John Flower second and John Sumpton third.
The Tornadoes were claimed to be the fastest yachts racing on the Swan at that time.
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Nedlands skipper Dachtler sold his catamaran at the end of the 1970/71 season to a Sydney
skipper. He had campaigned hard for a chance to represent Australia at the Olympics
including trips to Europe and many trips to the eastern states.
By 1974 Dachtler was the national Tornado champion after taking delivery of a Sailcraft of
Canada Tornado, as did Bill Burbidge. John Flower bought a pair of hulls from Panthercraft
and sold Pink Marno Too to Brian Lewis. Les Morrissey retained his hulls.
1971/72
SKATES
Forty three year old Doug Jeffkins from Lake Macquarie sailing Jo Blo provided a classic
case of the tortoise beating the hares when he won the national title at Nedlands. Sailing with
his son Paul they won the seventh heat and the title
Before this heat Steve Bull of Sydney sailing Mea-Tere had a firm grip on the title – having
only to finish in the first four to win. However the light-flukey conditions were not suited to
his Skate and he finished 15th. Barry Court sailing 703 was third upholding Nedlands
reputation in this class. Jeffkins won the Skate series because he was able to finish in the first
four placings in every heat. Whereas the leading WA and NSW boats had capsizes, gear
breakages or capsizes. Heavy crews were OK in the first four strong-wind heats but when the
wind went light at the end of the series they were not suited. Jeffkin’s son Paul used a 9ft6in
front plank while the WA boats used 10ft planks.
Mea -Tere was what the Skate sailors call “a box or coffin” because of the flat shape of the
hull which had little spring or V section. Jeffkins had a self-designed fibreglass hull.
Lady skippers competing were Helen Court and Ann Shugg both from Nedlands club.
RESULTS: Jo Blo (Doug Jeffkins, Lake Macquarie) 23.1pts; Mea-Tere (Steve Bull, Sydney)
25pts; Barry Court (Epic, Nedlands) 52pts. Bull Junior champion
1971/72
VJ SENIORS
Once again the VJ and Skate series were combined and became a family affair. Brothers from
NSW won both senior and junior titles - Greg and Peter Asquith sailing Gyro (Senior) and the
junior title went to Gordon and Stuart Beath sailing Swinger.
Both crews were from Lake Macquarie.
The Asquith brothers dominated the series sailing a four-year-old boat, which had won them
the junior title the previous season. The pair, from Lake Macquarie, had sailed together for
seven years. Peter, the younger brother, had poor eyesight (only able to see boat’s outline’) a
handicap he overcame by using ropes of differing thickness. They finished first or second in
the final four heats. Forty year old Rex Bray from NSW sailing Flying A was ninth.
VJ enthusiasts in WA had a chance to see the Fairbrother hulls from which fibreglass VJ’s
were to be moulded. NSW had 400 VJ’s registered
Greg Munsie was the best WA skippers with first and second placings in the early strong
wind heats.
RESULTS: Gyro (Greg Asquith, (Lake Macquarie) 5710pts 1; Stomper (John Patterson,
Sydney S) 3990, 2; Photon (Trevor Whitbread, Sydney S) 3932, 3.
1971/72
VJ JUNIORS
This series featured a last-heat battle between Beath (Swinger) from the Northern NSW
Branch and two Southern NSW Branch skippers – Joe Dunn (Caliph) and David Coates.
(Hispaniola). Whichever VJ finished in the best placing won the title.
Light winds suited the northern branch boat and she won the heat and the title.
Best placed WA VJ was Nedlands member Peter Morgan sailing Vulcan into tenth place.
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1971
BOATSHOW
In November 1971 a One of a Kind series and Boat show was held at the club.
Sailing rides were given to members of the public. A short race series was held.
1972/73
MOTHS
WA Moth skippers are hard to beat on their home waters and Maylands (WA) skipper Rob
O’Sullivan made the most of his home waters advantage to win the national title with Gidget
- a Whirlpool design WA Moth skippers filled five of the first six Placings in the seven heat
series.
All Australian states were represented in the fifty one yacht fleet. There were light and strong
winds for the six heat series. It was evident during the series that yachts racing on the Swan
must be strong enough to take a pounding from the chop that builds up with the sou’ west sea
breeze.
The nine- Moth Queensland team arrived on one trailer towed by a four wheel drive vehicle.
O’Sullivan finished in the first four Placings in all heats. After being an early leader in the
series Brian Pearce had two bad Placings – a 21st in the first heat and a 17th in the fifth heat
and finished well back in the fleet.
Sydney skipper Peter Moor won the final heat and this earned him second place in the series.
He picked the wind shifts skilfully in the middle stages of the heat..
After his title win , O’Sullivan was one of 12 nominations for the WA Newspapers Sport Star
of Year. He was also awarded the WA Associated Sporting Committee’s - WA Sportsman of
the Year for 1974 – the first sailor in 18 years to win the award from 37 nominees.
That he built the Moth he sailed in this series and then another for the World series at the
Taby club in Sweden may have counted in his favour for the awards.. His World series Moth
weighed 55lbs and O’Sullivan built it to an Australian design. Later in the European summer
he won the world title.
O’Sullivan commenced sailing at 12 years and was 24 years when he won the award
The following season he was runner up (World Moths to Peter Moore (NSW) in Tokyo.
Australian Junior title went to another Nedlands skipper Ray Edwards sailing Ichabod. – this
win earned him a selection for the World Youth Championships being held at Palermos in
Spain. Fifteen countries were entered.
In 1978 O'Sullivan won the World Moth Tile in Brisbane (Australia)
Placings: Gidget (Rob O’Sullivan, Nedlands) 22.7, 1; Snubby (Peter Moore, NSW ) 34, 2.
Joy Too (Graeme Lillingston, Nedlands) 34.7, 3; Amber (Mike Finn, WA) 59.4, 4; Black
Arrow (Kim Stephens, WA) 60.7, 5.
1972/73
TORNADOS
Sailing from his home club (Nedlands) on familiar waters Jim Dachtler had little trouble
defending the Tornado title he had won the previous year on Botany Bay
Dachtler sailed the same Tornado he won the previous title with - a pair of two year old
wooden hulls – built by Dachtler and John Dimmer He was very well prepared - sailing and
tuning his Tornado four days a week with forward hand John Prott before going overseas.
The pair handled both light and heavy weather with skill. Dachtler was due to take delivery
of a pair of new Sailcraft fibreglass hulls for the series but they were late arriving and left
behind.
Peter Blaxland (NSW) was second with Melbourne skipper Chris Wilson (Ditto) 3rd - he
was the only skipper to finish all six races.
A fleet of 17 contested the series, catamarans coming from Queensland, NSW, Victoria and
SA. Peter. Angell trailed his Tornado from Brisbane to the series..
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Only three cats finished in heat 5 that was started in a 30 knot sea breeze and strengthened to
35 knots - they were Bill Hollier (Sydney), Les Morrissey (Nedlands) and Wilson (Victoria).
The variable winds during the series showed the importance of having sails, battens and rigs
that are adjustable.
Dachtler and Phil Snook finished 20th, at the World series held at Copenhagen in the
following European winter club mates Brian Lewis and Warren Rock were 24th.
RESULTS: Akuna 111 (Jim Dachtler, NYC) 10.4pts 1; Mehitabel (Peter Blaxland, Sydney)
37, 2; Ditto (Chris Wilson, Victoria) 40.4, 3
1973/74
TORNADOS
State champs
A Tidy (Illusion.) - Junior Champion. Open champion John Hilton Bunyip
He won again at Largos Bay in SA O'Sullivan third.

1974/75
HOBIE 14 CATS
At Nedlands Grahame Wood from New South Wales sailing Honey successfully defended
the national title he won the previous season.
Nedlands skipper Brad Jones won a trip to Tahiti for the class World Series, he was the only
West Australian in the five-yacht Australian team after finishing third in the national series in
Brisbane in the 72/73 season. Twenty three year old Jones had only been sailing for two
years. After spending $800 on repairs to his power boat in three months he had traded the
power boat for a Hobie cat.
RESULTS: Grahame Wood (Honey, NSW) 1.
1974/75
HOBIE 16 CATS
Won by Mustang Sally sailed by Bill Sykes and Paul Woolveridge (NSW).
1974/75
KITTY CATS
East Fremantle club skipper (WA) Derry Sainsbury retained his Kitty Cat title when he won
the re-sailed final heat of the Australian series after racing away from the fleet in the last
two laps of the three lap course.
After two heats of the Kitty Cats series, Geoff Musto and his older brother Ken had won a
heat each. Colin Musto then made it a trifecta for the Musto brothers when he won the third
heat. In the second heat three Kitties finished within 20sec. Ken Musto was third overall after
winning the first heat.
Ken Musto had built a new Kitty for the series but may have had too much crew weight in the
light conditions.
Telstar (Derry Sainsbury, WA), 6pts 1; Valhalla (Colin Musto NYC) 8.7pts 2; Genet (Ken
Musto, NYC) 14.4, 3; (Bob Champion, Nedlands) 33.7 4.
1975/76
AUSTRALIAN MIRRORS:
Ninety-one Mirrors started in the Invitation race from Nedlands - This was the largest onedesign fleet ever seen on the Swan River. Worldwide 50,000 of the Mirror Dinghy kits had
been sold and it was one of the largest classes in the world.
In Australia Tasmanian crews proved to be proficient Mirror sailors.
A Tasmanian father and son were favoured to win this series.
Nedlands club skippers Barcham, Vince Hudson and Greg Willcock were first, second and
third in an Invitation race at Nedlands prior to the series boosting the club’s chances of
winning another title. But winning the Invitation race is often a jinx.
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In the official Invitation race Nedlands skippers Vince Hudson and Barcham were first and
second. Barcham had imported an English kit for the series as the wood in the English kits
appealed to him.
First heat – won by Canberra skipper Alan Cichero with his 12yo son forward handing. Alan
had won the national title two seasons prior. He led this heat for the first two laps of the
Olympic course and won by 4 minutes. In second place was Nedlands skipper Ian Samson
with his father Bob forward hand – Bob was one of the great characters in the early years of
the Nedlands club and won an Yvonne catamaran title.
Second heat – Victorian husband and wife crew David and Mary Lawry won after being 29th
in the first heat. Royal Freshwater Bay Club (WA) father and son combination Ron and Alan
Rose were second.
Third heat – Hudson was the winner in a sea breeze that gusted up to fifteen knots. He is the
son of Mounts Bay Club (WA) yachtsman Frank (Soapy) Hudson.
Fourth heat – WA skipper Ryan Moore was first home sailing a hull built from an English kit.
Brothers Greg and Mark Willcocks won this heat with a flawless display of sail setting.
Final heat – a morning heat (probable light winds) and with five different heat winners and
seven skippers able to win the title great interest was shown in the race. Tasmanian Des Clark
won the heat with the Willcocks brothers 2nd and NYC skipper and class enthusiast Max
Law 3rd. Hudson was second and Barcham third. Making it I-2-3 for Nedlands crews.
The Willcock brothers won the national title - the first WA crew in the seven year history of
the class.
An interesting decision was made by the class measurers before the series The license to
build the kit Mirrors in Australia (the only way to buy them) was given to a “bobtailed”. This
builder arranged his templates, then built Mirror number 1, number 2 was built from number
1, number 3 from number 2 and so on. The result was that by the end of the run there was
discrepancy between number 1 and the last Mirrors built. Enthusiasts claimed that the
difference in measurement made these new Mirrors faster than the older Mirror. The end of
run Mirrors were claimed as an “Official Mirror” as Mirrors can only be registered from an
Association approved kit number.
The class had been adopted by Nedlands in 1970 and proved very popular with fleets of fifty
to sixty Mirrors regularly racing.
The Saturday club Mirror race included reaching legs across the river – the Mirror crews
often met fleets from other Swan River clubs beating up the towards the Bricklanding marks
river crowding made it hard to avoid collisions. After the race the Mirror crews were like
“Battle of Britain pilots” - keen to know which crews didn’t make it home or had been
damaged in collisions.
Results: Wezzigon (Greg Willcock , Nedlands ) 16-3/4 pts 1; Titicaca (David Lawry, Vic)
26.4 4 pts 2; Jonathon Livingston (Ian Barcham, Nedlands) 30pts 3; Gypsy (Don Clark, As)
30.3 4.; Riot (Vince Hudson, Nedlands) 38.3 5.
1976/77
HOBIE 14’S
Kerli Corel’s win was attributed to his having a stronger hull than the other competitors. This
win earned him a trip to the Canary Islands for the World series.
Kerli, from (NSW), acknowledged that the series was low on numbers but high on quality.
The NSW state champion claimed his mainsail was too full for the windy conditions on the
Swan River. Many of the races were started at 4pm and became almost twilight races.
Final Placings Hobie 14’s: Vasco Pyjama (Kerli Cornet, NSW) 13pts; Sweet Wine (Mal
McKercher, Nedlands) Gee Whiz (Kevin Page, Nedlands) 41.7
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1976/77
HOBIE 16’S
This was the first ever combined titles for Hobie 14’s and 16’s. Kevin Agree and Rex Ditcher
from Nedlands sailing Young Rascal won the national series for 16’s.
American Jerry King was second. King was on his way home from the World series in
Hawaii where he finished third. He had been American champion once and runner up twice
Three other Americans sailed at Nedlands and Hawaii.
King, a retired Real and estate and business broker was searching for a World Hobie title
venue. There was discussion about Nedlands as a venue which was left open.
The Hobie manufacturers who nominate the venue sponsor this series – it should be on a
large body of water or ocean and there must be a large hotel to cater for spectators and
competitors. Although the local association was keen to hold a world series there was no
suitable venue close to Perth. After the first heat King conducted a seminar at the Nedlands
club to show enthusiasts how to sail faster.
Summer Wine was placed second with Russ Eddington forward handing and skippering –
King believes Hobie sailing should be fun. Ian and Kevin Allen (Cruising Yacht Club of
WA) were third.
King sailed in the Cockburn Regatta during the week before the titles – he was loaned a yacht
and enjoyed racing on the wide open protected waters.
The final heat of the nationals (Placings had been decided) was sailed in a light easterly as
the fleet leaders were rounding the last mark the sea breeze came in bringing the tail enders
up to the leaders, after the winner twenty Hobbies crossed the finish line within 20sec.
Placings: Young Rascal (Kevin Agree –Rex Ditcher) 18 pts 1; Summer Wine (Jerry KingRuss Eddington, USA) 33. 2; Sorcerers Apprentice (Kevin Allen, WA) 43.5
1976/77
KITTY CATS
Victorians David Lugg and Craig Gibbs sailing Achilpa won the Kitty Cat series. They found
competition in Perth much tougher than it was in Melbourne the previous seasons. Victoria
and WA each had five boats in the first ten. Eleven Victorian and 13 Swan River Kitties took
part in the series.
Lugg won four of the seven heats, Geoff Musto the other three. Musto’s Caracas was rigged
very simply with few fancy fittings that were difficult to operate in strong winds
The third heat, won by Lugg, was virtually a raffle with light fluctuating winds favouring
both sides of the course.
After Lugg won the Invitation race, he became the first Victorian to win the Kitty national
series on the Swan River. Class enthusiast Jim Ramsay (placed 4th) said that Kitties at the
76/77 titles were a lot faster than those at the previous season titles.
Placings: Achilpa (D. Lugg, Vic) 13.7pts 1; Caracas (Geoff Musto, Nedlands) 23pts 2; Kitty
Hawk (Ken Stokes, Nedlands)
38pts 3
1977/78
PAPER TIGER
Advantages of living in a caravan at the club during a National title series are that you have
only a short walk to your boat – no car trips, more time to devote to the racing and the family
can watch racing from the sandy beach. At their home clubs many of the series competitors
had to rig on mud and oyster shells in cramped conditions – they welcomed the grassed lawns
and sandy beach at Nedlands – the tide free waters were a bonus.
Competing at Nedlands was Peter Anderson the President of the Victorian Branch of the class
association who was on his way home from competing in the World series in South Africa
where he won all five heats.
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Anderson won the first four heats and the series, another Victorian David Hart was second.
Ken Best was seventh and the leading Nedlands skipper
The Paper Tigers had 13 locals competing against 24 visiting crews. This class has fleets in
nearly all states and is well established worldwide. The World series was to be held in
Victoria in the 1979/80 season. Anderson won this World Paper Tiger series on Port Philip
Bay in March 78 – his third World title
.Jenny Hart of Victoria, the National Women’s Sailing Champion, was well placed at the
series. Hazel Davidson of Redcliffe was the other lady skipper at the series.
Sixty year old Jack Leevers from Elwood in Victoria was the oldest competitor at the series
and one of many veteran yachtsmen to have sailed at the Nedlands club.
RESULTS: Paper Brick (Peter Anderson, Vic) 4-1/opts 1; Hartatak (David Hart, Vic) 143/opts 2; Paper Dingo (Pat Carroll, Vic) 25pts 3.
1978/79
TORNADO CATS
Brian Lewis and Barry Robson sailing Daring North won the Tornado series. After the
series Lewis sold the Tornado in which he and Warren Rock sailed in the World
championship in England and the Russian pre Olympic regatta. Lewis was upset over the
political interference, which caused the Australian team to be withdrawn from the Olympic
Games.
Eliminator sailed by Peter Bradbury of Queensland was second having Warren Rock
(Nedlands) forward handing and Ditto (Chris Wilson (Victoria) third. Rock crewed for Lewis
in Europe the previous year.
The fierce competition in this class makes sure that catamarans must be fitted with world
class rigging and sails. Prior to the series it took eight officials a whole day to weigh and
measure Tornadoes and check their sails.
In the second heat sailed in a 25 knot sou’ wester only 8 of the 23 catamarans completed the
course. The Tornado Cats can sail at speeds of up to 27 knots. In this heat five yachts were
damaged. Two Tornadoes collided on opposite tacks .A crewman John Hurley (NSW) had to
be sent to hospital .with a badly cut ankle. Lewis and Robson won the heat.
Popular Nedlands member John Flower launched a bright yellow pair of hulls imported from
England shortly before the series and finished twelfth. He claimed it was the finish of the
“white hulls” that beat him.
Three girls from Queensland forward handed in the series. Lesleigh Smart from Mackay
sailed on Gilfifich, Merryl Mulhea from Cairns (Shaimi) and Rita Byrne from Cairns on
(Buttercup). They found sailing in light easterly on the Swan River very different to the ocean
races they are used to on home courses.
Results: Daring North (Brian Lewis, Nedlands). 13pts 1; Elimator 11 (Peter Bradbury, Qld)
21.7 2; Ditto Six (Chris Wilson, Vic) 34.1 3; Seraphim (Tony Moore, Nedlands) 5.
1978/79
KITTY CATS
Brothers Ken and Geoff Musto (Nedlands Club) took first and second Placings in the Kitty
Cat series, their 21 year old brother Colin crewed on the third placed cat – Challenge sailed
by Don Angell.
A spectacular downwind run by Ken in the final heat allowed him to pass Geoff and win the
title.
The Musto family has been sailing Kitty Cats for 15 years.
Father Syd was race control officer for this series. He served as a member of the Nedlands
Club Management Committee for many seasons - an Architect he was responsible for the
design and construction of the senior clubhouse.
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The first heat of this series was sailed in a wild 25 knot sou’ wester and won by Challenge.
Once again Ken Musto had a late night during the nationals when he finished the heat with
his starboard hull full of water due to a fracture under the mainbeam 1979. He had to work
until 1.30am to repair the damage then won the second heat after a poor start.
A spectacular downwind run by Ken in the final heat allowed him to pass Geoff and win the
title.
Sid Musto introduced the family to Kitty catamarans when he saw the plans for building them
in a bookshop and with his sons’ assistance built one of the yachts. Ken at the end of the
seventies had won four national titles and brother Geoff two.
RESULTS: Genet (Ken Musto – Don Gray, Nedlands) 24.7 1; Caracas (Geoff Musto,
Nedlands) 29.4 2; Challenge (Don Angell Colin Musto, Nedlands) 3; Kontageous (Steve
Lanyon, Vic) 36.4 4.
1978/79 WORLD MIRROR CHAMPIONSHIP
English skippers mixed it up with the locals when they finished first, third and sixth in the
World Mirror championships.
This was the second World Mirror title. Overall winners were English university student
David Derby and 13 year old Chris Bishop. Nedlands yachtsman Keith Sclater was second,
UK skipper Simon Jackson third, and another Nedlands yachtsman, Max Barcham was
fourth. The English skippers were sailing for Malta and won four of the six heats.
UK skipper Roy Partridge won the final heat of the series but lost the title he was defending
to a younger and lighter crew – he borrowed a boat and a local crewman for the both the
World and Australian series but had difficulty adjusting to the Swan River conditions.
Australia, USA, United Kingdom-Malta, Canada, Japan and Holland were included in the 15
overseas entries. The English crews were listed as sailing for Malta because of a measuring
difference within the class. The English Mirrors kits included a brass strip to fit along the
keel and protect the dinghies on stony beaches – this was not included in the Australian kits
The series was part of the 150th Centenary Celebrations for the state of WA.
Second in the series was another UK skipper – Chris Sidey with Nedlands skipper Keith
Sclater finishing third after a close duel with Sidey. After four heats only five points
separated the five skippers vying for second overall.
Among the visiting internationals there were five senior and junior national champions
racing. English skipper Derby - the English and European titleholder won the first four heats
of the World series. Visiting international skippers took part in the Australian series to
prepare themselves and their dinghies for the World series but raced for a separate trophy.
The fourth heat was the hardest for Derby to win. The heat started in a light easterly with
many windless patches across the Swan River. As the leaders rounded the first mark they
sailed into a sea breeze which freshened to 10 knots. Sclater led for the first two laps of the
Olympic course but Derby took the lead at the beginning of the final lap.
The Gaffer sailed by Derby and Bishop won both the Invitation race and the first heat of the
series which was sailed in a flukey easterly with wide changes in direction – they went on to
win the next three heats. The first heat course was shortened so competitors could have a beat
to the finish.. Tasmanian Michael Adams was second in this heat.
Results: The Gaffer (David Derby, UK) 0pts 1; Erewhon (Keith Sclater, Nedlands) 26pts 2;
Shadow (Simon Jackson, UK) 21pts 3; Jonathon Livingston (Max Barcham, Nedlands) 19 3;
Odysseus (Michael Adams, As) 22 4; Super Sidewinder (Chris Sidney, UK) 5; Suromira
(Rod Viney UK) 34 6.
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1979/80 NATIONAL MIRROR CHAMPIONSHIP
Nedlands skippers Max Barcham and Keith Sclater duelled for the National Mirror title until
15 metres from the finish line in the final heat, the skippers tacked three times in the short
distance and Sclater won the heat - but Barcham and his 12 year old forward hand Brooke
Dixon were second and won the Australian title.
Tasmanian Rod Viney sailing Suromia had an outside chance of taking the title in the final
heat but was third.
These three crews plus – Odysseus, skippered by Michael Adams with his teenage daughter
forward handing and Good News (Grant Nichols, Vic) gained selection for the World series.
In the final heat the leading three skippers in the series were level at the front of the fleet on
the spinnaker run to the final mark. Then they launched into a tacking duel to the finish,
Barcham tacked three times in final 15m of the race. But Sclater won the duel and the heat.
A sign of the club maturing – Junior skipper Ian Samson won the practice race for the
Nationals. He is the son of Bob Samson was a great character in the Yvonne Catamaran
Class in the club’s early days.
Different Mirrors won each heat – winners were from Nedlands, Tasmania and Victoria.
Sixty eight crews started in the Australian Titles. Max Barcham with teenager Brooke Dixon
forward handing, who were regular competitors at Nedlands were best of the Australians after
three heats. They went on and won the series after a close tussle in the final heat with Sclater
(Nedlands Club).
Forty eastern states crews and 40 WA crews were selected for the Australian nationals and
from this series the first five were selected for the World series.
There were more than five senior and junior national champions racing. English skipper
Derby - the English and European titleholder and won the trophy for International crews
winning the first four heats of the six -heat series. Visiting international skippers competed in
the Australian series to allow them to tune for local conditions.
A 25 to 30 knot southwester forced the postponement of the first heat of the series. The
Mirrors sailed to the starting area but starter Ross Davidson postponed the race when the
wind showed no sign of abating. Greg Willcock broke his centreboard, two Mirrors had their
masts bent beyond repair. UK skipper Simon Jackson won the Invitation race and then broke
a rudder gudgeon in the first heat – Australian fittings were not suitable for his English hull
and he had to search for a new fitting.
Among the internationals here were five senior and junior national champions English
skipper Derby - the English and European titleholder. As UK and European champion.
RESULTS – Australian Title:
Jonathon Livingston (Max Barcham, Nedlands) 8-3/4 1; Erewhon (Keith Sclater, Nedlands)
9-3/4 2; Suromia (Rod Vine, As) 11 3; Odysseus (Michael Adams, As) 16-1/2 4 Good News
(Grant Nichols, Vic) 18-3/4 5. Junior Title: The Aussie Flyer (Ken Sclater) 1.
Ninety-eight yachts took part in the series – this was the largest fleet seen on the Swan River.
International Series: The Gaffer (David Derby-UK) 1; Merimba (Roy Partridge, UK) 2;
Shadow (Simon Jackson, UK) 3; Bo Jangles (Hans Verwoeard, Holland) 4; Shinuy (Pieter
Janessen, Holland) 5
1979/80
MOTHS
In the selection series and Selection heats Moth skippers had a variety of breezes with the
final heat featuring a calm for two hours Greg Hilton (SPYC) won the first four heats and top
selection for the nationals
Hilton (WA) won the selection series for WA Moths with four wins and a second
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After the series he designed and built a Moth that won the 1983 World Moth series on
Sydney Harbour – by using a new non-stretch Mylar fabric he designed a sail that could be
used in a wide variety of conditions. He won two national titles.
1981/82
HOBIE CATS 16
WA crews almost surprised themselves when they took five of the first seven placings in the
national Hobie 16 series.
There were 12 visiting crews in the fleet of 42. Husband and wife Ken and Joan Allen from
Nedlands were series winners - although they never won a heat.
The series organisers were delighted to be sailing the series from the “Nedlands Yacht Club”
with its magnificent facilities, million dollar outlook and close proximity to Melville Waters.
Nedlands club commodore Rod James hoped the organising committee would achieve its
objective of keen and fair racing.
Crews to win a trip to Tahiti for the World titles were – Ken and Joan Allen, Rob Binedell,
Graham Lithgo and Mal McKercher. Making up the five for the Tahiti trip were – Mark
Pryke the current NSW champion and Whitfords club skipper Steve Strugnell. The WA
crews were not aware of their skills on their home waters
In the Invitation race Nedlands husband and wife team Graham and Janet Lithgo started in
front and stayed there.
Ken Allen bought a new Hobie 16 four months before the series hoping it would make him
faster in the title series. Mrs Allen was one of the few females to share in a national title win,
when a teenager she won a state school gymnastic championship.
After the first three heats - two in very strong sou-westers - WA skippers were holding the
first six places. Nedlands skipper Graham Lithgo won the third heat and was then series
leader – crews then had a lay day to repair their boats with four heats remaining
One hundred Hobie 14’s and 16’s were expected to sail in the World series in Tahiti.
Nedlands skippers selected from this series were – Allen, Lithgo and McKercher.
RESULTS: Rough Tough Cream Puff (Ken Allen, WA) 25 1; Impera (Mark Pryke, NSW)
29.5 2; Scrimiter (Rob Binedell, WA) 32-3/4 3; Quicksilver (Graham Lithgo, NYC) 36.5 4.
Later Nedlands skipper Brad Hiles’ Hobie 16 was timed at 21,5 knots in times runs at
Woodman Point (WA) – possibly a record for the class.
1981/82
HOBIE 14 AND 18
Former Nedlands club catamaraner Tony Laurent won the Hobie 14 national series, scraped
into the team for the World series, then decided he would switch from the one man Hobie
14’s to the two-man 16’s.
Laurent who lives in Sydney had finished 27th at the Brazil World Hobie 14 titles before
coming to Perth. He finished 7th in the 16 series which preceded the 14’s and 18’s.
Final Placings in the 14’s were Laurent, who to sail in 16’s at the next World titles to be held
in Tahiti. Nedlands skippers - Phil Smythe, Phil King and Mal McKercher finished 2-3-4. It
was the third successive season that Smythe had been runner up for the title.
Fourth placed Mal McKercher won the Invitation race and the first two heats, but did
overcome the jinx of winning the Invitation race and not the title. He is an enthusiastic Hobie
skipper racing a 14 on Saturdays and a 16 on Sundays throughout the summer – he also has a
Windsurfer for when he is not racing.
Bill Worrall and Sid West from NSW won four of the five heats and the Hobie 18 title.
Three states were represented in the five-boat fleet.
RESULTS Hobie 14s: Dingo’s Revenge (Tony Laurent, NSW) 10 1; Grand (Phil Smyth,
NYC) 14-3/4 2; Lulu (Phil King, NYC) 19-3/4 3, Duo (Mal McKercher NYC) 22-1/4 4.
Hobie 18’s Bill Worrall –Syd West 1; Graham- Jan Young 2; Ron Watkins- Doug King 3.
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1982/83
W.A. CATAMARAN CLASSIC
The organisers recognised the Nedlands club for being involved with catamarans over many
years – and nursing many classes from their beginnings to adulthood..
The four-race regatta for cats under 7 metres in length had yardsticks for 28 classes. It was
promoted by The Hobie Catamaran Association of WA that wanted the event to be a fun preseason warm up with an opportunity for crews to measure their performance without going
interstate. All four heats (sailed over a weekend) were to count – the most consistent yacht
would win.
1982/83
TORNADOS
Brian Lewis won his eighth national Tornado Title at the Nedlands Club after winning the
first five heats of the series. Sydney sailor Chris Cairns was second, third was Sydney heart
surgeon Peter Blaxland -a great, great grandson of Gregory Blaxland who with explorers
Lawson and Wentworth blazed a trail across the Blue Mountains (NSW) in May 1813.
Blaxland was also president of the Tornado Association and AYF Olympic Planning
Committee.
Blaxland, a regular visitor to national series in Perth, but with frequent second and third
placings in national and pre-Olympic must have been very enthusiastic about the class to
keep sailing.
There were 32 crews contesting the series. Lewis and forward hand Phil Snook had to make
rush trip to Sydney to tow their yacht Daring East back to Perth for the series. They won the
first heat. The second heat was postponed when a competitor sent to test the wind was
capsized by a squall and his forward hand brought ashore by the rescue boat.
Pictured left is Brian and Phil sailing in this series on the Swan River.
Lewis was third in the Invitation and won the first heat. Then he used a mainsail he called
“old faithful”. It was bought from American champion, Randy Smythe, after he had won the
World title.
This was an important regatta for Lewis as he was preparing his catamaran for the class preOlympic regatta in Los Angeles and the World tiles in Canada after the series he was granted
$2,000 by the Australian government to assist with overseas travel.
This title was Lewis’s eighth national title and he has now won more national titles than any
other WA skipper– skiff sailer Jack Cassidy won six national skiff titles. Perth Dinghy club
forward hand Rob Sublett also won eight national titles but as a forward hand.
In recognised classes Queenslander John Cuneo was previously believed to be the most
successful Australian skipper having won seven Sharpie national titles.
NSW crews were second third and fourth.
RESULTS: Daring North (Brian Lewis, NYC) 0pts 1; E=MC 2 (Chris Cairnes, NSW) 20pts
2; Mehitabel (Peter Blaxland, NSW) 46.7 3.
1984/85
WORLD WINDSURFERS
Windsurfing was one of the new forms of yachting that was established by 1984 when the
World series was held from the Nedlands Club and attracted one of the largest fleets ever
seen on the Swan River. Sponsored by the Manufacturers, local Agents and boat dealers
Court Marine (Barry and Richard of NYC).
Each competitor at the series used a factory produced Windsurfers loaned for the series –
they competed over several triangular courses, a marathon, a slalom and a freestyle event
which was judged on gymnastic feats.
More than 15,000 Windsurfers had been sold in Australia by 1985. Entries to the World
Series were decided by Association memberships. This was the first time the Windsurfers had
held their championship in the southern hemisphere.
Pictured are some of the contenders preparing for the start of a heat.
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The Australians, sailing on their home waters, had a big advantage over the Europeans and
Americans who were unable to train because of winter conditions.
Prior to the series Speed Trials were held over four days of Woodmans Point on Cockburn
Sound. Nedlands member Brad Hiles reached 28.71 knots and was second to a Frenchman
who reached 29.23 knots. It was claimed Hiles was the fastest sailer in Australia. Fastest
woman was Patti Whitcombe from Hawaii – 27.32 knots the records were set in 17 knots of
wind with a small chop.
After the series had finished a court case ensued over the patent rights for the Windsurfer the
case centred on the swivel device for the mast.
Harry Morris who now lives in Nedlands used a surf ski in the 1940’s to amuse crowds on the
Indiana jetty at Cottesloe. A piece of rope tied to the bow of the ski and to the paddles
enabled Morris to paddle out to the surf then turn and ride the surf standing. Later the paddle
was inverted with a piece of cloth from the deck used as a sail. He claims he was ordered of
North Bondi Beach because two people were riding his board and it was considered
dangerous because the boards were unknown outside WA.
Richard Eastaugh–a well known ocean racer – also claimed to having used a similar board on
the Swan River on the Swan
1983/84
WOMENS TITLES
At Easter the National Women’s titles were held from the Nedlands club over seven heats in
Laser, 420, Mirror and Windsurfer classes with half of the 40 entries from the eastern states.
All Australian states were represented in the 420 and Windsurfer classes.
Fifteen Lasers and 22 –420’s contested their series.
In mainly light winds Nedlands skipper Chris Hancock, then a teenager, won the first five
heats and the title in the Windsurfer series.
WA skippers Amanda Cook won the 420 series after winning three heats and Roslyn Merry
the Laser series.
This was the 12th series and promoted by Modern Boating magazine.
The Women’s Sailing Association was formed in 1980
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PERSONNEL
Past Commodores
Seasons
1952
1961
1962
1963
1966
1968
1969
1970
1972
1974
1976
1977
1979
1979
1982
1984
1986
1988
1988
1991
1991
1992
1994
1997
1999
2001
2003

Patrons
1953
1972
1999

1961
1962
1963
1966
1968
1969
1970
1972
1974
1976
1977
1979
1982
1984
1986
1988
1991
1992
1994
1997
1999
2001
2003

1972
1999

Vice Patrons
1979
1982
1982
1992
1992
1999
1999

Surname
Le Maistre
Rock
Smith
Stephen
Court
Fairey
Moore
Le Maistre
Jorgensen
McQuoid
Steele
Pennifold
Sclater
James
Lipple
Sclater
Seal
Doernberg
McQueen
Mansfield
Hall
Doernberg
Nuttall
Weir
Waldie
Parfitt
Stephens

Firstname
Albert (Jack)
Garnet
Harold
Ron
Barry
Eric
John
Brian
Jack
Dave
Ian
Murray
Jock
Rod
Phil
Jock
Michael
Ammon
John
Ian
Kevin
Ammon
Dave
Harry
Chris
Roy
Mark

Initials
A.J.
G.E.
H.J.
R.R.
B.M.
E.A.
J.H.
B.J.
J.H.
D.A.
I.W.
M.
J.B.
R.A.
P.A.
J.B.
M.E.J.
A.
J.S.
I.
K.
A.
D.E.W.
H.T.
C.
R.
M.

Court
Court
Court

Charles
Charles
Richard

Hon
Sir
Hon

Smith
Cruickshank
Barns
Taylor

Charles
David
Colin
Laurie
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Life Members
Jack LeMaistre B.E.M.
Jack who died on 9 April 1988 was the first Life Member of the club
and gave tireless service for a number of years. Starting as Foundation Commodore of the
club in 1952, he held the Commodore’s cap until 1961. In its formative years NYC was
known as Subiaco-Nedlands Sailing Club and sailed VJs.
Jack also served on the Management Committee and for outstanding service was given a
place on that committee for life.
Jack LeMaistre was a builder and with the help of others, including our club patron, Sir
Charles Court, negotiated with the City of Nedlands for the necessary permission to erect
permanent headquarters for the club on part of the Swan River Foreshore Reserve and in
1954/55 Jack was responsible for what is now the Junior Clubhouse.
Jack was Chairman Works Committee, Yachting Association Delegate, and on duty for
Saturday Rescue Boat since retiring as Commodore in 1961. After helping to build the old
and new rescue boats with other club members, Jack continually spent hours on maintenance.
He was awarded a certificate from the National Safety Council for services rendered in the
Promotion of Water Safety. Jack was rewarded with Life Membership of NYC in 1962.
Jack was also on Subiaco Council for approximately 25 years and was awarded the British
Empire Medal for his ‘Services to the Community’.
James (Jim) Carroll (1963)
Jim Carroll was Secretary at NYC and was involved in the club from the late 1950s and took
the position at a period when the club was starting to expand. He was adept at dealing with
local government authorities, associations, banks etc and put this skill to good use in the
development of the club. Jim had a business like attitude to the position and kept the records
accordingly. It was at this time that several members of NYC including himself took out
debentures to enable the club to proceed with a building program. He also supported the club
financially in many of its undertakings with a belief that NYC provided an opportunity for
young people to learn sailing. His wife, Eva Carroll, served as Vice President and President
of the Ladies Committee whilst son Jim sailed VJs.
Garnet Rock (1965)
Garnet first became involved in yachting when seeking an activity for his young family to
enjoy. It was thus he built a VJ – the beginning of a long and fruitful association with sailing
and NYC. Garnet was a great innovator and introduced several design changes to the VJ class
thus improving their speed and sailability. He was a foundation Flag Officer of the club and
Commodore for the 1961-62 season. Garnet also served terms as President of the Yachting
Association of Western Australia, the Veejay Association of WA and WA Skate
Association.
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Ron Stephen (1967)
Ron joined in 1953 when he introduced his son Tony to the pleasures of sailing in the Pelican
Class. Almost immediately he found himself infected with the enthusiastic and strong
parental participation that existed during the mid 1950s to late 1960s during which period the
Club operated Saturday afternoons and all day Sunday. Having had sailing experience pre
war Ron soon found himself involved in junior training, some rescue duties, race control, etc.
He served on Management and various Sub Committees and was appointed A/Commodore in
1961, V/Commodore in 1962 and Commodore 1963 and this office he held for 3 years to
1966. Ron took up sailing in Moth Class about 1960 to give some respite from shore based
duties.
As foundation Commodore Jack LeMaistre and Ron Stephen both had trade backgrounds,
they were primarily responsible for the planning and construction of Pelican shed (now M.J)
and the two brick sheds to house the Yvonnes and Kitty cats. Ron also spent time on the
development and maintenance of foreshore rigging area, parking and early grounds
development.
Ron was involved as chairman of Organising Committees for 2 National Moth Class series
along with a few State series. On request from PFS for assistance he was Chairman of the
Organising Committee for 2 National Manly Junior series followed by lesser roles when this
section transferred. He was also involved in several of the earlier days Catamaran State &
National titles. Ron served as Chairman of the Bar Committee for a year or two in early
1970s.
Frank Farrelly (Snr) 1970
Following P. Holland, Frank took on the position of Honorary Treasurer up until 1967.
He was one of the drivers on Wargardo in early 1980s on Saturdays and was always an active
with club maintenance and busybee activities.
Roy Dewar (1975)
After promising his daughter a boat when she was able to swim, Roy made arrangements for
her to join the Nedlands Yacht Club in 1964 and was told he had to join as well and help run
the club. Being a non-sailing member himself, Roy started off as Pelican Handicapper and
Regatta Committee member, later being transferred to the Cherub Section and performing the
same duties and many more.
1967 saw Roy start the season as Treasurer and apart from one year on holidays was
Treasurer until the end of the 1974-75 seasons. He also stood in for the Bosun when Vic was
sick or on holidays. As well as assisting in the maintenance of the grounds, Roy spent a
considerable amount of time in building and maintaining the rescue boats that he drove on
Saturday afternoons for many years.
At the end of the 1974-75 season when Mr Roy Dewar retired from the office of Treasurer
(owing to family commitments) his name was put before the committee and unanimously
passed for Life Membership of the Nedlands Yacht Club.
Gwen Griffiths (1977)
Gwen had son and daughter who sailed in Pelicans and Cherubs. Gwen was a hard working
member who started helping in the canteen and four years later took over on a full time basis
and ran it for over ten years, not only on Saturdays and Sundays but also over championships.
Gwen also served on the Ladies Committee and the House Committee for a period of 8 years,
6 of these as Vice President. Her husband served on the Management Committee for
approximately 12 years. Gwen was rewarded with life membership in 1977.
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Les Snook (1977)
Les joined the Club in 1964 when his son Philip started sailing Pelicans. During the next 4
years Les was actively associated with Pelican Section and acted as PSA delegate. He was
much sought after by parents for advice and help in repairing and building boats.
Les could be seen working around the club premises doing such jobs as making the pin-up
boards for the Junior Club House.
His Rescue Boat interest began in 1965 and continued until 1969 when he was injured during
a rescue and these injuries necessitated an operation that temporarily stopped his club work.
When he retired from business as a registered builder in 1971, Les took over sole
responsibility for the maintenance of Wargardo 1 and continued with this for many years,
including the fitting of a new engine in 1974 and as a backup Rescue Boat to Wargardo 2 on
Sundays.
John Moore (1979)
John who joined the club in 1965 so his son could sail in the Pelican Section, almost
immediately was asked to be Training Officer for about 60 enthusiastic pupils.
John’s approach saw him in the position of Junior Rear Commodore in the 1966-67 and
1967-68 seasons. The following season he was nominated Vice-Commodore and then to
Commodore for the 1969-70 season.
Being a lawyer, John had the expertise necessary to arrange and secure the club liquor permit
and also had the knowledge needed to help rewrite the constitution and the club protocol.
As well as being Officer of the Day on numerous occasions, John was the official starter on
Sundays. John was active in the Cherub Association being President, Race Committee
Chairman and Course Layer for three years.
His wife, Lucy Moore, joined in 1966 and worked in the canteen every Sunday morning for
many years before becoming one of the team on duty at the Flag Deck. Lucy filled the
positions of Nominator-Recorder and Handicapper for the Cherub Section for 5 years. Not
only Nedlands but the association received seven years recording and handicapping from the
start boat in all kinds of weather. Lucy gained life membership from the Cherub Association
for services she rendered.
Wyn Stephen (1977)
Wyn was rewarded with life membership for many years of loyal service and was President
of the Ladies Auxiliary during the 1970s.
In 1983 she managed the club canteen during the Tornado Nationals and organised the
afternoon teas for the HMAS Perth Regatta.
Beatrice Chivers (1977)
Beat was the longest serving member of the Ladies Auxiliary in 1977 and was a tower of
strength around the club on Saturdays and was never too busy to assist in any way.
Beat Chivers joined the NYC Ladies Committee in August 1958 and took on the position of
Secretary/Treasurer. She was a trained secretary and bookkeeper and consequently the Club
records were immaculately kept during the period of her tenure on the committee until
1965/66. However Beat was also honoured for all her assistance around the club whether it be
canteen duties, organising and helping to cater for National Championships especially in the
VJ and Skate classes, or making the Club Championships rosettes/ribbons to pin on the
winners’ after the last club heat.
Fund raising activities that Beat was involved with included card or games evenings, jumble
sales and fetes in the early days of the club.
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Eric (1980), Iris (1986) & Ric Fairey (1996).
All three were awarded life membership of the club. They were not just sailors but all worked
tirelessly as a family for the benefit of the members to make Nedlands a great club. Eric was
involved with busy bees, sailing promotion, club maintenance and regatta management. He
was commodore for 2 years and a year acting as commodore when Barry Court was away. In
addition to offices he held at Nedlands, Eric has been secretary of the Catamaran Association
and an enthusiastic member of the Yachting Association of W.A.
Eric’s wife, Iris, often sailed forward hand with Eric and consequently joined the Ladies
Auxiliary. She was a tireless worker for 25 years actively supporting its endeavours, by
assisting in fund raising activities and suppling refreshments for special occasions as well as
bringing in many other wives and girlfriends to actively participate in supporting the sailors.
Ric has been a continuous member for 34 years. Being a motor mechanic he volunteered his
skills in assisting to maintain the club’s rescue boats to keep them in active service. Some of
the earlier wooden and fibre glass boats needed considerable maintenance. He has been
involved in periods of flag deck and bar management as well as two spells on the
Management Committee. Many hours of his time has been spent on general club maintenance
and he was active in building the tyre groynes to minimise beach erosion and also helped
build the finger jetty. Rescue boat driver training now occupies much of his time and Ric was
the club’s first accredited training officer.
Frank Sugars (1981)
Frank became involved in the club when his son Trevor sailed Pelicans. Frank put many
hours of voluntary service into rescue duty and was a regular skipper for many years both on
Sundays and midweek twilight sailing. Because of his involvement in the motor and marine
maintenance industry, his skills were a distinct advantage to the club. He was rewarded with
Life Membership in 1981. Frank also served on the Management Committee.
Murray Pennifold (1988)
Murray joined the club in 1972 and took control of the start box on Sundays for two years.
From 1974 until 1976 he was a Rear Commodore before being elected Commodore in 1977
and performed this duty for 2 years. During this time there were considerable problems with
secretaries and at one time, Murray’s wife, Joy acted in this role for 6 weeks to bridge a gap.
He was Chairman of Social Committee in 1976.
In 1981 after a break Murray was again elected to committee and served for another six
years. Murray volunteered to be Co-ordinator of Special Events and for seven years this
entailed organising Opening Days, Hector Waller, Picnic Days and pennants for Prize Nights.
Murray has been active in helping with busy bees and has put in a lot of work into organising
suitable radios for the rescue boats. Over these years Murray and his boys have been regular
sailors and he has been ably supported by his wife, Joy, who has also been a tireless worker
for the club. To this day Murray remains an active member and was helpful in editing this
document.
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Warren Rock (1990)
Warren was rewarded for his long and continuous involvement with training at the club.
He has been one of those responsible for the increase of training and safety in yachting in
Western Australia through his activities with the training committee of YAWA where he also
held the qualification of a State Coach. During his service at YAWA, he was Chairman of the
Youth Committee and represented WA at National level on the AYF Youth Committee.
Appointed by AYF as National Coach, Warren represented Australia on the Managerial
Support Team for the 1984 Olympics in Los Angeles.
Warren commenced sailing in VJs as a junior and later progressed to Tornadoes as crew for
Brian Lewis and has participated in events from club to International and Olympic standards.
Basil Berry (1992)
Basil first became involved in NYC in 1970 when his son John and a nephew were crewing
on an Yvonne and coerced Basil into acting as recorder for the Open Cat Class. The
following year, 3 other sons, Paul, Dominic and Steven all started sailing as crew in the
Yvonne section and Basil became both recorder and handicapper. These duties took him to
the Flag Deck and he gradually drifted into the position of Starter by filling in for others.
He was a regular on the Flag Deck as a starter in the 1970s and 1980s on Saturdays and for
special events and in some seasons ran it single-handedly. Many novice OODs were grateful
for his assistance and guidance as well as the efficient way in which he fulfilled those duties.
Basil also helped on rescue boat duty.
The same dedication was also given to the Yvonne Class at both NYC and CYC and his
many years of service to the administration side was recognised with a Life Membership of
that Class.
Bob Paterson (1998)
Bob Paterson was rewarded with Life Membership of the club for outstanding service
rendered by his active involvement in providing a weekly rescue service for the sailing
members for a period of approximately 19 years, During those years he has driven,
maintained the rescue boats as well as trained many drivers and crews who have become part
of the rescue boat roster. Although a non sailing member, he has been a regular attendee of
Busy Bees and after easing out of regular rescue duty continued to assist by refuelling the
boats and maintaining an active interest in the operation of the club.
Sir Charles Court (1999), AK, K.C.M.G., O.B.E.
Sir Charles Court was elevated to Life Membership in 1999, after stepping down as the
Club’s inaugural Patron, a position he held with distinction for over 40 years.
His achievements included a close involvement with the Club in its initial development stage
including the shift to the current site and planning of the first Clubhouse, now known as the
Junior Club House. He introduced his sons to sailing from the NYC where they all spent
many happy times as a “sailing family” during the summer months.
Sir Charles was particularly strong in his support for major events at the Club and his passion
for the Annual HMAS Perth or Hector Waller Memorial Regatta held since the early 1960’s
in late February to coincide closely with the annual sinking of HMAS Perth in 1942, was well
known. One of the highlights for Nedlands sailors and visitors was listening to the clear
message from our patron, Sir Charles, as he clearly spelt out the relevance of sacrifice for the
modern city of Perth, and spoke of the dedication of Captain Hector Waller to his crew and
his interest in sailing his personal dinghy when home on leave.
Sir Charles’ time as Patron was a long and important stage in the development of NYC and
his support of all Commodores during this time was much appreciated.
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Don Mullaley (2000)
Don Mullaley was nominated for the long and dedicated service he has afforded the club over
more than twenty years of continuous membership.
Don was a co-founder of the cruiser section about twenty five years ago, served as Section
Captain and was handicapper for approximately fifteen years. He has been the driving force
behind the Nedlands Marathon from its inception by setting the course, calculating handicaps,
and overseeing the sailing instructions. He has served the Manly Junior section as
handicapper during the mid 1980s and was a trainer of our junior members before the current
training program was established
Using his architectural skills, Don was involved in the installation of the ramp, jetty, finger
jetty and pens and was the designer and work supervisor for the groynes in the area of the
beach used by the dinghy and catamaran fleets. Don was also involved in managing beach
replenishment used by our off the beach classes.
He served on the management committee in past years and serves as a member of YAWA
sub committee for trailable yachts. Don has contributed to sailing in general by representing
this club with his involvement with the Red Witch Association and as handicapper for the
Rolly Tasker Series
Don has always shown a willingness to show other members of the club the art of sailing, and
has done this over many years to the present day.
Molly Nuttall (2000)
Molly with her husband David joined the Nedlands Yacht Club in 1970.
In the early years Molly sailed on occasions and more especially gave invaluable support to
her husband David and children Bob, Bill Felicity, Tim and Kate all of whom sailed at the
club.
Her support soon extended to running the canteen and in this capacity provided a service to
the members for a period of ten years, commencing in 1979.
When her husband was elected to the position of Commodore in 1994, Molly took on the
position of Treasurer. She held this position for a period of three years then for a further five
years the onerous position of Secretary/Treasurer.
In recognition of Molly’s valuable service to the Club the members awarded her Life
Membership.
Tim Hodgson (2003)
Since Tim joined the club he has given many hours to the benefit of the club both on and off
the premises. He has shown dedication and organisational ability in the many activities he has
undertaken concerning the club’s wellbeing and maintenance. Tim has made himself
available for most busy bees with a utility loaded with tools prepared to take on any task.
While on the committee he always looked methodically and practically at any problem and
was totally reliable. He was committed to bringing any project he undertook to a satisfactory
conclusion thus saving the club considerable funds.
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MEMORIES FROM GARNET ROCK

Garnet Rock
The following received from the late Mr Garnet Rock was first published in Mainsheet March
1984 and is reproduced here for the interest and information of Members who have joined
since 1984.
Garnet Rock first became involved in yachting when seeking an activity for his young family
to enjoy. It was thus he built a VJ ... the beginning of a long and fruitful association with
sailing. He was a foundation Flag Officer of our Club, served as Commodore for the 1961/62
season and was the father of Laurie and Warren Rock who sailed from NYC for many years.
Warren is a Life Member of NYC and a few years ago was a World Champion in the Tornado
Class, as crew for Brian Lewis who is still the one to beat at NYC and in WA.

The formation of the Club was triggered by the firm decision of the Mounts Bay Sailing Club
that an age limit of 18 years should be imposed on crew members in the VJ section of the
Club. This was done with a view to increasing the flow of recruits from the VJ section into
the 16ft skiff ranks.
Members of the VJ section, many of whom were above or approaching the proposed age
limit, were most unhappy about this decision.
Consequently, at a meeting held in the sunroom of my Wembley home on the morning of
Saturday, 31 May 1952, the new Club was formed and the Flag Officers appointed. They
were Commodore: A.J. LeMaistre, Vice Commodore: C Rear Commodore: G.E. Rock. Paul
Holland was elected Secretary.
On the following Thursday evening, the Commodore and a Flag Officer of the Mounts Bay
Sailing Club attended my home by invitation, when the decision to form an independent club
was duly communicated to them by the Flag Officers of the new club.
The ensuing discussion was quite amicable. It was agreed that VJ personnel retain
membership and continue a normal sailing programme with the Mounts Bay Club for the
1952-53 season while the formation of the new club was being consolidated.
Season 1952-53
Without interference with the regular VJ races conducted by the MBSC on Saturdays, three
properly organised races were sailed on Sundays from the Nedlands Jetty. A buoy, laid off
the jetty for starting and finishing, carried a small flag plainly marked with the initials SYC.
The name “Subiaco Yacht Club” was adopted originally because the area of land from which
we proposed to operate was situated in the City of Subiaco immediately north of the
Nedlands jetty.
Also during the 1952-53 season two teams each comprising six boats were entered in the
annual VJ Teams Race - one from the MBSC and one from the SYC. (The name was changed
to the ”Nedlands-Subiaco Yacht Club” about the middle of 1953.)
There is a photo there of the original clubhouse, prior to its official opening in 1955. The
seawall in this photo still exists- buried beneath the present grassed rigging area. The present
start box was added at a later date.
Season 1953-54
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About mid-year 1953 an offer was received from the proprietor of the Nedlands Hotel, Mr
Steve McHenry, to allow the new club to utilise the old disused Pagoda Tearooms building
which was the property of the Hotel. The offer was gratefully accepted and necessary
alterations made to the building ready for the opening of the 1953-54 season on Saturday 17
October 1953.
Mr Bill Lucas, at that time Commodore of the Royal Perth Yacht Club, kindly accepted our
invitation to perform the opening ceremony from the Royal Perth Club in his gaily bedecked
launch. There were 30 starters in the opening race including 10 or 11 from other clubs.
Season 1954-55
This sailing season was marked by the fact that the WA Branch of the VJ and VS Sailing
Association, of which I was President, held the Australian Championships on Perth waters
between 27 December l954 and 1 January 1955. The Nedlands-Subiaco Club was the host
club to 10 boats and crews visiting from the Eastern States. The marshalling area was at the
Nedlands jetty.
1955
Through the kind offices of Mr George Evans, at the time a member of the Nedlands Council,
an approach was made to the Council and a lease for the original part of the present site was
granted. Building was started by “busy bee” in June 1955. 20 weekends later on Saturday, 5
November 1955, the Clubs 1955-56 season was duly opened from a very acceptable new club
house.
Name Changes
Originally (1952-53 season) “Subiaco Yacht Club”
1953 - Changed to “Nedlands-Subiaco Yacht Club”
1959 - Changed to “Nedlands Yacht Club”.
The following thoughts come to mind.
By common consent of all concerned Mr A.J (Jack) LeMaistre was persuaded to continue as
Commodore of the Club from 1952 until 1961 - a period of nine years. Is this a record in
WA? Further more he continued to render valuable active service to the Club for another 20
years or so after that!
I have a copy of the original printed programme of the 1953-54 season – our first full year of
activity. Should it be enlarged and framed for display at the Club? It is only a small card
12cm by 14cm folded in the middle.
On 31 May 1984 our Club will be 32 years old!!!!
I trust the above will be of interest to the Club. I feel that it is important for historical
information to be correct.
Yours sincerely
G.E. Rock

Garnet’s letter became the basis of this historical document.
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The following article by Rob Vaisey was taken from the official programme of the 32nd VJ
Commonwealth Titles and the Skate National Title Series presented by Nedlands Yacht Club from
December 26 to 3 January 1972.
NEDLANDS, a little about us, the VJ and the Skate
The Nedlands Yacht Club was founded by a splinter group of VJ sailors back in 1952. The club is
now entering a new era in its development with one of those VJ sailors, Brian LeMaistre, as
commodore.
The first 20 yeas of the club’s history have almost passed. The new $20,000 additions to the club
which include a licensed bar will alter the future of the club. In fact this series will almost surely be
setting the future traditions of the club in its second era.
The club’s history started with a rift in the Mounts Bay club during the early 1950s which resulted in
the formation of the Nedlands-Subiaco Yacht Club.
The Mounts Bay Club committee at that time had a rule that forced the VJ yachtsmen who were over
18 years of age to sail in a skiff crew. Now this ruling did not suit many of the youngsters who wanted
to continue sailing their VJs.
A group of them and their parents left the Mounts Bay club and formed the Nedlands-Subiaco club.
There was no clubhouse and races were stated from the shore near the Nedlands Baths, which are
about a half a mile upriver from the present clubhouse.
To the credit of both clubs there was little hostility in the break. In fact some of the Nedlands-Subiaco
crews sailed in a team’s race for the Mounts Bay club at the end of the season when the breakaway
occurred.
The Mounts Bay team in that race was able to win a perpetual trophy for the third time and retain
possession of it.
The Nedlands yachtsmen had a tremendous enthusiasm for sailing and gathered into the club many
other yachtsmen who were to become some of the state’s best. The parents fostered in the club a
tradition of junior training which has lived on with the passing of the years.
One of the most farsighted of the early members was Graham Rock who selected the present club site
and initiated junior training into the club.
The surroundings of the club were a different spectacle when in 1956 the Nedlands Council granted
us the present site. Bamboos had overgrown the whole area and the nearest road was at the top of the
hill behind the club. A stone wall which has now almost disappeared was at the water’s edge and
boats had to be lifted over it coming and going from the water.
However club spirit developed further as members built the present junior clubhouse and planted
lawns for rigging on.
When the club shifted to its present site in 1955 the name was changed to become the Nedlands Yacht
Club (Inc). However the Subiaco district colours of maroon and gold are still to the fore in the club
burgee.
After the shift the VJ yachtsmen started to win for themselves and the club a string of Australian
championships.
Warren Rock, a foundation member, is probably still the only yachtsman who has won Australian VJ
championships as both a skipper and a forward hand. In 1958/59 as a skipper with Ken Edwards up
front on Frisky he won the junior title, then as forward hand for Brian Lewis on Daring won the senior
title in 1960/61.
Graham Rock and father Garnet are credited with having introduced both the three way mast
suspension system and the storing of spinnakers in boxes in front of the mast. Until these innovations
were introduced the VJ mast suspension systems were responsible for many cracked keels as they
consisted of solid plywood from mast step to keel. Spinnakers were stowed in the cockpit as best
crews could.
Laurie Chivers in his early years as a boat builder sold Chivers design VJ all over Australia, very
successful, many of them too.
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Neil Head was the originator of twin planks on VJs. Until he fitted a skipper’s plank only the forward
hands sat out from the hull. Head also used a ‘Long Plank’ for his VJ forward hand in the early 1960s
but this was outlawed.
Skates became the club’s senior class in the 1956/57 season. Sydney Skates had come to Perth the
following summer and Sydney skipper Ray Young sailing Classic won the national title.
Then Laurie Chivers, probably the most dynamic skipper in the history of Skates, sailed his way into
the record book. Chivers won the 1959/60 and 1960/61 championships, then in 1963/64 won the title
again to become the only Skate skipper ever to have won three national titles.
Laurie Chivers and Ken Court were the first Skate crew to use a ‘Long Plank’. Later the Lake
Macquarie crews developed it even further than Chivers had done but we claim that Neil Head and
Ken Court later refined it to the present stage of development.
As yachting entered into the boom days of the 1960s so did the Nedlands club. The present senior
clubhouse was opened at the start of the 1962/63 season. Combined VJ and Skate Australian
championships were held at the club the following season.
The combined series was so successful that this series is a natural follow up.
A succession of classes came to the club during the 1960s starting with the 9ft Pelican Trainer. Then
followed Quickcats (which have now almost died out), Yvonne, Kitty and Manta catamarans and the
single hull Cherub and Moth classes.
The latest classes to become racing fleets are the Mirror Dinghies and Tornado catamarans.
During the early years of the club a spirit of self help was engendered into the members and regular
busy bees were held to get necessary work done.
This ‘do it ourselves spirit’ is still with many members as you will see during the coming series. We
also have a strong tradition of being a family club as it started with youngsters sailing VJs and their
parents assisting them. Later the parents in many cases were to take up sailing themselves.
Since 1960 there has been only one year when an Australian championship was not held from the club
and for this reason ‘Nedlands’ is known at most yacht clubs in Australia.
One family with close ties to the club and VJ and Skate classes is that of Charles Court MLA, OBE.
Mr Court is our patron and Mrs Court a frequent visitor; three sons Barry, Vic and Richard will each
skipper a Skate in the Skate championship. While Ken who has won four Australian Skate
championships as a forward hand will be taking a keen interest in the series although he now sails a
cruiser.
Vic and Barry started sailing together in a patched up VJ which leaked like a sieve and gave them
some of their most memorable sailing experiences.
Barry is now married to Margaret Court the tennis player and Marg is almost sure to be at the club
during the series.
Here in the West the VJ and Skate classes have found that a combined Association has proved best for
both classes. I hope that our visitors from the eastern states can see the affinity that the classes have
and take home the idea of working towards a combined Australian VJ-Skate Association.
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FAMILY RECOLLECTIONS
SOME NOTES ABOUT NEDLANDS YACHT CLUB BY
HON SIR CHARLES COURT, AK KCMG OBE,
A PARENT OF FIVE YOUNG SAILING MEMBERS IN EARLY DAYS,
A LIFE MEMBER AND A FORMER LONG TIME PATRON
I was delighted when I heard the Nedlands Yacht Club was taking positive steps to record a
history of our Club.
As a Life Member and one who has been active within the Club ever since its formation, I
remind all Members we have much to be proud of through the activities of Nedlands Yacht
Club. As a parent and as a citizen of Nedlands, I go back to the very beginning, when, believe
it or not, we conducted our Club by tying a flag to the end of the Nedlands Jetty as a sign for
all to see that we were racing that day!
Our limited gear and equipment was stored in a shed owned by the original ‘Steve’ McHenry
at his nearby hotel. It was a modest beginning, but it was an enthusiastic and effective one.
My old school mate from Rosalie State School in Onslow Road, then West Subiaco and now
known as Shenton Park, Jack Le Maistre, was always a great enthusiast and leader.
If I remember correctly, he was a Carpenter by trade and at one stage was President of the
Carpenter’s Union.
I assume the club has an accurate list of the original Office Bearers and many members and
supporters, including our enthusiastic lady supporters and workers.
Steve McHenry did us a favour when, after a while, he announced he needed his shed for
expansion and gave us warning that within a specified time we would need to vacate it and
get our own premises. He forced us into a decision about a site and about the construction of
premises.
It was not long before Jack Le Maistre was ‘on my back’ and wanting my assistance with the
Nedlands Road Board, later Shire Council and then City of Nedlands, to say nothing of the
practical problems of getting the money and materials as well as the skills and physical
labour to build our first club facilities.
And what a magnificent site we have! It is quite unique as yachting club sites go and we often
used to say it was the only club where you could rig up your boats on a lawn and launch them
with comparative ease.
I will not try to go into more detail about the Club’s records as I am assuming these are all
available to you regarding the office bearers, the introduction of members and different
classes of yachts etc.
However, I do want to refer to a couple of incidents along the road.
There came a time when Jack Le Maistre decided we should have a formal occasion for our
prize presentation night. Jack, I can assure you, had his standards, which was good to see very basic, but very solid and desirable standards, especially as initially our facilities were, to
say the least, inadequate.
We discussed what would be a suitable venue and agreed the Dalkeith Civic Hall in Waratah
Avenue, Dalkeith, which by then had been constructed by the Nedlands Local Authority,
would be an ideal place.
His next question was — ‘Who would be a desirable dignitary to make the presentations?”
We canvassed a few names, but Jack insisted we should aim high and who better than His
Excellency the Governor, Sir Charles Gairdner.
Needless to say, he designated me to make the approach, informally at first, to His
Excellency, to see how he would react.
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This I did, emphasising we were a young, family Club, desperately trying to establish high
standards of conduct, and above all, efficient, safe sailing in a number of junior classes.
Sir Charles Gairdner responded enthusiastically and assured me he and Lady Gairdner would
be there on the night.
Jack was determined it was going to be a success and he, together with the Secretary,
organised, through me, that a delegation would wait upon His Excellency The Governor to
outline what we had in mind and get his approval for the protocol and other matters that were
to be observed on the evening, including standard of dress for adults, etc.
You have no idea how detailed were the instructions and the rehearsals to ensure we did
justice to the occasion and extended the proper courtesies and protocols to His Excellency the
Governor and his lady. Buckingham Palace could not have been more careful or demanding
in its preparation than Jack Le Maistre and our then Secretary.
There was a formal presentation of all Office Bearers, Committee men and their wives to His
Excellency and his wife at the entrance to the hall, which was nicely and formally done, with
all adults appropriately dressed.
The hall was packed and we duly entered with Jack Le Maistre and his wife escorting His
Excellency the Governor and his wife, and my wife and I in close attendance.
There was a Guard of Honour of young NYC sailing members all the way down the aisle. All
were well turned out but looking extremely nervous and rather over-awed by the grand
occasion. That was a good thing!
When we got to the end of the Guard of Honour, His Excellency stopped and turned to the
young lad standing there, who was showing great signs of nervousness, and said to him, “You
are RobVaisey, I presume?”
This took the Commodore and Rob Vaisey by surprise. How would His Excellency know
who it was?
His Excellency then said to Vaisey, “You are supposed to start the clapping”, which then
duly took place amid roars of laughter from all present.
We were amazed as to how His Excellency would know it was Rob Vaisey.
Unfortunately, Rob Vaisey had been petrified at the time and had not initially done what he
was briefed to do. The secret came out later.
We found that the delegation which went to Government House under the arrangements I had
made so that they could brief His Excellency on the format for the occasion, had mistakenly
left behind the detailed procedures which had been very systematically worked out and typed.
After the delegation had gone, the Governor’s staff found these notes and so His Excellency
had a complete written brief of exactly what was going to happen from the time he arrived
until the time he left the prize giving. He was greatly impressed but he did not let on at the
time!
It finished up a great and memorable night within the life of the Nedlands Yacht Club and
one, which in many ways, established the standards that were to be observed for such
occasions.
I can assure you, most of it was the brainchild and the inspiration of Jack Le Maistre, strongly
supported by his Committee, other office bearers and lady volunteers of the Club.
I conclude by telling you how proud I have been of the Club.
We have always remained essentially a family club.
All of my five sons were active and learnt the fundamentals of safe sailing. Four of them
were successful in their classes locally and interstate.
We have always given top priority to training, because properly trained sailors are safe sailors
as well as efficient and successful sailors.
We have had our great share of success in the different classes, both State, national and
international and we can be proud of what has been achieved at all levels.
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Never forget, behind all of this has been a tremendous body of workers, including the women
members and supporters of the club. They have set high standards and have done much to
establish and maintain the morale of the Club.
Then there are the Race Day officials, without whom we could never have achieved the
standard of yachting and racing with safety we must achieve if we want to be a club
acknowledged in a wonderful and highly competitive sport.
I look back on the many occasions I have attended and the official openings I have
undertaken as well as my years as Patron and Life Member.
I have special pleasure and pride in the way the Nedlands Yacht Club has for so long been the
custodians of the Annual Memorial Regatta to remember the gallant heroes of HMAS Perth
who, in World War II, lost their lives when HMAS Perth together with USS Houston, were
sunk by a much larger Japanese force in the Sunda Straits.
Those who did not perish in the actual sinking of HMAS Perth became prisoners of the
Japanese and had horrendous experiences as Japanese Prisoner’s of War. They were all true
heroes of our country.
We are honoured to be the custodians of this Annual Memorial Regatta and I hope we will
never fail in our responsibilities to honour these heroes of World War II with the dignity and
the sincerity that the anniversary demands.
I know what we have done in the past is appreciated by the survivors, but we must remember
time marches on and there will be a time when there are no living survivors, but the memory
and the commemoration of what we honour must go on forever.
It is a fine tradition commenced by this comparatively young and enthusiastic family
yachting
Charles Court – 4 February, 2004
Barry Court
I remember the yacht club being at the Nedlands Jetty at the bottom of Steve’s hotel and the
boats were stored in the shed there and dragged over the wall for the races, which started with
the flags on the end of the jetty. I was mainly involved with the starting of the new yacht
club, which was located on land allocated by the Nedlands City Council and there was
support over the years from the Mayor Charles Smith, which was a great help to the Nedlands
Yacht Club. At that stage it was virtually bamboo from the Nedlands Jetty to the hot pool,
which in those days was up to where Tawarri or the flying squadron is and we had to dig the
bamboos out. I think they grew just as quickly as we could dig them and it wasn’t until some
time later we found that we could use chemical control to get rid of them. There were a lot of
volunteers doing that job and we obtained lawn from all around Nedlands, we asked people to
dig up a bit of lawn and we had trucks supplied by Brian LeMaistre to bring the pieces of turf
down. The dredge was going down to do the original Narrows Bridge and either on its way
down or way back it was delayed at the Nedlands Yacht Club to fill the back of the wall. The
lawn or beach has stayed since those days. It has provided the foreshore for what I consider
the best small boat club in the world. I have sailed in many countries and with a lawn down to
the river with hardly any tide and deep water a few meters from the shore, it is the ideal
rigging area compared to many others I have seen, especially those in the tidal areas in
Europe where you have to take your boat hundreds of meters out before you can sail,
depending on where the tide is. The excellent boating facilities at the Yacht Club were made
available by the dredging of the sand to give a deep starting line and a very good beach.
The next project was to build the Yacht Club itself. It was a dirt road from Steve’s Hotel
through to the Yacht Club and there was a lot of dust, but we got all the equipment down
there and started building the yacht club, the old portion of which still remains today.
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The original Yacht Club was built well by Ron Steven, who was to become the Commodore,
Garnet Rock and of course Jack LeMaistre, who was a also a very good tradesman. So we all
jumped in and built the clubhouse for the storage of the boats. In those days the boats were all
Vee Jays and it wasn’t until some time later that we got into a larger 14-foot boat, called the
Skate, which I really enjoyed sailing and had a lot of success in. We used to take the boats to
the Eastern States and race, mainly on Botany Bay, where we contested the Australian
Championships. In some cases we were very successful for Western Australia, with Laurie
Chivers finishing in the number one position and Neil Head also winning an Australian title.
The Australian Championships were held about every three years in Peth and it was a very
big event for the Skates.
Another very exiting time for the Skates was when we went to Geraldton, we formed the
regatta at Geraldton and made a colourful scene and a lot of the boats were loaded on a train
provided by the Geraldton Yacht Club at the Claremont station and transported by train to
Geraldton, where they were unloaded, sailed and we loaded them back on the train to come
back to the Yacht Club. I think that in later years with more cars being available, most boats
were transported by road. It was very well organised and we went there for many years,
providing a very good spectacle at Geraldton. Our State Championships were held there on a
few occasions.
In the early days of Geraldton there was unlimited crayfish and fish and it was a very big
attraction for all to go up there.
The sailing at the Nedlands Yacht Club also had the advantage of a fairly consistent
afternoon sea breeze. I remember a very good sporting commentator, Jim Fitz-Morris always
held the impression that sailing was not a sport and was just a leisure activity on the river.
Jim’s wife Jill sailed Vee Jays out of South Perth and I remember the day I invited Jim, who
was the sporting editor of ABC television, to come down and try out this sailing. Fortunately
there was a good stiff sea breeze and by the time we got up the river and had the spinnaker up
coming down again, which incidentally Jim was left well behind when he fell off, he realised
the excitement of sailing. It wasn’t long after that the State Championships for the Skates was
televised live with a barge out near Dee road, one near the Nedlands Jetty and a big camera at
the yacht club. Fortunately there was a good sea breeze that day and we had a jibe mark out
by the barge at Dee road. When I asked him afterward how it had gone and he replied that he
hadn’t actually spoken yet as it was so exciting with boats tipping over everywhere, he said
as soon as he went to speak another boat would spectacularly capsize! This also resulted in
the live telecast of the Cockburn Sailing Regatta and that continued until there were a few
light days and he realised that he had to pre-record the event because a full day of the State
Championships with light conditions made it difficult to commentate and not very exciting
for the viewers and that was really the end of the television for yachting. However we always
had a good relationship with Jim, who I think ended up as the manager of the ABC in
Tasmania and I occasionally see him on the international scene where he works for a
commercial channel.
A feature of the yacht club was the camaraderie of people and the flag officers. The club was
not licensed but that seemed to have a reverse effect as after the race they would invariably
have a keg out the back or something like that which the boys would all participate in or they
would adjourn to the ‘annex’, which was the Nedlands Park Hotel. The Club has since been
licensed and now has beautiful lawns and barbeque areas. It was pretty rough in the early
days but the Yacht Club was where at lot of the fun was had. One of the major races for the
year was the Marathon. It started about 9 o’clock in the morning and it finished well into the
afternoon, usually on an easterly breeze.
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We would move fairly smartly down towards the Narrows Bridge and we would turn and
head for Fremantle, we were usually stuck there waiting for the sea breeze to come in but,
once it was in, we went all the way to Fremantle and sailed the long way back to the
Nedlands Yacht Club. It was a long race and the inspection ports we had on the boats were
usually where our lunch was stored, we had to dive in there to get a bit of lunch or a drink,
but it was always a feature race of the year.
I remember the heavy sea breezes and the heavier the breeze the more weight you needed and
that was often done by just putting more sweaters on, even to the extent of standing in a hot
shower to get them wet. Completely foolish and very dangerous, if you went over board you
went in with three of four wet jumpers, so now days it is life jackets. In the earlier days lead
belts were used to give us extra weight when we were on our swinging plank. So it was a
very dangerous practise but we all seemed to survive it alright and I can’t recall any major
accidents for the Nedlands Yacht Club, there was certainly some ‘prangs’, but none that
involved any major problems.
A few feature races were the opening day, which was always a feature of any yacht club. We
all used to go to the different yacht clubs then and by the time we got through to opening day
about 4 weeks of the season had gone. I think that has been abandoned now and you sail at
your own club. I think it was the 100th anniversary of the Royal Perth Yacht Club and every
boat on the river went there for that day, and what a day that was, it was a magnificent race.
A feature of the Nedlands Yacht Club now, and one of the more memorable races, is the
Hector Waller Memorial. The Hector Waller was sailed out of the Fremantle Sailing Club
and when they changed to their current premises the Nedlands Yacht Club held the race on a
temporary basis. It was such a success that the Hector Waller, which is the HMAS Perth
Memorial Race honouring Captain Hector Waller, is now held annually at the Nedlands
Yacht Club and what a great bunch of people. When I was Commodore we certainly had a
very good relationship with the survivors of the HMAS Perth. They were a tough mob but we
had reciprocal arrangement between the Naval Club and the Yacht Club and a very good
relationship was built between the two. Harold Smith, who was the Commodore at the time,
must take the credit for getting the Hector Waller at the Nedlands Yacht Club, Fremantle
fought for some time to get it back but we managed to retain the race at Nedlands.
I also remember the introduction of catamarans. No other club on the river wanted them, they
were sailing too fast, had twin hulls and they were hard to store but really the main problem
was jealousy, as they beat every other class on the river. Nedlands took the step to adopt the
catamarans and it really gave the yacht club a bit of a boost, so it was a major breakthrough.
The Yacht Club was also progressive with the Pelicans, which were a big training class down
there, and the Sunday morning training sessions were one of the features of the club, there
just wasn’t enough boats at times. The treasurer at the time, Jim Carroll, was very generous
and purchased some boats, so there were club boats that people could sail in and they were
maintained by the club or the people that had them. I think my brother Richard sailed one for
some time and we took it home and lightened it off and did it up and it was quite a
competitive boat. That boat was also in club regattas with the Pelicans. Rottnest was another
Pelican stronghold as that was where the Pelican was developed as a tender for the boats at
Rottnest and the kids used to sail them around. Eventually they became a great junior racing
boat with just a single main sail and stub nose. I must say I tried to sail them and they were a
very hard boat to sail. If you could sail a pelican then sailing a Skate or a Vee Jay, or any
other boat really became quite easy.
During my days as Commodore of the Nedlands Yacht Club I received a lot of assistance
from previous Commodores and the committees. It was a pretty big happy family at the Club
and one committee that became very strong was the ladies committee.
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They organised all the lunches, afternoon teas and tea and coffees after the races. They were a
very close knit group of mothers and friends and what a great job they did. They raised funds
out of their efforts, which helped the yacht club progress. From those funds we managed to
put enough aside for the new building, which was fairly heavily mortgaged to the council I
might say, but that was our next development as the Club became a lot stronger. A big
strength was the volunteers, the starters and the officers of the day. Kevin Bartlett was the
main starter for years, he would get down there in his uniform and he would start us off every
Saturday, Sunday and Monday if we could. There was racing there everyday we could and
we were all very enthusiastic. The Nedlands Yacht Club was known for its heavy weather
sailors. Once the wind got under 10 knots the Eastern states sailors would take over but we
certainly won fairly comfortably on the heavy days on the Swan River, the Western
Australian yachtsmen were pretty well unbeatable.
In my early days when I was first sailing on the river we bolted a couple of 44 gallon drums
together and had a barge and we used to go from White beach with one of my father’s
election signs as a sail, so we reckoned that he should have to pay us for advertising! In those
days there were canvas signs around Nedlands when the elections were near and that was our
sail. It certainly didn’t go to Windward but we had a lot of fun paddling and the Swan River
became a major play area for many people in Western Australia. We then graduated to our
first Vee Jay, she cost about £10 and was a real wreck. If I remember correctly, we originally
stored it in the Mosman Bay Tearooms and then when the racing got going we moved it to
the Nedlands Yacht Club.
My brother Vic eventually got a good boat, but the old Vee Jays in those days had stirrup
pumps on the front to pump out the water as they all leaked. We had a venturie at one stage,
which we would stick in the bung at the back and that would keep it reasonable dry, you have
some reports there from Richard Court. Dark Lass was our first boat, he says it had that name
because it had some bitumen inside to keep it afloat, but it was named after the two dogs that
were at our Grandmother’s farm, Darkie and Lassie. So that was the name of our first boat,
but we would later build our own boats, which was the tradition in those days, to build boats
in the winter and then sail them in the summer.
I used to think that sailing was the most exhilarating feeling there was but also the safest. You
can go to the absolute limit of speed and wind on the river and the worst that could happen
was that the boat would tip over and you would all get wet. You would be hanging on the end
of some really exciting rides and some big waves and there was no real problem with safety,
if you fell in you just got the boat back up again. Once again we had extra jumpers on in the
heavy days and life jackets were not for us sailors until they were made compulsory.
Yacht Club projects like building the Mercy boat were a voluntary thing. The plywood was
supplied by Herne Brothers, the furniture company, I think Dad organised that. In regard to
the jetty, once again the pile driver was going past and put some piles in, later on we had to
hire one, but we got the jetty in so that we could have bigger boats in the club and it was
always needed for the Mercy boat and various other things. So the jetty was built out there
and it remains today.
The annual prize night was always a big occasion where we all got together and what a great
time we had. We would fill the Dalkeith hall, as the Yacht Club was not big enough at the
time. Everyone would bog in and we would have a great night there. Since the extension I
believe that it is now held in the yacht club. On one occasion we had the Governor attend and
it was always a well-respected club, so we had no trouble attracting important people there to
help us out. I think that the local and state governments were always helpful because of the
activities of the club and the way it kept people off the streets and involved in a good healthy
sport. The people that I knew at the yacht club are still friends today, they were enemies at
the time of a yacht race, but the friendships endure today.
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Later when Richard had Court Marine, a boating business in Nedlands, I became involved in
the business when Richard went onto Parliament. We were the agents for the Windsurfer
when it came out and I was involved in organising the World Windsurfing Championships.
The Championships were a massive event and there are some beautiful records of it. That
event was run from the Nedlands Yacht Club, with temporary tents being put up, a big New
Years Eve fireworks display and there was a big international flavour to the event.
Preparations for the Americas Cup were underway at the time and we had some international
champions and administrators in Australia for that occasion, so we called on them as umpires
and protest committee for the Yacht Club. I remember Coca Cola were the major sponsor and
they advertised on the windsurfer boards and sails. At that stage sponsorship was not allowed
in yachting so we had direction form the International Yachting Federation that all of the
advertising had to be taken off. I disappointedly rang Coca Cola and they replied that it was
the best news that they had had for years as it was front page news. Their name was taken of
the sail but the logo remained, so there was no secret as to who the sponsor was. That really
was the start of early sponsorship, which is now everywhere, but it was a big news story at
the time and the sponsor received more publicity out of the logo being banned than they
would have if it were allowed in the first place.
Because of its situation of the Nedlands Yacht Club is an ideal dingy club but it has
unprotected waters as far as its moorings and pens are concerned, so it never expanded
greatly into big boats and was kept as a small training club. Many of us graduated into, and
are sailing today, big boats around the river. My bothers Ken has sailed in the Sydney to
Hobart, and has Richard and myself. I graduated into a one toner before I became
increasingly busy and had to pretty well give up sailing, but I had ‘Nadia’, Ken had ‘Prime
Minster’ and then ‘Second Term’.
People we knew went into yachting fleets all round the river and we are all still good mates.
We had a reunion this year and there were a lot of people who attended and what a great day
it was.
The yacht club also had some very big social occasions, it was popular for different functions
and promotions as it was on the river and had a beautiful hall. One function that I do
remember very well is when Margaret and I were married and held the reception at the
Nedlands Yacht Club. The rules of the Club were that the hall could not be let out on
Saturdays, as it was for the sailing people to stay on afterwards to have a barbeque. We had to
bend the rules a bit on that particular Saturday and we overcame that by inviting pretty well
everyone from the Yacht Club to the wedding, which was all my mates anyhow.

Richard Court
Our current Patron was one of the first to be sailing in the Pelican class when they were
introduced to the club, then sailed as crew for Barry, Victor and Helen in Skates before he
owned his own boat.
My first memories of the Nedlands Yacht Club were as a young boy around six, when it was
the Nedlands Subiaco Yacht Club sailing from the Nedlands Baths jetty
My brothers had bought a “VJ” which they called “Dark Lass”
I remember it coming into our backyard. It had a pump in the back deck. The joins were
packed full of what they thought was chewing gum that they pulled out, then painted the boat.
After it sunk, they realised that it was putty that was filling up the joints that they had pulled
out.
They went to the local Council (Road Board) and bought some bitumen which they poured
inside to fill up all the holes and that’s why the boat was called “Dark Lass”.
They were beginners and their boats were very slow.
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The officials used to start and finish the races off at the Nedlands Jetty and Steve McHenry
had some storage sheds at the Nedlands Hotel where he allowed them to store the boats.
I can recall them being rigged and then carried down the stone steps to the north of the jetty
which are still in their original form today.
The move to the new site was when I became more actively involved as I was keen to follow
my brothers and learn how to sail.
The original clubhouse which still stands today was built by the volunteers at the Club.
Many of the parents keen to have this facility for their children were trades people. In
particular I remember Jack LeMaistre who always seemed to be in building mode.
When the Club was completed they then set out to build a suitable rescue boat. It was a
modern plywood chine hull boat and it served the Club admirably for many, many years.
To encourage juniors they introduced the “Pelican trainers” and they actually built a fleet of
Club Pelicans to enable young people to learn how to sail.
There were also some private people who donated trainers. One was a Mr Bessell-Brown
who lived just up the road and who donated a Pelican for the Club and I was able to use that
to first learn how to sail.
The first fleets were the “VJ’s”, followed by the 14 foot “Skate”.
My own first yacht was a “Pelican N12” “Ricky 11” which I sailed initially with my young
brother Geoff. This boat had cotton sails made by a sailmaker, Huxford in Fremantle who
made the cotton sails for the local fishing fleet
The introduction of synthetic sails was revolutionary and it was beginning of the “Rolly
Tasker era”.
I can recall the first Tasker Pelican sails being introduced and they were very light weight,
had a great shape and it was the sign of things to come compared to the heavy, flat, canvas
sails we used.
As we were learning we tipped in often and once the canvas sails got wet they became an
even bigger liability.
Geoff and myself had the dubious distinction of being the first people to hole the new rescue
boat when our “Pelican” was rescued after capsizing in a heavy sea breeze.
Laurie Chivers was very successful at building very high quality lightweight “VJ’s”, “Skates”
and the hollow timber spars used prior to aluminium being introduced.
Laurie built a workshop as an extension of the original clubhouse which is now the WA
Yachting Association’s offices and he built up a most successful business both building these
lightweight racing shells, spars and many of the fittings — stainless steel and plastic — that
were being designed in a very innovative way.
Laurie was also the representative for “Herrick” sails which also had a good reputation at that
time.
Laurie’s business was growing at a similar time to that of Rolly Tasker who had been very
successful in the 1956 Melbourne Olympics and then went on to become a world champion
“Flying Dutchman” sailor.
One of the features of the Nedlands Yacht Club is the extensive lawn areas. Part of the river
was reclaimed and the beach was just a very thick shell material and to grow the lawns we
brought in huge amounts of suitable soil, much of it from swimming pools that were being
dug in the area. Again people like Brian LeMaistre had access to big sand trucks that could
help us bring that material down. I remember working on the new fill in front of what is now
the new clubhouse
Characters I remember from those early days were the Jack LeMaistre, Garnet Rock, a lovely
man whose children were sailing there — Warren, Lance and Graham.
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The LeMaistres, particularly Jack and his son Brian. It was Brian who actually gave me my
first practical sailing lessons and the fact that he was prepared to come out with me on a
Sunday morning and teach me the basics, is something I have never forgotten.
I also remember Peter Bussemaker who came down the Club to encourage his son, Tim to
sail and I can still hear his voice yelling at us, “Pull your mainsail in No. 12”
It was these people who gave us the start which was so important.
Some other characters who I ended up doing a lot of sailing with were the Howells, Ian
Macfarlane, Ray Wakelin and the list goes on
Nedlands Yacht Club was always open to new ideas and new classes. Its reputation was as a
“dinghy” club but it was the first to encourage catamarans. Brian LeMaistre, for example,
went from “Skates” and built an “Yvonne” class catamaran.
I remember the introduction of the “Quick Cat”, the “Yvonne” and the “Kitty Cat” and then
the big success story of them all, the “Hobie Cat” — the “Hobie 14” followed by the “Hobie
16”, “Tornado” and then the “Windrush 14’s”.
Catamarans were very controversial when they first came on the river and some of the
“established” clubs didn’t make them welcome — that was not the case with Nedlands.
I went straight from “Pelicans” into sailing “Skates” and I was the forward hand for my
brothers Barry and Vic winning State Championships with both of them and then for a period
I sailed my own “Skate” but not all that successfully
I then sailed for some years with my first wife, Helen, in a boat called “Sir Henry” and we
were a very successful combination winning a few State Championships. Roy Dewar was
very active at the Club. Roy was Laurie Chivers’ uncle and Helen his daughter and she was
sailing “Cherubs” and then moving into “Skates”.
Roy put in a huge effort at the Club, particularly looking after the finances and was properly
honoured in becoming a Life Member
I served on the Management Committee and was in charge of grounds for a couple of years.
It was a Club that always had a lot of lawn, requiring a good reticulation system, but the lawn
was certainly one of the features.
With “VJ’s” and “Skates” we used to have a National Championship every third year as a
rule, alternating between Perth, Sydney and Melbourne and one of the features of the
championships is that we used to billet the sailors out at our homes. In the early days of the
Nedlands Yacht Club it wasn’t easy travelling across to the Eastern States on the unsealed
roads with our boats either on top or behind
The strength of the Club has been the fact that it is a pure sailing Club with probably the
finest dinghy sailing facilities — lawns, beaches, launching areas, etc that you would find
anywhere in the world
The Club has been a good custodian of a prime piece of waterfront land. Its membership
comes from all over the metropolitan area
At one point all the five boys sailed at the Club and certainly four of us - Victor, Barry, Ken
and myself - spent many, many years competing in championships at a very high level and it
was certainly a very important part of our lives
The early years was an era when people built their own boats during the winter recess and
visiting competitors from the East stayed in our homes and many of the friendships made
then continue to this day.
Laurie Chivers’ outgrew the Nedlands’ site and built a new factory south of the river and
moved away from producing yachts into power boats which he did very successfully.
I can recall a “VJ” championship when John Bertrand was sailing in the Junior Division and
outsailed the Seniors.
He was using a boat built by Laurie Chivers who had developed a national reputation for
building the finest yachts of this type. The brand on his spars was two red stripes.
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Whenever there was a big sea breeze I used to walk down to Pelican Point on a Sunday
morning and pick up the debris from the previous day’s sailing. Wooden spars and leaning
planks etc would float to the shore and I would salvage some of the fittings that were on
them.
The “VJ’s” had duraleum [centre boards] and there is a great collection of them still sitting on
the bottom of the river. People would forget to tie them in and they tipped upside down, the
centre boards slipped straight out.
When we went to compete in Sydney at St. George’s or George’s River, Yarra Bay Clubs, for
example, they were licensed clubs with poker machines. They had great bars, entertainment,
food, but their sailing facilities were atrocious and you got the distinct impression that the
concept of a sailing club was just a subterfuge to get a gambling and liquor licence.
Our clubs, on the other hand, were only involved in sailing and our facilities for sailing were
always significantly better and it was one of the reasons why I was never conned by the
gambling lobby in Government that they would put more back into these sorts of activities.
The Fairey Family
The Fairey family joined Nedlands Yacht Club in 1961, one of the reasons was that they
would accept catamarans and were prepared to offer Sunday sailing. Eric Fairey along with
his wife Iris, son Eric jnr and daughter Sandra, were all made very welcome as the club
needed new and willing members to help undertake the task of raising funds to build a new
club house, as well as enjoy the sailing offered at NYC. Eric came with a 14’ catamaran,
Yvonnes, Kitty Cats and Quick Cats also made the move from other clubs because now they
could have class racing. It wasn’t long before Eric sold the 14’ cat to upgrade to an Yvonne,
named ‘Hellcat’, which was later replace by a Loftus built Yvonne called ‘Little Joe’ after
son Eric Jnr. Little Joe was sold about 5 years later. Eric decided he needed to go faster and
the latest catamaran was a ‘Manta’ and it sounded just the thing. So Eric along with son Eric
Jnr built a ‘Manta’ in the garage at home, this was about 1966/67. They named it ‘The Joker’
Eric and son (now named Ric to stop confusion) sailed ‘The Joker’ for about l2 yrs. Eric &
Ric were a formidable team winning many Club Championships in 1970/71, 1971/72, and in
1973/74. Ric then purchased ‘The Joker’ from his father. Eric then sailed Tiger with Colin
Redman. Tiger was purchased from Brian Lewis. With the decline of the ‘Mantas’ that had
sailed at the club for something like 20 yrs, Eric felt that something more comfortable would
be the go, so a Windrush 600 was purchased and named ‘ Fairey Tales’. Eric and Ric sailed
this along with several other crew members for 8-9 yrs. Fairey Tales was sailed most
successfully in the cruiser section in the early 1990s. Eric finally gave sailing away in his
80th year. Passed away July 1998. In his years at NYC Eric had contributed a great deal, not
only did he help with fund raising, busy bees etc, he worked his way up through the ranks to
become Vice Commodore, under Barry Court, and acting Commodore when Barry was
overseas. Then Commodore 1967/68. Eric was also a founding member of Swan River
Racing. Received Life Membership in 1980.
Iris Fairey soon became involved with the Ladies Auxiliary and was a tireless worker in the
early days of the club with fundraising, which included Fashion Parades, Card Nights, Cake
Stalls, the ladies also provided the lunches for the busy bees. The Ladies Auxiliary were also
responsible for organising what was considered the best Opening Day afternoon tea presented
by any club on the river. HMAS Perth was another very big day in the club’s social calendar.
Iris also very actively supported Eric, in his lead up to and eventual Commodoreship. Iris
received Life Membership in 1986.
Ric Fairey sailed with his father from the age of 8 through to 1974. Eric felt that it was time
for Ric to go his own way, Ric purchased ‘The Joker’ from his father, and so became rivals
on the water, but remained the very best of friends on the beach, regardless of who won.
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Ric won Club Championship in 1975/76. Ric built two fibreglass ‘Mantas’, one for himself
and for Telfer Bowman, that were sailed quiet successfully at the club. ‘Manta Glass’ won
Club Champion in 1981/82. The ‘Manta’ was in decline, because a new catamaran called a
Tornado with Olympic Status on the scene, although there were still a few still sailing. Ric
had at this time and with the future in mind become involved in the cruising side of sailing
and joined RPYC and with cousin Ken Stokes, sailed an Endeavour 24, on Saturdays and
Sundays were at NYC, sailing Manta Glass, so a full on programme. When Eric bought the
Windrush 600, Ric decided that meant he could once again sail with his father, as the
‘Mantas’ had lost out to the ‘Tornados’. Still thinking of the future Ric decided to purchase
Vic Bannerman’s, Swarbrick 20, named ‘Rush’, which he successfully campaigned in The
Rolly Tasker Trailable Yacht Series, over a good number of years, in between sailing with
Eric, winning the Trailable Series 1993/94. Ric has campaigned ‘Rush’ in the cruiser section
of NYC for a number of years most successfully. Ric still enjoys sailing ‘Rush’ and at this
point in time, his daughter Rebecca is sailing with him, keeping up the family tradition. Ric
sailing the Endeavour 24, along with some of the cruiser members Martin Softly with an MB
24 & Bruce Hartley with a Trimaran and a few of their friends from other clubs, started
sailing on Sundays once a month in the winter, this was in the early l980s The idea caught on
and other clubs soon adopted the idea. Now everyone thinks it has always been so and it is
thought of as the norm to have Sunday sailing once a month in the winter. Winter
maintenance is almost a thing of the past, with fibre glass boats making life so much easier,
and so more time to go sailing. Being a mechanic by trade, Ric was soon helping in the
maintenance of the rescue boats that was a considerable job, especially in the early days with
wooden boats & inboard motors.
He presented himself at busy bees every month for years, and still manages to make one or
two a year, the results of which we enjoy today, the tyre groynes to minimise the beach
erosion, finger jetty, countless other project around the club over the years. He is presently
repairing the training boats held by the club. Ric served on management and was Rear
Commodore in charge of the Bar & Rescue. Ric was the first person at NYC to be accredited
as TL3 Instructor. He is still, along with John Stickle running TL3 courses. TL3 is rescue
boat training. Ric has sailed at NYC continually for 43 yrs. Received Life Membership in
1996.
Keeping up the tradition of the Fairey family, Sue has supported Ric at the club in many ways
over the years. Sue took on the canteen and ran it in the days when the club sailed both
Saturday & Sundays, 1980/8 1, 1981/82 then again in 1983/84, which amounted to a very
busy time for the whole family. After she gave the canteen a miss, Sue spent a few years
organising Opening Day, and the HMAS Perth regatta afternoon tea etc.
Sue’s foray into sailing was in the early days when on picnic day there was lady’s skippers
race, and under instruction she was most successful, she was also thrown in at the deep end
and was required to sail on Fairey Tales as crew for about half a season before a regular and
far more experienced one was found. Sue again in 1999/2000 decided to take on the canteen
but this time in a tag team with daughter Rebecca. Rebecca also has run the canteen by
herself in 2000/01.
Rebecca is now showing support for the Manly Junior Section of the club because her
daughter Tegan has just completed her first year sailing forward hand on ‘Lots of Knots’.
Tegan received the most improved forward hand trophy for 2003/04. Ric is delighted that
through his granddaughter, Tegan the family tradition is alive and well. Tegan will be the
proud owner of her own Manly Junior, ‘UFO’ for 2004/05 season.
The family has another potential sailer in her sister Amber. Rebecca also spent a little time on
a Manly Junior, in her early years at NYC. She left, but came back as an adult to sail with her
father. So she too has had a long association with NYC
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Glenn Fairey, has been at the club since birth, so he has already clocked up about 26 yrs.
Glenn was lucky enough to have his grandfather Noel Hawkins who sailed a 16’ Skiff
‘Barbara’ at MBSC, build him a ‘Mudlark’ and that was Glenn’s first real adventure into the
world of sailing. Glenn sailed a ‘Manly Junior’ with Emily Lipple named ‘Cutty Sark which
was later purchased for Glen and renamed ‘Splash’, from there into a 420. Then he left to join
the Royal Australian Navy, spent time on Destroyer Escort, Navy Survey ship and
Submarines. Glenn returned to NYC to sail a Tornado with his cousin Zane Lewis.
Glenn & Zane also ran the Sail Training at NYC for a couple of seasons. Glenn met his wife
Gwen at one of these Sail Training courses. Gwen also sailed with Ric for one season. Glenn
& Gwen sailed one season together. Glenn is currently sailing with a young ex Manly Junior
sailer Lucinda Crisp.
The interconnection of people started with the marriage of Sandra Fairey to Brian Lewis, who
met at NYC; Ric Fairey to Sue Hawkins, who met a regatta in Geraldton; Glenn Fairey to
Gwen Linley who met at NYC. The passion & enthusiasm for sailing started with Eric Fairey
& Noel Hawkins and has continued on through, Ric & Glenn Fairey, Rebecca & Tegan Hill
and Brian & Zane Lewis. Brian now has a grandson, Alexander, and grand daughter Claire,
so who knows what the future may bring.
The Griffiths Family 1960-1986
The Griffiths family joined the Nedlands Yacht Club in 1960 and continued in an active roll
until 1986. Jack was instrumental in getting his family involved with the sailing club because
of his great love for fishing and sailing.
Jack firstly taught his son Bruce the fundamentals of sailing, then introduced him to the
Pelican class into which Bruce took to enthusiastically. He then introduced his wife Gwen to
the club to help the other ladies with canteen duties and lastly, introducing his daughter Pam
to sail Pelicans with her brother in 1963.
Bruce did not take too kindly to this at first as he was the only boy who had to sail with his
sister. He soon changed his view on this when they started winning races. In the season of
1964-65, Bruce and Pam were the first brother and sister team in the Pelican class, to win a
“Club Championship” and the “Most Fastest Times” in the same season in a boat called
SKIPJACK. Both Bruce and Pam were recipients of the “Alfred Riley Perpetual Cup” for the
best junior club person in consecutive years 1963-64 and 1964-65.
Because of the under 15 year age restriction for Pelicans, Bruce and Pam moved up to the
Cherub class the next season. It was the season of 1967-68 that they were once again the first
brother and sister team in the Cherub class, to win a “Club Championship” and the “Most
Fastest Times” in the same season in a boat called CRACK-A-JACK (pictured). Jack was
immensely proud of their achievements.
Bruce continued to sail Cherubs very competitively until 1972 in a boat called CHEROKEE.
Gwen, by this time had been embroiled into the Ladies Auxiliary, and had taken over the
voluntary running of the canteen on both Saturdays and Sundays and did so for fourteen years
until 1986. Hence, Gwen was made a very well deserving Life Member.
Pam can still remember that they were never allowed to go home until the last pie was sold
and the fridges restacked. Gwen also helped run some very successful Australian and World
Titles held at NYC.
Jack, for many years was involved with helping to train the pelican juniors, crewing on the
Mercy Boat and serving on the Management Committee. Also using his own boat as an extra
Mercy Boat when required.
Sadly, Jack passed away on April 19, 2004 aged 87, and right up to that day he still had his
passion for boats.
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Gwen now aged 86 still visits the Club on Opening Day and Hector Waller Day when she is
available.
Jack, Gwen, Bruce and Pam all have very fond memories as members of the Nedlands Yacht
Club.
McKechnie Family
The following recollections were contributed by Mrs Erica McKechnie, mother of John
McKechnie, Windrush Section and grandmother of Fiona, Ranald, Moira and Sheila, all of
whom sailed more or less regularly from our Club. Mrs McKechnie had a long association
with NYC and came regularly to the Club to watch her family sail and tell Molly Nuttall her
latest jokes. Her elder son, Ranald, was a regular sailor at NYC as a youth but tragically died
early in life. The Barometer in the Clubhouse, commemorates Ranald’s contribution and
membership of our Club.
Mrs McKechnie was President of the Ladies Committee for two years in the early 1960s.
Erica’s story
My early recollections began in the 1950’s when I was shopping in Stirling Highway, next to
the Windsor Theatre, and saw a young man carefully arranging Trophies in the front window
of the shop. On enquiring he told me with some pride that they were for the SubiacoNedlands Yacht Club. I have since wondered how the Subiaco title fared.
Not being a Yachtswoman, I merely wished him luck and it was not until later that my eldest
son Ranald became interested and his father encouraged him to join the Nedlands Yacht Club
and he spent Sundays sailing his Moth Class Dinghy and winning a few trophies.
The Clubhouse was much smaller then and a Ladies Committee was formed of which became
a member and then the President. As far as I can remember the Committee consisted mainly
of the mothers of the young sailors, Mesdames Rita Court, Eve Carroll, Dorothy Smith, Win
Stephen, Bertha LeMaistre, Iris Fairey, Hilda Ducat, Beat Chivers and Mrs Lothringer and
Mrs Lofthouse.
Our Committee worked hard to raise money for the Club by Card Days, Jumble Sales, etc.
and started the Canteen. At the time we had no refrigerator or warming oven so we filled
bread rolls and made cakes and sold drinks and sweets as our main lines of stock.
The fathers of the young sailors also pulled their weight; Jim Carroll, Ron Stephen, Jack Le
Maistre, Harold Smith, Laurie Chivers and my husband Alan McKechnie.
Actually it was my husband and Jack Le Maistre who spent many weekends extending the
small jetty into deeper waters. Sir Charles Court recently told me that all his sons learned to
sail at Nedlands and on one of his official visits as Patron he remarked about what a familyhelp sort of a club it was.
The late Sir Charles Gardiner was our Official Visitor one Opening Day and all the young
sailors lined up for his inspection. He congratulated them on the appearance of their boats and
added that they must not only keep their craft in good condition but also keep their own
appearance neat and tidy.
The annual Trophy Presentation night was a Dinner Dance held in the Dalkeith Hall, always
well attended. Our own premises were too small at that time.
Some early memories contributed by her son John McKechnie, QC
I remember the 1950s at Nedlands Yacht Club when I was a young boy. The wreck of what
had been the first rescue boat, a wooden half-cabin launch, sat on the beach for what seemed
like several years.
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The premises now occupied by YAWA and the Mirrors were Laurie Chivers workshop where
he worked making VJs, Skates and other wooden dinghies.
For some years, garden and other implements were kept behind the old clubhouse in a large
pine box which had to been used to crate an AEC truck from the UK.
In the 1950s the bamboo extended to the boundaries of the then clubrooms The area which is
now the rescue boat compound was once bamboo. The bamboos were cut down when the
Yvonne catamaran compound was built in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Similarly, bamboo
and scrub extended down to an area that is now the Open Cat compound.
The Berry family
The Berry family involvement at Nedlands began in 1971/72 when John started sailing in the
open catamaran fleet on a Quickcat named ‘Phantom’ owned by Bob Hay and that was the
last one sailed at NYC. By the end of the season he had moved to the Yvonne cats with the
purchase of ‘Su-Ton’ in partnership with Bob Hay.
Basil soon joined in the fun as handicapper for the section thus beginning his long association
with the Yvonne Class and NYC. As the families’ involvement in the class grew Basil
became involved, not only in the Start Box at Nedlands every Saturday, but also in the
Yvonne State and National Title organization as Starter and Handicapper. He was directly
involved as a member of the start team for all Yvonnes State National Titles held in WA from
1974 to 1985. Only a heart attack in 1983 kept him away, He was awarded life membership
of the Yvonne Council of WA in 1983 and life membership of the Nedlands Yacht Club in
1992.
John purchased Puma in 1980 and extensively re-built and refitted the hulls going on to win
the Club championship with Doug Turner in 1982/83, 83/84 and 84/85 and the State
Championship in 1982/83.
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